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Editors' Notes
This issue contains a selection of new writing from South Africa and
Zimbabwe, as well as work from writers and artists from New York,
Los Angeles, the San Francisco Bay Area, Tijuana, Berlin, Buffalo,
Washington, D.C., Minneapolis, and Paris. We hope that the range
of writers and forms furthe r confirms rhe notion that there is no one
standard of avant-gardism. " Innovation" and "experimentalism" are
not fixed terms; they are constantly changing formal categories that
depend at least in part on historical, pol itical, and cuhural contexts,
whether those of the work's production or the conditions of a work's
reception.
For help in preparation of this issue, our thanks to Robert Ikrold,
Paul Wessels, Flora Veit-Wild, Nrone Edjabe, Eli Drabman, and all
the contributors.
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Routes/roots. Exile & diasporas. Borders, front iers, maps & crossings.
Tripwire invites submissions of essays, translations, interviews, art
& book reviews, bulletins, letters responding to previous issues, &
visual art. Visual art submissions should be reproducible in black &
white; artists are encouraged to include a statement about their work.
At this rime, we are not accepting unsolicited poetry for publication.
The deadline for Tripwire 7 is May I, 2003.

A selection of new writing from Southern Africa
For too long, African ~try has been read in the U.S. mainly
through the interpretive prisms of ethnopoetics or the new postcolonial
canon. While the work of ethnopoerics has been crucial in rescuing
forms and traditions outside the blinders of Western literary history,
as often as not it can f.tll prey to irs own categories, re~rrapping works
and practices within an ethnographic framework, where fixed notions
of race, culture, and authenticity make ir difficult ro see the historical
transformations of literary practices in an increasingly hybrid cui rural
field. Postcolonial criticism, on the other hand, has often Fallen into
the habit of privileging those works that feature "other" comenrs
within recognizably Western forms (such as the realist novel or the
modern lyric), with just enough "local color• or linguistic exoticism
to repackage for the global literary marketplace. Such reading habirs,
however well-imenrioned, can only limit rhe kinds of work that enter
onto the international stage, as well as the terms by which they can be
understood, appreciated and heard.' Contemporary African poetry
can no longer be read only within such perspectives, as we hope the
selection of Southern African writers presented here demonstr.ues.
While it may nor yet be accurate to think of these writers' work
as post-nationalist, this new generation is no longer concerned only
with consrructing unified national consciousness or celebrating
"authenrically African~ traditions. Nor, in the post-apartheid era, are
all South African writers content tO withdraw into a polite, domesticated, nonracial poetics wherein politics need no longer be a concern for
aesthetics. Many writers have: helped shift the political terrain of poetry
from anti-colonial and ami-apartheid struggles to a broader global
perspective, whether it's in critiquing the IMF or interrogating the
post-independence loders of South Africa and Zimbabwe as they
align dtemselves with transnational neoliberalism. Though the work
presented in this issue is written almost exclusively in English, the
politics of language likewise remains a crucial concern for these writers,
for whom numerous indigenous languages (as well as Afrikaans) meet
on an uneven literary terrain dominated by (an increasingly global)
"Imperial English." The: impom.ncc: of performance: poerric:s, with
their roots in praise poetry and movement-based oral poetics (as wc:ll
as imernational spoken word and dub scenes), also inAects the: work of
many writers with aesthetic concerns that can never be cleanly separated from the cultural politics of language and form.
We: hope the modest selection of writing presented here: can hc:lp
expand the readership for such work and perhaps spark greater interest
in new poetric:s outside the Euro-American ambit."
' Similar double-binds confront African visu;r.l am--primitivism or lrmsn;r.dona.l
musics-indigenous folk 1nditions or • world music•?
''seep. 160 for fimhcr information on Soulhem AfriClll poetry presses~ journals.

biennia.lism?-:~.nd

Seitlhamo Motsapi

Four Poems
moni
& so the new blacksc:s arrive
all scent & drape to their clamour
head & heart the: liquid odour
of roads that defY oceans

from the fiery splash of pool
pirs they preach us rcdamp
shun from the dusr
of the old ways
their kisses bite
like the dc:ep bellies of conputers
the gravy of their songs
smells like: the slow piss of c:.tlculatahs

&<o
the nc:w blackses arrive
& promise us life beyond the bleed
of the common yell
they promise us new spring
for the slow limp
of our heads
meanwhile
the ladder finds the sky at last
heart or herd slinks to the warers
mbira grows into a synthesiser
the son~ ask for more sugar
& my salt sets sail for babylon

djeni

2-bamako

1---calabaas

OL>hd
is this my people so
this writhe: in my I
a reed so green machete is greed
a sun a boulder for clouds to perch
is this mah people so
a weal on the kiss/a bleed inside
fire: eating the bridge: ash in rhe granary
rhc: long knife of traitors cosy in rhc: song
i remember rains harvest feast God in the: hut
when love: was rhe sky
& remembered the: fields with the: first rains
when hope was a sprout
a fire: that showed promise
-wd spread far & high, the elders sd

iam the: new man
£a!l&cool
calm like a spear
all like the sunseh the: assnologists
lush & redded in rhe micro/scapegoat
ofcyori
iamthc:nc:wman
cool & connected
bones blk & rotting to riddim
obeah they lacktrick me a jig
jungle jingle me kush/in meroe
or eden
i am rhe nude mad
drums warring blur in the head
loinskin mosguito googlc:
fric:ndli & fissicalsc:h the: amfropologists
i am the: nu man, mad i cham
loves song---gobbledigoon i mumble
chant me michael jc:rksin the spcpsi s/pcrm
while they kwashiorkor me
they rhe world
as sah geldof shuttles out
of the: sand of the tv crew
in addis

i return to you now
as the hills refuse to sing
love was here:, they seh
bur for me: there: is only
the: sure: thud of a slow maul
only the: bleeding slit
from the: razor lips of snakes
a pat on the back that is not pat
i ask for bread
my brother feeds me stone
i ask for the: green sha/door of his hand
he: mumbles dollar blood
see this dear Lawd
the arrogant thunder
that runs into my heart
love in the mud
a rend in the sky

3----dhiki

ityopi a phase-in

ninety two afiriki
sun is nor sun anymore
song is nor sah nor crop
joy is nm calabash
yam is a F.!.ding memory
herds slink into ash
while the quick axe or ache
of politricking spiders
rags hope to a diStant Aurrer
the languid mumble of healers
comes w rest in the sky
feet Fall into the long straggle
of weary nomads
home is the tarpaulin swamp
where the razor harmattan is home
hope is the hungry gruel
at the glutted feet of the world
that remembers me only
in the clustered Ay of the tv crew
afiriki ninety two
song is song no more
but the long bleat of ends

"we have only come for the sphinx we do not desire war·
I prolude-Makuria
we bring news
from a Far country
we bring you news
from your forgotten brethren
the sun ears inro the marrow
ofrhe manyana
they say
ever so slowly water receeds
from the wells
& soon no more dung
from the straggling camels
fo r our hurs
it all narrs
with the proselytising hordes
cresccm dawns riding blood
into the village
as salaam asphyxiated the shrines
of our mud & copper defences
it:allsraru
on the anxious red wave
of the hell/meted mishinari
who saw other purposes
for my woman
beside pounding yam
itallstarrs
with babu acompong
who clanked mah village imo dungeon
for a ru.sted musket
& didn't hear
the venomous viper hiss
that only came to bleed the lands
inro a backward crevice

into malarial swamp
feeding rheses
of rising anthro pol ogisu
from oxbridge or makerere
now our suns have shrunk
& the horizon twigs
into the arid waistline
of the sahara
& while my thret: pit:ee straightjacketed son
jiv<:S his anC<:Stral integrity
for mort: cowri<:S at the imf
i ride the 5 tO 9 mararu
into bwana's sprawling F.a.rt

2 asante

St:

dusk

so songhay fe ll
mali timbuctu ghana
the constdlation of mossi
bt:fon= you cd say Onyame
the invading dust
of the arab hordes
had overwhdmed the land
the clamorous rabble
of our citi<:S of stone
mdting into a whimper
bene:ah the urgent hoofs
of moor & mularto
ofsankon=
all that remains
is the jagged scrawl of thin memories
a precarious groove in the sh ifting unds
ofdisrant pasu
whether nkrabea or njia
only the red in the niger an tell
the di.spair of mans;a mus;.a's Stttl
clanking against the appro;aching dwk
ravenous voids uking over
whole empires

3 makorokoto
we salute you
aljahiz
the prophet has returned
peace & the first rains be upon him
so the barbarians in basra
in their boiling fervou r
cd not subdue the pra-pra spue
of your trumpet over the hudson
across the limpopo
& the bleeding hell of their white crocodiles
beyond the rhames & her F.mged filth
of colonial afterdrcams
the village soothsayer remembers
the melted sofr staccato
of your advancing truths
despite the sugared skew
of apostate & inf.a.dd
the skies could nor ignore you
now what armi<:S whirl the horizons
into hasty embraces

.stt

& the poor suddenly remember
rhe sanctuary of the rock
refuge in the machete
a rebirth in rhe scythe

Lesego Rampolokeng

ea rt h

Two poems (& a play)
to say bread
we tamed mounr2ins
assaulted distances
noses sruck our & up
for rhe shallow odour
of silver

Hab ari Gani Africa Ranting
(eureka europe gathers the dusr of a falle n ~rli n wall
africa rolls in the mud of irs tropical brain-fall)

we left homes
herds
hearts
to spite the reckless hun~r
on the numeral horiz.on of lolly
so the sun
cd spare us her scaring glance
bur now you see me
all eanhscenr & skewed skunk
pulp in the rot to a fetter
now you see me
a bruising stagger
hammered to hell
& screwed w a grovel by a capital
while their gleam comes true
suited greed to highrise paradise
pulsing oil & glitter through lucre
i fierce my furrowed eye to a
boulder plowed in the f.lce
& as you wonder
whether i bring smile or smite
my furnace thinks of you

habari gan i africa
so free & unconscious where you sit
drowning in complacence's shit
a national situation irs universal station top of the pops
pulled off rhe shelf when the rand drops
it takes a self-exultation I struggle ticket to ride the train
fortune-wheels in cranial rotation
slaves of example now masters of spectacle
hoarding seed crushed in loi ns labour broken
his I her I irs imperial majestic(k) token
vacuum cleaning out a skull tu rning the brain cocaine
spliffing powdered bone I membrane rolled up in a dollar bill
terms of revolution's dictation not for negotiation
habari gan i africa
government's hammering & anvill ing consent
quoted out of pavlovian con-text
self aggrandisement's god complex in torment
self-eulogises til images of own creation believe the gu ise
soulrhiefblindbelief demonsermonmindrel ief gnu consciousness
in bloodstreams loo crass n:Aecrions of pork righteousness
nadon's birth's midwife's &tee upon currency
wrath's head stampi ng the image-making of democracy
historical revamping drumbeating politicking
upon a slime bomb's ticking
hem-backing for international mother fucking
epiloguing your orifices puckering to nuclear waste puking
habari gani africa
operation eradication death movement's in stealth
declaration of good intention by tin-godly decree
mortality a military spending spree of corpse-wealth
moraliry's education for the living in health
a spiritual fulfi lment read the gospel of sai nt ~neral
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II

in the satan scaple book-write of denial
smiles of mirror practise f rv scrttn cosmetise Aies on diseue
spotlights out on melting americanised scream f ice-cream expression
& fatsWear's a sweet taste to thirst of emaciation
dark incontinent orwellian sequence content in emancipation
liesmacks soundtrack the powermonging in conference:
crack-polished-bone-mirages affiuence & wretchedness confluence
habari gani africa
for everything the media sells
foul winds of small change fanning both flag waving & burning
on both sides clogged-up brain-cells
commerce's judas coins always spinning
tails or heads of state turning
& vanity before humanity only beasts beauty contesting & winning
sankara-sermon-legacy's silent witness
W'J.Sh our marks of millennia! cains in blood of self-sacrifice
adam-f.uher's sin-seed nakedness in the skin of his genes
falle n smashed upon eartheaven's kilns to fash ion artifices f
edifices tegumental monuments \uciferean at human genesis
graveyard upheavals of sclf-revdalions
habari gani africa
dross rehearsal in cock-suction for intra venereal progression
a grain of wheat away from maggot-fat down six feet
land of sunshining on the aboveground in Starleading roles
cold deep inside burr-plugged holes where scarred souls sit
scorncobwebbed for imestinceneration by nuclear excretion
amputated arms held out for world rank alms of bob or rwo doles
fake deliverance in providence's corruption
bred on bread moulded destimtion
nm diarrhoo or constipation your inn:~ords revolution
bi rth of the incubus bursting out of the umbilicus in eruplion
commerce: acid.sluiced our your intestines
barrenstoned from lusty look ofland-barons' mcdussa concubines

arrived as implosion of oppression's child
have you survived explosion of liberation gone wild
nightfly hover above deceit he:ned under muckiness' cover
new worldly empty embraces of darkness' lover
black despair I regency shame borne cold fear's catarrh as trophy
ignorance's arrogance destruction's slave-agent of catastrophe
habari gani africa
bloodstains on morgueshttr sweat of impotence
born to die lie dead in the strttt the lie of omnipotence
scarstripes on the soul sign of demention I delusion
look of drugged minds hidden behind illusion
& outside me grenade-reality-cracked window me botched moment
licc:men of the west bearing gifts rearing rifts of torment
come ro perform reconci liation
a land's abortion operation
nude:~or wasted to the world's acceptance I assim ilation
a disembowelment your creation cursed to a braindearhblow
manchildwomanimal NOWH ERE left I right I middle I 0 ..
sixfeerdownbelow
glow longknifenightscssionsplashed bloodd roplers in the sewers
Aeshpieces from crossed Xs I axes of man-made-wood hewers
habari gani africa
purification rite-sight I site unset fo r handhddfirsrworld viewers
no hard mear & bone news chewers
parental guidance adviced tO toothless pensioners of civilisation
radioactivation messages of rage beyond broadcast of the age
riding gossamc:r tdewaves of the royal educated savage
thunder before morning conceived of night's ravage
serpentine
squash for wine the fleas on which you dine
brine-soaken oaken to the druid broken barkbackcd
dried-up spinal fluid h2n~ a lifdine I capitalisticked sucked bloodmine
mortality I age on mortgage: steal-deal tables f.rngsracked
(eureka europe gathers the dust of a fallc:n berlin wall
africa rolls in the mud of irs rro pical brainfall )

habari g.miafrica
criminal -:~oga inst-humaniry-deme nt become celebrant

hour of the serpent's servant in power's fervent dance
tO the slashed drum's heartbeat in desporicardiac arrest
king-poet-pus sings president sore's praises
faeces on tongue's fttt pound to the sound of a wound's .;abki!SI
stagnation's ambition putrefaction's ad I ministration
12
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T he Fela Sermo n
(for Thomas Brudrnn-)
(slave driver grave saliva
soja come soja go what he bring come forever)
I

muhi-kuhi drused in mufti fda kuri's bc=ast of no nation
rises ro hold international station
what it eats swells up where it sits spills out in the street
army-arrangement-expensive-shit
human & cold on rhe pavement ~yond manin luther klng's highway
illusion dies in a rrail of grey
pollution under the southern sky
gives the beast an almighty high

a taSte of nuclear waste
radioactivity does not sate a health-thirst
it pumps full of eternal rest in the mouth
the perennial tale of the south

manera. called it a weapon no error thereupon
stock up on the memory terror-hawk's got an armoury
bloodsrring puppetry sklns&bones sing in harmony:
what did we fight for mike up the light for
bring the night for wreckers of the world ignite for
who I why loot&shoO[ for dig down to root scream for
reap the do I die fruit for?
"I have a dream" of war
red like dread days of yore
yours same as ~fore
(slave driver grave saliva
soja come soja go what he bring come forever& evermore AMEN)

politics a capital dance policy runs on finance
profit on the rise the fal l of conscience
dean collar hearts dollar ride ro sewer-side
information more than the next person
principal pc»iron of intercourse
read the gospel of saint karl marx
the cliche is a clinch it clenches around the glitch
life is a birch yes disease & pestilence
commerce dictates you fuck her in silence

3
colonization in revolution's disguise sows arms both sides of conflict reaps
deadly harvests
progress replaces the monstrous with its grandmother much worse
it's a truth-raking myth making dearh of innocence's
kiss & caress of class' cutlass
necks & axes in commerce's congress

uack of no foundation bellyful of radiation
no enemy no friend we follow the global trend
blade cutting mendicant hand
socialism's said to F.til we attach to capital's oil
smell of hell when that tail is raised
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A play, this land is t he stage
one character's only duty is tO run around the stage shouting
amandin! and other slogans throughout. that and the occasional stone
throwing at anything that moves. that serves as a breathraking device.
we don't want him to die of sheer exhaustion before the main character-whom we'll mttt in due battle course--getS to him. and of
course the mandatory royi-toyi. and then he'll also neo:l an AK assault
riA e.
this we'll have to march to the movement's nodding headquarters
to demand. for this part i'll need a well pap fed soweto youth. ah
here's our other main character. what~ oh you will need a costume~ of
course! comprising of only a headband. okay okay you don't need to
crack my head with that knobbed-kierie. a red one, significant of ...
i stt. olt~ gazi e/'qhuma li gwaz' inlranyezi ... significant of blood.
i Stt.
its letting of course. then he'll need quite a few assc:gais, shields
and knobkierries, demanding therefore a physically fir hostel dweller
who knows how tO bash something-preferably human-on the head
until long after it has stopped moving. he'll need a good voice to
shout usuthu!at every Wll.r dance and head-bashing rurn.
side by side with him to add colour to the occasion, i need a
blue-dad policeman who won't have a lot to do either. just ride
around the srage in an armoured van. shooting directly and incessantly
at the youth and his immediate surroundings. then i need a few fire
tongued older men to make hot speeches about traditional/ cultural
weapons. a few skulls with brain.s-dlildren's preferably, or very weak
and elderly people's-spilling our and police mongrels lapping these
up will be of some american-award-winning significance. a number of
dustbins overflowing with fresh corpses will be of great nc:cessiry.
the stage will have to be in ruins, burning, smoke everywhere.
the audience will have to make do as best they can. the audience
be warned, the likelihood of their joining the cast is very high.
throughout the play's run.
at th is point i light a march and nedclace a cigarette. the smell of
burning human flesh is revolting. but i gulp it down none the less. it
is part of the play. he wrinkles his nose at the smell. and lifts his glass
ro his lips. no! i scream and tear the blood-filled object out of his
hand and smash it down on ... no, before that i look again and find
no red inside, he looks at me, a jackboor-puu.led look on his F.!.ce.
after a while, "perhaps i better go home," he tells me. where is his
home? i don't ask him but the thought jumps our of my stomach and
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has me running to the toiler before anyone gees embarrassed and moves
with the time of my dysentery.
rwo men, white from the look of them, an! on an electric light
civilised swear campaign.
"sa kaffir! boat barbarian pora."
"soul pi~l'one foot in england the other in south africa blc:c:ding penis
in the sea.!~
we look at them and they turn on us. the rest is best left unwritten.
suffice it m say, that i thank them here and now for breaking the bones of
our monotony. my knucldes are still painful from the flesh encounter.
such sweet pain, such painful pleasure.
at the next bar lines are drawn.
"ya the zulus are dam barbaric. all they are capable of is murder and
they rake that for the height of sophistication!"
"we shall not be led by the nose by compulsively lying kleptomaniac
xhosas! usuthu!"
"shut up you mountain monkey mosotho, the only thing you people
know is eating cats and horses."
"oh ya, when did you ndebele cannibals stop eating human beings?"
"as for you tswanas and your snake skinny pseudo-intellectual sour
porridge drunk above the rabble closer to the queen's pink arselicking
bullshit ... "
"stupid like your worm eating ancestors bundu headed shanagaan ..
blacker rhan thou politics in a kaleidoscope country.
the ultra african comes out from under his grnndf.!.ther's lice-infested
loincloth and adjusts his tie, "shoo, it's getting hor in wonderland, switch
on the air conditioner, alice."
i am also part of the cast, needing to die on the opening night. or day
even. or even anytime during the play's run. the time is nor sc:r. the dying
is, though. this is because i need to dip my finger in my grave wounds to
write the script. so i might even have ro die before its writing is done. in
this event the cast will have to make do on their own. that will nor be
difficult since the script is written daily across the F.!.ce of this land.
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T h e Botso<so Jes<e rs

SIPHIWE,

Listen to my voice at rhe shop door
listen as you walk tO the sounds of war

IKE,

Stripp~r

klohnnbe atidlA/i
nlth~thmi It~ wa ponto k Jh~kng
mukla ngmo mujita ri vhonan~

Co llective Poe m
(Po~tic script for

dijfimu charartm)

umngma ndlini mama umngtna ndlini baba't

ISABELLA,

I am the light from the roof mp
revealingfo ofo fi in your h«< 1
barometer oiling screw hinges I~

!SABELLA,

SIPHIWE,

Pensioner standing in a queue
ragged animals in the roo
yawning toothless lions

Smltquanang J~ ntholA morwa/q
mpatk Ira tiro tJam~ gotk buti~
0 J~q~ ph~fo Ita nna ~tkng4

ALLAN,

ALLAN,

I am fire burning rhe shack

I'm the bull running rhe kraal
don't pull my ring if you're skraal
Sun City Extra

ANNA,

The louse I'm serving tea to
addresses only my husband - he just
wants to speak to 'the Daddy of rhe House'

SIPH!WE,

Shebeen tables black with booze
girls caress beards of their fathers
mothers bump and grind with their sons

smoking after the hostel arrack
divide and rule is a problem here

IKE'

Soul food binder sray free
silaphanje ngt mum for men 2
ear your hearr and lungs out

ANNA,

Left over raped - sour grape
cooks rot in a pot
cars the whole damn lor

ISABELLA,

IKE,

Hour kop petty crime is a

taboo

shame on you daaJo a ni h~mbi
gu}J ni ham nchumu jokes aside?

Vumani bo siya vuma

tharha lthotha thmha phurA thathn chatha1
we :~~rt: the healers from the sea

ALLAN,

Slink of scam in the state
bu~ucrar shuffic while you wail
neporists scoop the honey

ANNA,

The only hole god made
found my stomach today
- babbelas - cold forks -

I. reva.ling give and take in your bed
2. we arc here with mum for men
3. ~Do you agree?" "Ve$ I agree"
"Take this and lick, rake: this and drink~
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ALLAN,

ISABELLA,

Total Onslaught amnesty
even Wit Wolf strolls our
forgive and forger history

fitt

Don't be afraid say it loud
come our strong and ~yourself

lu monyako mpukk h~tM
ash gro~ves -

4.smallgiftforthoseathomc:
5. Take off that shin, we're not joking cheap boanc:r
about money, come closer, let's see each other
6. If you no longer love: me:, 1hc:n you rdic:vc: me, if
you want to find me, look for me in my works, c:ut
1he wind with me on your shouldc:rs
7. shame: on you there:. 12fll not lying
I'm nor lying, guys I have nothing
8. I'm at !he: door, opc:n fOr me:
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I'm five years old, you're six foot tall
teacher teacher tales of cancer
bears my knuckles against the w:.tll
Darkness shadow in rhe slums
pockers cold with a stainless knife
pass the bucks or I'll rake your life
Ginger F.tce hurters no record to trace
ready stomach digesrs sound of my words
no bubble gum music in my verse

The Botsotso Jesters
Isabella Moradinyane
Allan Kolski Horwitz
Ike Mboneni Muila
Anna Varney
Siphiwe Ka Ngwenya

Ike Mbonene Wangu Muila

i n no time
in no rime
spot on
infidelity
security injection
buy and sell
small small
in any way
you ought
<O be
overquive
current by now
meet werksman

vho maita zwitomn
tshinyakaiiA
vhutsiiA ndi vhuto!to
create friendship
in any way
in no time
sporon
grab ma.lazA
a piece job
madaiAsite
deadly ghost
weave
inner my bones
down rhe marrow
to rhecore
catch my tail
worn out
day in
day our
hand out
deadlock

fhmhas_ha

(those who try)
(haste)
(cowdung is ability)

(leftovers)
(offsire)

(fix)

sporon

a;imuboni ~bafazini
simubona mtadodmi
asimuboni muulodmi
simubotta rbafazini

(we cannot see her amongst women)
(we see her amongst men)
(we cannot see him amongst men)
(we see him amongst women)

~I staring
m your eyes
heartache
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auack
handout
deadlock

fhashas.ha

ambulance flash light
back spinning
hospital stain

(fix)

spot on
when we cry
work for all
singing justia

mulo.lo

udzula

hu no.fta
uua
(peace)

over the land
inner bubbling
pep talks
madzingan~:kvlu

(d"f)

fresh air quiver
you play me

banyana ba ipatik
hide and seek game
coward flops
slyur mat!Aio. site

skop dry oorklo.ppia

(young girls are hiding)

(runaway offsire)
(emptyheaded with blinkers)

steam roller over boss
btUUboy
o:tra strong enzyme
sharp one look

"'""P
ph<Uha.ha
a crocodile smile
smoke down m.f'Amo
our terms neveraher
you give us

garinja Wflngu
tshiguluzUiflno.
matopmi

(fix)
(effort)

(friend of mine)
(small pig)
(mud)
(to sit)
{it's wonderful)

(l•ugh;ng)

buddy soul
in particular
an island
unholy surrounded
in no time
spot on
a helicopter pest
blue dock
standing jacket on
ina world
trade cenrre

;!:~:ble
third force
fou l acid rarro:
vole yellow
pandemonium
graph choken throat
birrerness never smoke

nWflno.nga o taha

(my child divert marriage)

hundred thousand

•h=k
in no time
spot on
life sinking
entirely from a hand
ro the mouth
scales by
and large
scales by
and large
all assorted mess
brake down
on a climb
emergency siren alight
desist car loggerhead
casualty desert

dowry
u vhalo.
ndimuilo.
inyongo ringers

(counting)
(is sa.cred)

spining words
undiluted bile
international
minister
of foreign affairs
unzmui africa
a world
in one country
indeed
you name it
punge~t chaff

(south africa)

(ba, ..lk>

spot on
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Lesego Rampolokeng & Ike Mboneni Muila
Inrerviewed by Robert lkrold
WJN, did you fim mcounur oral pottry? What

dfm did it hatx 011 you?

LR: Or..~. l ~try doesn't nec~rily Stt itself as such. I came across it
in the suttu and in my home as well. For instance" my grandmother,
when she was in some kind of excited stare, moved ro anger or joy or
whatever, would rattle our some lines rhar would put quite a numbc:r
of people mday going as poets to shame. That's why I've aiWOlys gone
out of my way to say, for me, my grandmother was the original1'2pper. She would rattle them out on rhe spot, what in the US they refer
ro as frecstyling, meaning when you go out on srage without having
wrirtten anything, creating extemporaneously as it were. But as I say,
1 did not recognise ir as poetry itself. It was just the Yr.lf in which my
grandmother would express hemlf at certain rimes. This country's
best pot:u will never be known, will never lxa recognised, because they
do nor even sec themselves as poets, jusr as people putting words our
there, in the street, mouth ro ear, rhar kind of communication.
And then as a kid I u~ to listen ro Radio Freedom. They would
have a slot where they had poetry, I suppose' just a means of mobil in·
tion. And they introduced ir by having rhese sounds of AKs going off
to add some power tO it. This 1'2ttling of guns and the .sraric that's
coming from your ~iver, all these noises, this person reading poetryit was electric, you know, that's what I think ignited that first spark.
And then again I had the good fortune of being dragged by my
cousin Vincent to these nor necessarily 'cultural' gatherings, people
like lngoapele Madingoane, Maishe Maponya and all the rest of
them. I could recite uAfrica my beginning" without lxming an eyelid,
you know, at the slightest provocation, because I thought it w.u one
way of getting some attention. And I did ger some attention, and that
I suppose got me rolling. Unforrunatdy for me the fim few rimes I
tried to read my lines at these places they chased me away, h was just
sad, these were people I idolised and I wanted ro show them what I
had picked up fro m them. I was only about 14 or so. h w;~s '79.
around rhere.

one playing horns. I saw a definite connection between what they
were doing .and what people like Linton Kwesi Johnson was doing.
The difference was that the dub poets tried to infuse drum and bass
rhythms into the word itself, whereas these other people were nor
doing that. Dub poetry is a specific genre, .a specific form of poetry. It
comes our of reggae music, the instrumental side of reggae music,
where the d rum and bass get pulled our .and brought back in. You
take that .and build it into the poetry itself. Only then does it be-come
dub poetry. I read somewhere that Ike is the king of dub poetry
although I doubt that Ike has ever written a dub poem in his life, let
alone being king of one. He might be the king of whatever he is
doing, bur it's definitely not dub poetry.
Then there was the underground British scene as they called it,
Murab.aruka, Jean Binra Breeze, Oku O nuora and Michael Smith in
J.amaica, and in the Americas, The Last Poets .and Gil Scott· Heron.
And then there were those Afric.ans in exile in England who c.ame
together and called themselves African Dawn, that was Ahmed Sheik
and Merle Collins, who was from Grenada I thi nk. There was a
definite link between what .all those people were doing and what
people in the Black Consciousness movement were trying to do, and
I suppose thaes what set me off.
I'm one of those people who is tied by the word. Bur we arc not
necessarily doing the same thing. Wh.at I am doing is as differem
from what Ike is doing as it's different from Lemn Sissay, and it's
worlds apart from what Benjamin Zephaniah is doing. You can pur us
all under the spoken word fo rm, it's all the word in motion, the word
moving from mouth to ear, the word lifted off the page.
What about you,

fir~.

how did you mut oral po~try?

LR: I subsequenrly came across rhe work of people in the Diupora
who were doing pretty much the same thing as these guys were
doing, purting the word ro rhe sound of rhe drum, maybe With SOille·

IM : Long before undersra.nding written poetry, I was used to poetry
being chanted. It was like .a way of life in our family. My mother used
tO say, maybe at rimes when she was h.appy, my son, can you sing the
praise names of the Muila fami ly? And then I'd start ch.anti ng my
praise names ... then maybe somebody would si ng something, maybe
someone takes a izgubo or a drum and starts playing, and then they'll
be cha nting. When I started comi ng to understanding what is praise
poetry and how it's written and how it lxacomes formalised, it was
then that I realised that, hey, people come from rich cultural back·
grounds. It doesn't matter whether you're Mosotho or Muvenda
because there is that thing in a fami ly unit that one has got.
Before my father passed away he was like a Zionist and he would
get possessed sometimes and speak in tongues, things th.ar he himself
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Wffl' you listming to any rtcord~d om/ ponry rhm?

didn't understand. He was communicadng with the gods and the
gods were saying this and this and this.
l got into drama and studying, it was around 1987, under the
Soyikwa Institute of African Theatre. They didn't want us to do
scripted plays only-we had w workshop and write our own thing,
we had to crate characters, create our own music. That is how the
interest got into me. When really something is happening to a person,
you find yourself expressing yourself in your first mother language. I
sraned by ruding Venda poems and then mixing with the students of
music. We performed in the library.

Staying with your rooiJ lr~pt you going...
IM: When you go back to your roots and feel the real stuff, it's then
that the real artist in you develops. The artist which is not from a
certain convention. lr might be something like an avant-garde which
doesn't have a head or a tail, it doesn't matter. It allows you to
progress instead of retrogressing. But if you start distancing yourself
from where you come from , it is then that the writing just becomes
banal. This is what happens if I start distancing myself and displaying
this kind of pride which is like shit across the suect, which is never nice.

Uming baclt to th~ 70s, it was ckar that Madingoan~ toolr po~try to a
plnu it hadn't quiu b«n bifou.
LR: "Africa my beginning• was it for me. I celebrated that piece, and
I celebrate lngoapcle Madingoane today. l think that guy held spirit
and injected spirit into the stagnation that had taken over. And also
gave some direction, of course, w a whole lot of other people and
influenced other people and inspired other people to do that. There
was a rol difference becwecn the poetry of the 80s and that of the
70s. One wing of the poerry of the 80s was one wing of the liberation
movement, created by people who spccifi.cally went out of their way
to put into their poetry a line that sought to bring people in line with
the UDF [United Democratic Front}. As opposed ro the 'zimz.ims' as
they were callcd-zimzims, the kids who were in AZASM, the
Az.anian Students' Movement, when I was a student. People who had
embraced BC (Black Consciousness] ar the rime.
lngoapele Madingoane's poems went across lines, they just sought
ro sound a wake-up call, tO consciemiz.c people across the board and
get people to realise that they were not the slaves that they were made
out to be. That was definitely it, in political lines for me. If you go
into that whole S~~tlfrid~rera, you come across the work of people like
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rhe Allah Poets, Dashiki, Lcfifi Tladi who were writing and reading
pieces. Even Jaki Scroke, PAC (Pan-African Congress] now, he was
putting some really good stuff down, I believe. I might have problems
with them on other levels, but they were putting some lines through
that had quite a lot going for them.

What stopp~d th~ im~tuJ oftlu btU 701 po~try?
LR: I suppose all the Stares of Emergency and people jumping and
running and stuff. You had to go deep within yourself robe able to
project whatever it is to grab the anenrion of people. What killed that
Aow we're talking about, for me especially, was char there came this
new aesthetic that if you recite your lines in this tone of voice, that is
poetry. It became a standard, it became the rule by which people had
to recite their lines, you know, that's why hundreds of people started
coming our and going blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. And that's
why we stood a very sorry chance of becoming a nation of poets.
Because anybody who could actually project their voice in a certain
sryle could be classified as a poet.
The 80s siruarion had to be. It was essential. The bring~on-che
poct·to-lick-rhe-srage-dcan-for-thc-politicians thing. And then the
conmen who talk "possession by the spirits of the ancestors" hustle.
Imagine having to negotiate with your forefathers to rake possession
of your tongue at exactly a quarter past eight, when you're due on
stage. Those guys didn't have any watches, man! And judging rime by
sun and moon is not reliable. The 80s. Mzwakhe. It doesn't matter
whether you liked his work or thought his stuff was 'work,' he
opened a crack in the literary structure and occupied it. And for that
he gets my respect. The old goats that gloat ar him today arc the ones
who lifted him high yesterday. Bad roll of the dice. The mass
democratic movement propped him up once, and then what? He
dropped. So everyone runs around cackling away in their little fartidcs.
I say biggup to him, and flash my lighter in the direction of the
dynamite up the wrinkled suits in Parliament.

What wtu tlu aesth~tic pressum in

th~

70s?

LR: I did nor like being beaten into form. Achmat Dangor and company gave us all those workshops, and tried tO tell us what constillltCS
poetry, and this and that and the other thing, that you can usc western
forms, or whatever, as long as you threw this amount of politics into
the poetry, then that was it. That also killed it off for me.
This country has killed off, across the political spccnum, a whole
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lot of talent, ro use that phra.s~:. People ki lla:l off their art bttauS(:
they were busy fighting a caUS(:, which was the thing to do. They
were fighting a cause: and it killa:l off what(:Ver was within them, as
the: CSS(:ncc: of their art, it did thar.

Siemon Allen

from "Pictures & Words"

How tkts that ajf«t ptopk trying to M somtthing ntw, nrw forms?
LR: I don't think rhc: hismry of this country has actually allowed for
people to break from the norm. You either conform or you are out,
that has bttn it from the begifining, and that's so sad. There is a
racist clement about attitudes to form as well. Some people who go as
oral poets arc buying into this idea of the black ~rson as being a
~rson of body and heart and nm so much mind, and what~er it is
they recite is from somewhere other than the brain, you know, it
comes from elsewhere, they're just a ma:lium for ir. This is the
aesthetic cross that black artists always had to bear.

fkt, you wrilt in IJolJitaaUisicamrho. How did you arri~ at that?
IM : lsicamtho is a rich kind of language. It's all over-in Louis
Trichardt, you find that they US(: a different tsotsiraal, which is differ~
enr from the one we're using in Mofolo, which is differenr from the
one being used in Hillbrow, or in Ca~ Flats, you see. And each ~t
has got his own way of commanding the language. h's not just throw·
ing in phrases and then it's finished and kimlr. It's a cultural c:xchan~,
maybe that one from Giyan i will make us fed the way they commu·
nicate around Elim. If I go from here and go to El im, once I blom, it
will be taken as it is, they won't show me their own way ofblomming.

The 3outh African• cultura~
~iat can eas~ly ·consist of
' lverseas of~al ,'apiced_.wi ~~
what can be taken rrom.
· iildi~en~s cul t~~.~-~. 1

Blomming?
LR: Hanging our, at the street corner, at the: shops or what(:Ver. What
is a blom, it is a flower. Basically what you're doing is setting your
roots on there, and you're just flowering.
lsicamtho came spreading out of influx control laws. People came
from all sons of different corners, not only South Africa, bur beyond,
and they had to somehow find a way of breaki ng through and across
language barriers, which was different fro m what was happening at
the mines, that was a baa~ m boy si tuation. People had tO fin d a way
of merging the Zulu and the Sotho and the Tswana with Afrikaans
and English and all sorts of things-they tried to create and breed a
new some kind of communication, and that's what it came out of.
You've got to find a way of saying whatever it is you want to say,
articulating your concerns.
28
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Gael Reagon

Tonguing my Familiar
stain my eye
with insolent truths
like namaquablue daisies nenling

smutroked moonstruck
in the groin of an unreason

Slu says that when you leave your house you dress up.
Always. Not for povol articulated proprieties by grandmas and aunries who declaim clean panties are a necessicy when you leave your
home. 'What if you're in an accident? People will see your soiled
underwear!' Defilemem & digniry. Thula & rhetha. Nippled sentries
guarding the body of identity...
My mother had a pair. She grew up in the Karoo, walking to
school in the frosted flight of ancemal footsteps. Returning each
afternoon to wash her one pair of panties, playing bare-assed so that
tomorrow she could journey again. In dignity. In standard 4 they
rook her. Took her out. & into the framed u nfamiliar of French cuisine
and another ironstone ski n of subservience. White colonial kitchens.
Trained her in the art of c/roonin & downing & d rowning in the
collusion of dean. Clean underwear. Outer decencies.
Sht. She does not do underwear. She says that if you leave
your house you dress over the body and keep the clitoris free and
leave your house in style. It's a Q of power. But she does not say it.
Black with a peroxide blonde korrelkop, the grapevine card above her
bed coyly encodes: 'of course I'm a natural blonde.'
It's one of those innumerable noisy Sunday evening dinners
at my Becker sneer house when:: we gather in stratified arrangements
and sensibilities to ear and talk and drink and watch (or nm watch)
the weekly broadcast ofTRC [Truth and Reconciliation Commission]
Special Report. It is the kitchen scene preceding the TV lekgorla. I'm
rapping with Palesa, a fine young film-make r with the phlyest of
d~ds. In droll response w my comment on her cool style, she proclaims: 'of course it's my own hair, I bought it.'
Semiosis. What you see ..
#
M drinks. Habit so bad she's gotta rehab. One of the wives
of the generals: her fincly·wrought mesh of crows eyes a mask. Comes
I.
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from the strips & shadows of bush war and cannibal braais and
unmentionable lusts. Thu time conserved in the bottle. Remembers
the lions wirh their glossy coats but never talks about The General.
Us smokers are the nocturnes. Exiled in the small sitting-room with
its fucked TV reception and doilies and dried flowers (I start to gather fresh leaves every few days and even wally all flora assignations and
philosophical phanrasm:u fall to me).
mwklprd in gfflHJiur intimArin. @ 3 am. a ragingjoburg storm
baturing urtitudn. ~watch nuh othrr through thr pom o[1polu
spirals.
M, a woman who holds her tongue, yet every so often trips
tipsily up or down the trench that brings her here. Right now on an
upper. Pulls down her panties (don't recall why) and giggles wondrously that her pussyhair is turning grey.
Purdah-dad Z talks. A crack addict on verbal Benzedrine. So
much that she says zero. Is nor able to say: cannot say: I am middleaged mother of four beautiful young men: staunch in my religion:
crackhead: will nor decode. Tales yes. Details of debasement. Hillbrow
R60-a-nighr hotel rooms containing damaged domesticities-husband
and wife crawl on squalid floor bickering whether rhe whitewall flakes
are hits of rock.
After her weekend our for good behaviour (the one rhat
assesses capacity for relapse) M, she of the streaked undergrowth, says:
'I will nor return ro the cloister of Christmas and community' Chocs
for Z. Nicotine for anyone who Wllnts. Her family's banal good luck
bunches of flowers come ro me. For grave redistribution. The white
proletarian woman from the Eastern Cape, the one who is not
dressed in Milady's middle-class mores, whose burst red veins forever
blush her shame and her class, gcrs a rose. Specially.
unn;une the rose
tcaratthomcdcentre

fingerpleasure the wound
proclaim the reign of bleeding

~tals

Blonde, blue eyes, soft rounded checks the colour of virgin
red grapes on the vine. We uade Terry Pratchetts and good coffee: and
I hold her. Young, at school, monied. Hold her. Some man put his
cock through her without her permission: you white bitch: how do
you like it: hare you white: birch. On hc:r srrc:et a man of colour raped
her. Object lesson. Memory is the: dubsound of drained Vodka hordes
beneath your bed when rhe black-our recedes.
I talk in formal sessions invite: private consultations create:
collages with holesl/manufacrure montages with holes.
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"hereMshe .said
here is Ole
underground lady
incubated by emy of birds and the
night-tin1e needs of women of colour
I ha\·ea hole
and li\-e around it

Another Z. Connected ro the clarity of AK47s. Not ro basements of obscc:nity. Where: ratty racisms F.arened on both sides of the
pigmentation f.mlclinc: gnaw at resistam flesh and lucidities. The official story goes something like this: MK cell member, arrest, solitary
confinement. The: back story is this: all the black female prisoners
were treated quite: badly by their mainly white: wardresses. She, a
coloured woman who does not accept the appc:tlation, refuses ro fuck
a fellow female detainee who is black and more: powerful in the guerrilla-force and prison hierarchies they both occupied. So, she: got
framed by her comrades and banished by her captors to an underground of uncertainty and envy. Uncertain identity. Bird envy.
Basement truths.
A former collc:ague of mine confides a viewpoint: 'you don't
work here anymore because you're: not coloured enough.' Yet another
former colleague: lashes out: 'you coloured people did not suffer the
way we did.'

•

So let's pur it in r.1.mpsrer perspective:. Initiate into discoloured realities. Stains. The above: story fragments of South African
females signify the bullshir myth of a sisterhood. That there is some
inviolate space, maybe in the womb, where our biological DNA
arrangement transforms us miraculously into a sameness. A source:
that makes us act in rhe same way, view the world in the same: way,
make love in the same way ... Booolshirc:.
Females and males function in multiple power set·ups. If
women (as socially constructed types) upset any given power arrangement, it's because they choose to. Problem with rhe enabling myth
notion is that it is ultimately a pacifier. It serves the dominant power
reps, freeing up space for continued c:conosociocultural contracts that
disempower women and all other anthropologised marginals.
The pornography of the lens. This assiduous gaze: into interiors, into hearts of darkness. Perhaps a Lacanian tic, this disavowed
desire of power to go and come. To return endlessly to the alpha act
of violence. To .s«, to dis-assemble, tO re-arrange:. And if right now
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men rule with gau inm the pussyfasshole, fady fingering the nukeburton and tonguing their lusts around pro--peacefanri-terror
sophimies broadcast via stylized CNN visualbytes so rhat oil can
flow; it's because rhey've successfully harnessed the hegemonic hood
cowboy sryle.

There is no sisterhood. And there certainly ain't a nationhood
where I'm o!'(rating. There exists for us women, and us people of

colour, shared micro and macro oppressions. Within these we: are
victims, we are perpetrators, we: create. Back in the day, I saw an
organisation like: UWCO (United Women's Congress) Wesrc:rn Cape
as rhetorically and numerically black yet theoretically and technocrat·
ically white. Black mamas stuttered from mass rally platforms
English-language feminist positions banged into computers by mostly
white women (and let's f.ce it, other isms produced by mainly men
like subsuming non-sexist and leftist agendas into the non-racial
nation paradigm). lkwind to the UWCO example: a power construct.
OK in ir.selfif viewed as a conrat-bound collaboration of o:periences
and skills to resist a common enemy. Below the line it was and sri !I is
insidiously destabilizing when these feminist and other isms disregard
your hisrories, your cosmologies, your oratorical srylc:s, your rransla~
rions, your graciousness in assuming a tongue nor your own to prose~
lytize for a greater good.
This is all retrosp«tivc:. At the: core, I refused to join women's
ergs because on a number of lc:vc:ls I could not relate to older black
women, privileged white: women, and very often my coterie: of
coloured pc:c:rs. Something to do with being maverick and dressing
funny and a personal disdain of all conservarisms. Bur of course: I
related to the: shared oppression of women in a masculinist society,
and to the ugly violences I saw at home and in my community, that's
whar propelled me into struggle:. I chose to decode: and fight this on
thetc:rrainofmc:dia.
Still back in the day, we lmzitin used to go to Marxist·
Leninist camps robe: initiated into arcane: and mundane knowlcdgc:s.
At one of these, we: were lc:t into the two-legged strategy, i.e. sex for
short-range gain (usually our black brothers with our white sisters).
We used to laugh. Our sin not in the sanction of this Strategy [just
war; means justify ends] but in cladding it in the haute couture of a
vanguardist consciousness. What's so advanced about jungle fever?
Who cares? Desire is a boundary-crosser.
During my abortive M.A. foray I got an 2bsurdly high mark
for a critique of Ellen Kuzwayo's :.J.utobiographical Call M~ \%man. In
fury, I confronted rhe white liberal female: lecturer. I thought the
mark was in flared. She: had nor critically engaged my argument. I
demanded an informed re~marking. I was pissed off by the doubleedged patronage: i.) that any black-on-black critique: was automatically good and had to be: rewarded; ii.) that she did not bother engage
me: in my pursuit of o:cc:llc:ncc:. Fuckit, she: got paid for it. In con·
trast, one the lecturers I came to respect fully & who often gave me
rather embarrassing marks, was a yellow-skinned woman with wild
hair and meticulous standards who left me with the lasting advice
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drukitduidelik
$iv.jaMbeki
nou pompjy
jOU\"Clpiel
5001 'n man met 'n mission
you talk hard&diny
jy, disregard the g8
daai'sredherringta€:tia
geconceive in die rockies
50ekdiesicl
vanjou nadon
in die kickboxing strategies
van die global pla)"Station

And like really, rhar's all there is to it. Hegemonies operate as
socieral constructs based on covert contracts and overt repressions and
psychological contusions and a motherfucking huge arsenal of machi·
nations (resp«t tO Head, Gramsci, Fanon, Biko and the pantheon of
thinkers who fought for the agency). Bur damn, this has been said.
All of it. Even the tropes that trip off my tongue are western academic
spawn. Tripped up.
Right now, far more interested in the unsaid and in the
many ways of s~king otherwise. Unassume the missionary position.
Other acts. Analyse the pattern of holes thar trace an unwired tongue
like rhe dotter ochre/calamine facial adornment of Bongo Maffin's
female vocalist, Thandiswa 'Red.'
Umchokozo: beauty & rite of passage. Witness & testimony.
Style & power. Strategy & tactics. Objective; engage the grand narrative shire with a coupla tales of my own. & of those like me: female,
coloyerd, black, bisexual, africanisr, journalist, mother, daughter,
globalist, perpetrator, victim, leftist, patriot, garvol. .. And if that
comes across as rypical & woman indecision, so what? The womb
incubates many children. Smries, from my POV: terror diaspora, teargassc:d gaze, barbed-wire tongue:, rat-poisoned body: a Post Africa
Crkhdz production.

•So,
•

some: thinking from the: trenches. Zoom into home.

th:u 'you can only be good as a black person and as a woman and as a
poor person if you're I 00%.' Thanx Zoey.
In retrospect, the aforementioned lecturer was actually just a
weak teacher buttressed by her privilege. A type. The type who kept a
deranged S)'l'tem intact. In n:trospect I did Mama Kuzwayo a disser·
vice 'cause the one thing I should've gotten I missed. Let's get on the
case. She was talking of being a communal cipher, that much of who
she was and had to say was integrated with where she came from. I
only really got that code a few years later while interviewing Winnie
Madilciu:la-Mandda. Doing the 4th esrate thang, I kept on probing
for a private sensibiliry. Dealing 'I' while she turned up 'We.' But
whether by design or otherwise, she would only speak from a collec·
tive perch. In rhe black SA'n context, now more than ever, positive
resurrection of the collective pronoun is urgent, but it also covers f.u
too many shames. The betrayal rhar brands rhe body of Srompie
Seipei's mother, Joyce, can nor be veiled.

Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) concluded and reported on its {albeit hugely circumscribed) examination of gross human
rights violations across a 30-something year period {1960·1993),
Krog produced her version of the process in a book titled Country of

My SkulL

A literary case in poim. If Amjie Krog's metaphorical country
is the skull, a cranium of comrol, then let's get contiguous. Metonymic.
Wt will not tp~ak oj1hat which iJ harn.m. Then the fissures that kriss·
kross that landscape like plundered mine seams signify our coumry's
other undcro:plored discourses, those: that have been disrupted, sup·
pressed, destroyed. A cartography of the depths of dislocation. OK
lose: the metaphors. let's get down. Below the line. Even before rhe

A remarkable rendirion from her vantage point as a SABC
radio journalist reporting on the proceedings, she employs facrion to
foreground some of the testimonies which, even though perpetrator
and victim tales had by then taken on a gcneridallegorical quality.
were-for reasons politic, media headline imperatives and an ennui
engendered by repeated loops of tcrrorftragedylrrauma-not given
muc.h prominence. For instance, the Gugulethu 7 massacrt: almost
inevitably locked down inro a Le Carre rype th.riller narrative with all
the heady clemems of infiltration, murder and judicial machinations
tO ensure the cover-up. Krog though c.hooscs to centraliz.e the humbling
poignant contribution of Cynthia Ngewu, mother of Christopher
'Rasta' Pier who appeals to her son's killers to--i n paraphrase-usc
rhc opportunity of truth-tell ing tO re-humanise so that SA'n sociery as
a whole could regenerate morally and otherwise. From a femin ist per·
specrive, this surfacing of the different ways in which females, as a
peripheral fratcrniry, speak, was a crucial intervention given the
emphasis on white male perpetrator narratives. The latter confirmed
some truths from the past, bur many, many females and black people
gave us insight into how tO re-arrange the fumre-if on ly we: could
decode.
My firsr reading of Skull takes place in Time Square, Yeoville--that place o f too many worlds and roo many transgressive
clever attitudes. Where we reacted in unison to the unlaycring of our
past with degenerate excesses and metaphysics flooring on pharmaceutical highs and outrageous styles and dissident music & poetry ... ln
the cacophony of the internal exile those of us who inhabited that
space had embraced, my reaction to Krog's book was multilayered.
Empathy with her decision to write and speak as a female. Anger at
my own inabiliry as female, as black and as fellow-journalist reporting
on the TRC to speak what 1 thought of the process. Resentment that
a white Afrikaner woman had pre-empted the process, had taken on
the shame of her men and with this book, had redeemed her community- even before the rest of us could begin to deal with the fa ll-out
amongst ourselves. Felt that the TRC had only managed to start the
integration of rhe Afrikaner community. They perpetrated, they went
mea culpa, they arc forgiven. Muc.h of this response had to do with
being pan of a TV team where the consensual approach to coverage
and selection and emphasis was prctry muc.h from a white (alterna·
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somewhere in the sitting room's
punctilious design
dried nowen & plump counches
enfold the fracwre of machia\-elli
we knownOYo'
men do not live by honour
their searching fingen
destabililetoys
pound pc sound
into holes of heart
we know. no.
women do not live by honour

she reaches
&seiles the lie
wf\Jy

Re-presenting signifies responsibilities. Our nation our sisterhood our brotherhood our humanity, will be built, bride by brick,
not be divinely dispensed or be triumphantly imposed.

•

rive) Afrikaner perspective. Stuff ! did nor have the tools to handle.
Was f.U ling apan because this public probing was collapsing all my
worlds, ones kept separate fo r sanity's and struggle's sake. Huge an~rs
ar rhe &cr that black people were nor taking m ore ownershi p of the
process, investing more, usi ng it as a starting poim to pry inro our
own complicities, culpabiliries, shames. Our Buthdez.i's, Mafemela's,
Madikize:la's. So that we could grow.
Then into 00. Breakdown.
Could read Skull Could not rod Zoe Wicomb's David's
SJory initially. Because my own tongue had not bttn unwired. Because
Krog, in true imperial sryle had measured the skull, because Zoe was
mapping the rivers and the mountains and the forests and the grass·
lands and the deserts; that ethnographic caprure of rhe land had
blinded us from seeing. And w riting. And feeling. And freei ng. Am
getting there. We'll get rhere. We'll come home. In poetic style.
wicked
$1-ii.whileyou got
literate

cnuff tosay
gi1·e back the land
they took us from behind
the frontline

Khulile Nxumalo

Two Poems (and a note)
Xstacy
count your nipples scissored
or you r patience raJXd
by a kentucky fried ch icken, that's wh:.u you
win- false wo rds and white sangomas.
when we waited, intestines nervous
we waited mrobbing heat
in our broken h ~ls
from the distance that rurns thin pulse of
the little roc: into a sting. but
you could fart if you wanted and the moun rains
were sm iling.
we cast rhe load back
ro rhe ballot box
of d ebi demo-

their lOilgllC is digit
borden designed postscript
your revolution illegit
in thewakeofthcir
tcc:hnochem

crazy.

crukdown
Bortomline: whereas in the years past reporting on the TRC
I'd felt like Defoc:'s dumb darkie, you know the one with me severed
tongue, I am now less b leak. Now ir just feels like my tongue had
bttn wired. Spttch is possible. The missionary moment o f mutilation
morphs into the 2 isrC code of narcoticized realities. Numb tongue.
De-narcoticize, unwire. Trace rhe holes of the unbarbed mngue. To
speak, differently. Now I retreat not inro silence, but into deciding
whom I want to listen tO and whom I want to talk to (bur I'm a
woman so I've gotra k~p some secrets, so don't ask who is excluded).

canned frog toes in relkom wrapping:s were
served to the newcomers we mughr them how to
vote they taught us how ro wait
in mamba long queues
it rai ned glass and cadbury eclairs that year.
we and me roof could not stop singing
bleeding still
from the glass grains stuck
between our roes.

from darnbudzo's sun hungered house
tongue of dumb darkle
srnlks high high ¥1'ith be$5k'' head
snarlsit'saqucstiou of t>ewer.

This pin:t Dnfinally apptarttl in Chimurenga 12, 2002.
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Dear David & Yedda,

Emva kwelanga
forbm Ndoza
bctw"ecn my collection of charred wngues and
a winding disrnnce that has
thrtt roads: one lies very broadly, the other's
joined violcndy to the mnyamathi tree, the other's
not ~t there.

i lOOk my eyes our, dropped
them plop in a green borde of
Indian Ocean water (turned very red).
so i had no eyes, when i
returned from inside my helikoprer
wirhour laws
or dogs, KZN wars/funds.

the man the flounder
approaches us m:p by step,
with a photocopied bat through

psycho-narruion is a narrative form, whereby we can discard the idea
that a SJXaker is speaking inside their own head only, as if there is a
dear line of distinction between ..the inside of their own head~ and
the uobjective world" that receives or upon which the narration falls.
it is a form that attracted me a lot when i starred preferring the long
poem format bur nor only that, a long poem format that is driven or
rather sirs on a conversational tone. in english of course, and my key
influence here was Mongane Serote. the problem with being a black
south african writer who writes primarily in english, and even has the
confidence to caU themselves a poet of the page, is that, as you might
know, we as artists in south africa wenr through a period where there
was a very vocal opinion that said one can clearly distinguish "art for
art's sake" and art that contributes significantly to the social arena.
and poets were not spared. i was young then, but by the time the
whole ping-pong reached irs height, i was already spending a lot of
effon on this thing called poetry. high school at that time. i only discovered the theoretical term of what i thought would be :a fresh way
of taking forward the tradition of Mongane Serote when i went tO
academia. but if you look closely at poems in "tseclo,. and •no b:aby
must wct:p" you cannot miss the jazz. based rhythms, the amazing
spaces where improvisation happens:
love vanishes
like a cat chased by dogs now and then
hatred rushes in like a domestic servant summoned by
her master,
lay the tables for time's meal
hang on,
letmetdlthisgirl
nobody wanrs to die as a domestic servant...
don't smile at me
everytime you smile at me and i look you in the eye i fct:l
like pun:ing my han in the back pocket.

his chest
he drives black
driving engineshe's also renewed his eyes.
my eyes g~ thorns in the water.

{Monganc Serote, No &by Must W"P· 1975)
and then i was dealing with a much more dynamic political realityor objective world if you W2nt to call it, where protagonisrs can
become the ones spoken too, and the narrator can become a liar, as
according the uprising of other voices that were not even there. At
leasr as F.u as the reader can see. So in the poem " Into rhe whistles
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nostril's":

Jeremy Cronin

what is fat~
ifi have one eye
who dons the blame (that cap one size
fits all...

End of the century which is why wipers
• Lee's leave pessimism for ben:er times•

and waking life is dem:mding it's
iu own answers and the strange
children begin searching for the central question
something said during a shon break-Motherfl.y must be proud
to have escaped the unturnings of the water's
helix
when the spoon snaked inro the cup, gasp
everything does
so it seems
i hope this illustrates th~ notion bener. but also to add, one can th ink
of psycho-narration as a muhi·vocal way of writing or telling stories
that happens nor so much like free style ralkinglwritinglmaking
poems. but as a less :mrhoritative voic~. democracy in the poem or
whatever, in so f.u as inside our own psychology, if we let go or are
able to get beyond the rrench:mt of rational thought or even this idea
that rational thought, is a kind of reflection of reality-then anything
can happen.
thanks again for the interest in my work and i hopei have explained
the notion of psycho-narration as i ~ngaged with it as a both stylistic
concern in my work and as one of the ways i would want to make a
contribution ro the long tradition of english poetry written by blacks
in south africa. there are a lot of exciting things happening with
younger performance poets around here. but some other time for
rhat.

greetings and saturations
b right spark, and rounded corners

-

sprarp4inud on a waU in

But for rhis end of century
Wipers should be given
Some add itional stickiness
Some adhesive stubbornness
Grand vision into rhyth m
Light into rubber
Narrative into epigram
These being more useful inclinations, I think,
At this end of a bad millennium

2.
Some rime after the revolution, Soviet libraries adopted the~ Decimal
System
With one rtttificarion- the two hundreds: Religion
All the way from 201,202, skip a few, 2 14 T heodicy, 216 Good & Evil, 229
Apocrypha & pseudo-epigraphs, down tO 299 Other religionlhis great textual body of human wisdom, confusion,
folly and aspiration was reduced by the Soviets to a bald:
Dewey Decimal 200: Atheism

khulile
This was not (not by fa r) the wom sin of Stalinism
Bur it was its most rypical
This should be remembered of the 20th c:c:ntury
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&got~~

I.
With windscreen wipers
(Unlike drive-belts
Or footwear, or chameleons' tongues)
Low adhesion is advised.
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3.

6.

I decline to name my windscrttn wipers

T hose who lost the Cold War
Did not deserve ro win
in the end

"Easy Come• and .. Easy Go",
I th ink of them, rather, as
"Qume" and " Unquote"

Those who won rhc Cold War
Were (and are) entirdy
Unworthy of their triumph

lkrwttn them
R.ealiry
Lies in parenthesis

7.
I am very much worried, ma-comradC$, I mean if we get
ll:tll:nched, o r contracted out, or sent to i-casualised ward, is because why?

4.
Clandestine commun ist cells were organised
Right inside of rhe Nazi death camps
(Each one
a parenthesis)

Cell members used cigarettes to bribe camp officials,

So11:n·so says for econom ic growth we have to via global
competitiveness, by so saying

to

get messages

out, obtain medicine in, or to get space to perform this or that other
sm all task of solidariry and survival
A condition for secret Parry membership was the payment of a weekly subone cigarene

i·M anagement says, wo rkers, the ball's in your court
We have given you, they say
A good package

Somehow to be stolen from the guards

(Wh ich is almost the sa.me phrase Kg2lema had just used with irony, th irty
minute$ befo11:, as we waited for this ~ry meering with FAWU shop-stewards)

How many milirants were summarily executed?

(Wh ich mttting eventually starred rwo hours late)

How many were caught trying ro meet the brave challcn~ of srealing the week's

levy?
This, too, should not be forgon cn of our a:nrury

(Which is why we'd been watching soccer on TV in a breakaway room, and I
was disu~aedly trying also to write a poem about the end of the antury, while
Steve Lekoc:lc:a loopa:l in a weak cross that was easily cut out by Chief's dcfcna)
And Kg21e ma said -

"No,

"It was a good pass

5.
I name my wipers:

"Just

"On the O ne H and ~ , and
"On the O ther Hand"

to

the wrong team"

And I thought: That's it!
That could be the poem about the end of the 20th century
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8.

One day

In the shadow of the big banks
Home-bm¥ in the backyard

it's the crash-in-transit Toyota that I sec: first

a stokvel
Then the polaroid photographer, then the taxi-driver himself

In a thump of rub~r
with the foot
in a mine-compound
To wake up your ancestors

With a gumboot dana:

Posing. door open, left elbow on l:xmnet, tossing away a cigarette burt {one
week's sub?), for a snap-shot tO be sent tO someone, somavhert: (rural?), no
doubt, else

For most of this ccnmry
People's cultures have reueated to the secret
Thaba Bosius of rhc soul

This tenderness, make-do, wit, role-reversal, job-pride, all in the midst of a
crumbling, an urban, end of century, somethi ng else

Forced to snatagems of non-hegemony Rhythm, syncretism, exhibition fo r the tourist, slant-wise w realiry
Bur what went up to the high plateaux as wedding song, or hunring chant
Came down, sooner or later, transformed

10.
The wisdom of windscreen wipers
Is vdociry's blink
H esitation in onward rush
An ironic side-swipe on the hypothetical free-way N I North

In a f.u:lOry choir, or royi-royi on rhe street
And is even now an incalculable resource to go, bravely
Slam-wise, into this next im~rial ccmury

Where we've become habitual, edgy, rypical, turned tO a split-SC'Cond hi

In this end of millen nium downpour

One of the genus: desperate whisk, squeegee, scull-oar, either/or

9.
With all the ambiv:.~..lencc of a car in the city

Wavering with intent

Being of the snttt and
Nor of it, just passing through

In this global, tOlalitarian, homogenized deluge, where parents, patients,
dependants, lovers, learners, supporters, congregants, citizens (if we
still exist) are zombificd into one thing all- clients

Down Tudhope, wipers at work, ru~r-thump, rubber-thump, aking the bend
in the shadow of the rower blocks, then, where the next bend sweeps left

And public (if thl]'still exist) institutions are made, the leaner the meaner dle
better, contractual service providers

Just there

Where managerialism is the ism to make all isms wasms, the nav 200 D~
Decimal, the delirium of our age

One day

it's an inner ciry f.uher walking his 4-year old kid to creche
Which is why wipers

One day
a kerb-side telephone hawker ("Howzit?", "No, grand") with her
extension cord looping up to a jack in a third Aoor Aat
One day
it's a bucket with "For Sale" (cooked sheep's trotters) "Johnny
Walkers", they're called
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With their cantilevered, elegant, frenetic, rubber-thump, rubber-thump
Activism want to insist
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Clarity of vision
Forward progress
Proe«ding wisely to the point
Involve
Acerrain

Clement Chihota

Shipwreck

On the one hand
On the other hand
Prevarication
As into
Another millennium
With its own impending
Miscellany, throdicy, good & evil, apocryp ha
You/We
Either way, now
Slant~w ise

Iro n ically
Plunge
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The government, on its mission to lead the nation into the 21st
cenmry, was cruisi ng at a very low altitude. Other senior governments,
Aying high on the Northern and Western horizons, sent urgent mes~
sages to the almost grounded ship, whose captain-president sweated at
the controls as he tried to lift the sinking machine a bit higher before
it hit the sharp rocks below.
"Jettison all unnecessary weight from your ship. Dump all
garbage and excess bagga~. Dump al l waste and obsolete equ ip ment.
Dump them before you hit the rocks below."
The president consulted brieAy with his cabinet. Indeed, the shi p
was sinking and there were ingots of truth in all this verbiage that had
crackled out of the radio. Workers were ordered to sweep the decks of
the sh ip clean, remove dirt, dust, old rags, empty cans, cobwebseverything; collect it in dust bins and throw it overboard. The sh ip
rose by a few metres but turbulent winds still threatened to d ash it
against the rocks below.
"You have nor raken our full advice," the radio crackled imo life
again. "We told you to dump obsolete equipment including that old
malfu nctioning compass which you use."
"But how can we remove the compass?" asked the president, in
o ne of his rare replies to the high~Ayers. "How shall we guide the ship
without the compass?"
.. Remove that o ld instrument," came back the terse reply. "We
shall offer you guidance. You don't have to chart your own course. All
you have to do is follow our ships. We know the direction to the 21st
Century:
The president consulted with his cabinet again. Their debate was
short and vicious. Harsh voices zipped and upped and swished and
swashed. Querulous old voices vibrated and thudded into silence
against high walls of resolution which had been erected. In the end,
the compass, the radar, the alti meter, the freedomerer and the joystick
were prised out of their fastenings and thrown overboard. The shi p
rose by a few more metres but because it no longer had a radar, it was
shaken from side to side and it yo-yoW. up and down, sometimes
missing the ground by j ust a few inches.
"That's better!" crackled the garrulous radio. "You r rise is going
robe slow and almost imperceptible, but rise you shall . Now, w give
imperus to your upward trend, remove all heavy thoughts from your
brains. We can detect primitive and archaic impulses wi1hin your
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brains. Erase from your minds all anachronistic and superstitious
ideas. Od~t~ African traditionalism and mysticism. Most importantly,
cast down that heavy sron~ bird I which you consider to~ rh~ symbol
of your nationhood. lr is nothing but a dead weight which lilts the
prow of your ship downwards. And be sil~nt forev~r about gays a~d
lesbians. An o:pen psychiatrist is going to~ sent ov~r to your shtp to
help you unburden your minds. "
Hardly had the radio crackled into sil~nce than an F46 inter·
connector dock~d against the side of the African ship. A fur, well·fed
doctor st~ ppro our and immroiarely went to work unloading his
goods-Western books, films, pornographic videos, drugs, spirituous
drinks, musical tapes and a bal~ of condoms. A parry that was to last
forty days and forty nights immediately began aboard th~ ship. At the
end of it, rhe president was the only one who was so~r enough to
answer the radio, which crackl~d a rather strange message:
"The doctor has been donated to you. He will stay among you
forever. Take good care of him and--congratulations for dumping
that ugly old stone bird. You have gained ten metres of valuable alti·
rude."
As if to verify this statement, rhe president went m peer o~r the
side of the ship. As he stared at the ground, he noticed with satisfu.c·
rion that indeed, the ship had gained extra clearance. The sharp,
dangerous rocks were at least 15 metres ~low. Even as he stared, the
sh ip crossed a brightly painted rime mark emblazoned 1996. _The
21st century was approaching. It was when he looked ahead m the
direction in which the ship was flying that the president panicked.
White gleaming peaks loomed like the rough rims of a bowl whose
edges the ship was rapidly approaching. Behind the cruel and dazzling
peaks, the 21st cenrury glowed and shimmered like a pulsar, trying to
communicate a mysr~rious messag~.
" Help! Help!" screamed rhe president, running for the radio. h
crackled into life ~fore the even ~ched it.
"Do nor panic; ir said. "I repeat, do not panic. Those snow
white peaks you see ahead are called the ESAP1 heights. You have
been in ESAP rerrirory all this rime-in fu.cr, since the 1988 rime
mark. The ESAP heights are rhe final hurdle which you will have tO
surmount before you reach the millennium time mark."
"But how shall we climb over them-they loom so whitely above

I. The n:ational symbol ofZimN.b~ (td.l
2. Economic Snuerur.a.l AdjuRment Program, the IMF·styltd program adopttd
by Zimbabwe [ed.]
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'"Did you say whitely? I thought you were trained that in English,
everything evil or threatening is supposed m be black. I expected you
to say they loom darldy or blackly above you. Anyway, never mind.
We will overlook that as a terminological inexactitude attributable to
mother tongue interference. What you have to mind carefully now
are the following instructions. Among your passengers are old, weak
and infirm persons who are denying you a great deal of valuable alti·
rude. There is also a large number of parasitical elements who are
crowding your ship and yet contributing absolutely nothing to your
progress. Such elements should be professionally and systematically
weeded out. They are to walk the plank-if you understand this
English marine idiom."
The president gasped when he heard this.
"I don't think I fully understand the idiom," he replied.
"To pur it bluntly, they are to ~ retrenched. Retrenchment is a
simple ballast technique in time aviation where burdensome elements
are each given a parachute then askro to lea~ the ship. They won't
dash against the rocks. Rather, they will sail gently to the bottom. If
they are clever, they can even combine their parachutes into co--para·
chute vehicles which, with lucky winds, could even sail across the
ESAP heights and land in the safe lands beyond."
The president summoned his cabinet and explained this new
development. The whole ship would crash against the quick.ly
approaching barriers unless urgent ballasting of human beings was
effected. Ministers of the cabinet wailed and wept, bur they quickly
became quiet when they learnt that they themselves and their wives
and children would nor~ jettisoned off the ship. After all, they did
contribute to national progress and their wives and children indirectly
contributed by providing rhem with balanced home backgrounds.
Did the Westerners themselves throw some of their own people over·
board in order to achieve their present alrirudes, asked one astute
minister, whose brain appeared to ha~ resisrro me cordials brought
by the donatro doctor. A long debate fo\lowro.
Historians and economists were invited to answer the minister's
questions. Many of them confirmed char even in those high flying
ships, there were many human beings who were incarcerated in the
bottom decks and who were regularly thrown our without any para·
chutes to soften their descent. Even as facts and opinions were
expressed, one practical minister pointed out that the white peaks
were drawing nearer every second, and if this dilly·dallying and shilly·
shallying continued, the whole ship would become history.
In rhe end, it was decided that rhere was no option bur ro bail
our excess people ~fore disaster struck. The old, the weak and rhe
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infirm w~tre systematically identified with the help of expertS who
arrived in an inter-connector from the Non:h. As the first few people
wen: made tO "walk the plank: the radio crackled in excited life,
"Congratulations! You are learning fast. Hasten the rate of ballasting and make sun: the exerci~ is complete before the 1998 time
mark. Now, here are the next instructions ... "

Phillip Zhuwao

Three Poems
my blue resignation conclude
In their short lives
Pot:ts live longer
Disabled tongues snap red
Smack lips red lisps blood
again
Causing shortsighted hiccups
talki ng
asking
Do I longer plead
Olove
Farm after farm Squauer
Permanence
Why?
Tell me
Threnodies of threat only beginning
And end no middle of
this snapping
Wire sound of
spanering lileces
Raging moon blue bolts leap
roasting on the bones of my fire
We swallowed whole chunks
Of unpronou nced vocabularies
To look forth back

'I<"'P
Lor's girl
freaked
I turned word with no Sen~
Why spite yourself then
tO me rot my heart in flames of rust
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Curse of thirteen splash of flood's fountain
genius
Cloud of dust fur rodeo on horizons
Cataclysm orgasm on Galatea's rigid

Sho

i want out!
the dancer is you in the Savanna r:.~.ins
When you ask the bus to go on forever

•nd
the looking glass is you when
definitely
Yu ask my buttocks of images in paraffin
roaring burning black in haephesrus' furnace
the days are calabashes of dead palm wine
that blossom into red blood in the black ambulance
yu say your life is my presence
turned into destitute vocabulary

Turn
turn!
And then when we meet
A thousand times no more
Will you see me again?
The cherubic face contorted
of boil's Poinr

but I forget
Joan of Arc was White
Very White the paper of hell's menus blistered
and scalded my Steve Biko fingertips
When I looked back
the wayward bus was right in front of me
Its single tyre Cydop's smarting eye

Pouting macho after macho
of tequila roasting penises
with assadoes of burning wire
Slightly around my Scrotum

When they began talking of digris

We never Sing knew Song
but plot and press electric hot
irons over...

She looked at me at my empty silence
but you write write poems
how come you got no degrees?

a fallacy of God's dirty soil
low and high
Rising a haze of brown life without destiny
July August September
October will come, will it rain?
A homogeneity of craftS raftS bon voyage ro doom
With devils aboard seeking the sea. Here?
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the stamps in this detention mind
turn livid like a charon capsizing in Urine
the smudges on my face is debating faeces
the wormz. these my fingers are typewriter keys
the Cry in the raining nyt trying
trying
to mangle the english language

forger
my dreadline is dose
I have taken my poems
I'll get the books when I
bring your money
the typewriter was neva mine
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When this lx:comes so real
and the poc=m refuses to end
enslaving to write all hours
I
know longer have tears ro cry
rememlx:r
when I insisted on paying the bill
and yu knew I had no monies
and stared as I are piles and miles of
spaghetti bread yu didnt know
that was my first meal in 4 days I
n~er said fasting was volunr:.try
Out the Savanna music kinged
for appearance's sake
lets hold hands

Kathleen Henderson

Five drawings

berween pages of blazing gasps
your thighs when they crush me are delirium bantustans
and the flags
words from Senghor silence the Wind!
The Winter moon imprisons girls
poeressez with thighs like akhmatova

md
blood red blobs drop on this poc=m
lm not trying ro emphaSIZE!
the blooddrops in my plate
Scarlet a red soup of gritty tears
gravel of brain sawdust
on the drill of rime(s)
answer
What race w:lS scipio african us
the rains in the Savanna dance you
definitely.

All imagn country Suphro Wirtz Galkry, San Francisco.
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EtelAdnan

Letter to Tripwire
What hapjXned? What happened~ That question circled the
world. A world made even smalb by the simulraneiry of the informa·
rion. It reminded me of Kennedy's death: people stopping, and talking, and asking. and hoping they were dreaming and that the "newsn

will be false.
Then, all the T.V. scr«ns remained lit. All of the faces glued
to them. It lasn:d for days. CNN in Paris, in Berlin, in Tokyo.
Millions of people were in disarray. It happ!'ned that I was in Paris,
on my way back to San Francisco. I didn't come back, though,
immediately. I delayed my nip. Like that. Just delayed it, and things
happening one after the other, I delayed it for 4 months. Four full
months. The energy displaced by the shock, in my mind, had tO
exhaust its momenrum. I had tO wait.
Now, Ids be dear, let's be honest. As I was in Europ~. I
h~ard Europe;tn reactions. They wer~ sorry, at first; nobody could see
prop!~ trap~d in row~rs and burning "in real ti m~~ and nor be
moved. Nor only moved, bur stunned. I was going ro say: disori~nred.
Lin!~ by lirtl~. conv~wrions moved on, changed. Peopl~
started ~m~mbering wars, "th~ir" wars. Som~ G~rman fri~nds of
mine starred to ~voke th~ destruction of Berlin, of Frankfurt. They
started feeling sorry for thmu~/ws.
A close fri~nd of min~. a F~nch woman in h~r sixties, was
utterly upset, at the beginning. And th~n. she heard the counting of
the dead in New York, sh~ read it in the pa~rs, and som~time, wh~n
they were about 4800 or so, she rem~mbered the city ofle Hav~ in
1944 and how it was bombed by the Americans who were getting w
land, and how about 4000 civili:ms had then died; I could see th~
turmoil in her, sh~ couldn't blame Am~ricans now, in this tragic hour
of th~ir history, and still she was saning to blame th~m for what had
hap~ned in h~r youth, and to her country, under the assault of an
army that was coming to li berat~ th~m.
I was ~rplcxed, all rh~ time. Th~ ~notmity of th~ situation
caught us ill prepared. Th~ ~normity and the newness. Th~ ~vent
resembled sci~ncc-fiction so much, that it was th~ mo~ so scary. Did
the monst~rs of human imagination tak~ flesh and land on us?
I was divided too. I was limning to those who we~ looking
back, among the hundreds of opinions I was facing day aft~r day. I
thought of Lebanon: I 5 years of civil war destroyed a who!~ lin!~
nation. In fact, th~ Lebanese we~ rh~ most cynical: "W~ hav~ seen
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worse!" was thdr response. Of course, countries did have worse,
much worse experiences of war, and they survived, and they a~
around, some mo~ prosperous than ever.
So what was it that had us all disturbed, profoundly disrurbed,
unserrled, som~ of us on th~ brink of collapsing? Why w~~ prople so
worried, who!~ nations we~ worried, ev~ n those who w~rc not going
ro be in th~ lin~ of America's concerns?
On~ day I thought I found an answer. By its richness, its
omnipot~ncc=, irs pres~ncc= all ov~r the plan~t. Am~rica is to th~
mod~rn world th~ perfect Fath~r-ima~. Th~ Fath~r had been hit!
Am~rican pow~r, even wh~n hated, or chall~nged, was a kind of
srabiliz.ing imag~. It was the rock on which som~ rested, and which
provided a stahl~ and (secretly believed) immovabl~ targ~t. It was the
fath~r from whom everybody expected help, and who was hated
because h~ ~ither did giv~ help and favors, or ~fused to giv~ th~m. A
country who almost ru ns the world and has nev~r been ~ached by
outsid~ enemy forces does ~present som~thing ominous, al most
superhuman. Now, som~ of us thought that Am~rica had become
what all nations a~: vu ln ~rabl~. but probably the stronger fo r that.
Th~n, the reactions, th~ responses, srartcd to fus~. The
dec.larations. Th~ actual war in Afghanistan.
Mghanistan is a tragic country. It has been meddled with by
th~ British by no fault of its own: imperialistic greed made England
destroy that country: its prop!~. th~ equil ibrium between irs tribes.
Afghanistan is a country that w~ loved because it was also
mo~ ~c~nrly destroyed by Soviet greed, by rh~ ills, the evil of Soviet
expansion ism. Afghanistan resis r~d. and fought, lost I million of its
pt:ople, a man in each fami ly, a child maimed in each family. And
now, for wharcv~ r reasons, th~ curs~ of war was falling anew upon it.
So our ~motions w~rc changing at great speed. Am~rican
sorrow turned imo Am~rican anger, and that ang~r is thund~rous
indeed.
Wh~~ from th~ thunder? From the guts of American pow~r.
a power that if totally un leashed can destroy rh~ earrh. Many rimes.
But it won't be many, once= will be enough. Th~ rest will be written in
rh~ storybooks of the fish.
So, wh~re arc w~ now? Wear~ in a restless, fluid, unp~
dictabl~ situation. A dang~rous rime wh ich makes innocent pl~asures
quit~ impossible. Plans forth~ furur~? Forg~t it! w~ live in pcrman~nr
anguish. Th~ precariousness of life is our constant companion.
Wh:n do you think, mday? I have to emphasizt: that I ask
"Today?" because anything can happen in m~ middle of th~ coming
night; like what? like a country disappe;tred und~r an atom bomb.
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Nothing short of that.
All this leads m(: to a decision that I k(:pt postponing these
last years. I will go to my room, and as soon as my wri~ing tO you ~s
finish(:d, I will pick up my pape-rback copy of Moby-Dtclc, and I w11l
st:ur to read again, my favorit(: Am(:rican book.
Is "Moby Dick" a book? Moby·Diclc is a bt:ing that accompa·
ni(:d my life for, soon to !x, half a cc:ntury. A fri(:nd. Mot(: than a
fri(:nd. N(:ith(:r a god nor a human nor an animal.
Moby-Dick is th(: gospd of the American soul. h says it all. It
ought to be read in churches all ov(:f Am(:rica, in schools, in homes.
It is th(: co«: of th(: psych(: of a nation built on a doubl(: baptismal
font: the genocide of th(: Indians, on one hand, and a civilized,
admirable constitution, on the other.
America today is in the position of Ahab. It is fighting a
mobile, omnipresent, hard-to-catch whit(: whale.
Ahab has a technological e'dge on the whale. In fact, he
wants ro, and h(: can, annihilate that oa:anic being.
Ahab is monomaniacal in his anger and his dcsi«: for
revenge. He is surrounded by people greater in their complex icy than
he is. He is a towering figure, a monument of revengeful desires. He
is going to break his crew, and his ship, on the bones ofhis whale;
there's no dialogue, let alone mercy, in his state of mind, in his ..
universe. I am going to stop h(:«:, and look ar the «:a:nt del Tu:d1c1
illustrations of Moby-Diclc, and then rake out th(: "Moby Dick"
silently waiting on my shelf, and ddve into Ishmael's me'ditations,
because I fed that I am, that w(: a«:, on an ocean, in a very long
night, a night longer than night, a time-span in darkness, and we
need tO listen ro Ishmael's voice, to hear Qu~ueg spe-ak, to look at
the starry night while reading, or having somrone read aloud, near us,
Melville's American mast(:tpiecc:, to hear the soul of that continent
express itself in irs grandeur, and irs misery, in those pages where ~his
strange dud bt:rwec:n Ahab and Moby·Dick is bt:ing rcnewW, wh1le
w(: a«: watching from the boar. In the srorm.
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Leslie Scalapino

Air Pa l Mal (the frame)
A woman here saying pleasure is liberating, pain is only
depe-rsonalizing. is removing ego from one who is not having bur is
amidst them who art: having pleasu«:? Or, th(: rcv(:rsc of th(: sam(:
barrier in its instant- her gesture is to remove ego from them who
are suffering? Oar.
Th(: instant of their separat(: beings- is lUling itsdf?
A man here from his window SttS people jump from the
high windows of th(: rowers, crumbling beside him in the air, as
they'«: crashW by th(: hijacked planes. Says he would lik(: to see
peopk herr advocate cruthing bombing the Taliban that way
(they who a~ not rhe t(:frorisrs in th(: planes - nor the same
-nor a«: the pe-opl(: there).
expansion of (no) justice. Nothing to change him breaks into
his saying this, whatev(:r is said by others alongside him later- his
spec:ch still doesn't change.
He has to take it.
Grau sirs alon(: outside at a caft. M and anoth(:r, the·man·
who--wanrs-facc:less.motherslaves (P), a«: (:ncount(:rcd in public afr(:r
so long. They come up and seat themselves ar a nearby t:~bl(:, with
them a dowdy young woman who's soaking the sunken·Aowered man
with sympathy. The city is 2 savanna.
Evening is beginning and then rhe savanna is gold swaying.
P suckles, bur vicious, the conventions of motherhood so dead that it
is only a slave. Sympathy is a type' of Aattery (that's to bt: ofhim).
He has no curiosity. Grace thinks.
The dowdy young woman has no friends, and no tal(:nt! she
says to herself searW outside. Then, recognizing that this is tru(: sh(: is
ashamW ofh(:r own cruelty in noting this.
In the U.S., there appears to bt: only actiom that arc outside.
Y(:t one(lthe inside) isn't mechanistic. Or, interior change isn't.
One(/as insid(:) can't be those outside motions at all. Terror
ariS(:S in On(: then that 'th(:r(: :1.~ no 2Ctions in the present moment or
ev(:r' (even whil(: these occur).
The savanna moves. Through the gold grass move others.
Som(: at tables, a pu rse slung on a chair. A roar of ov(:rpass traffic fi lls
the space.
P in aging, surrounds himself with Aauery, accepts it from
the lonely starved for :~ffection, who, lW by him, gratefully trashes
others. A5 does M. No mercy appears in them. They trash Grace also,
who sirs 'by herselr, their tec:th part as she listens.
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Head turned away. In the stillness. In the past, friendsthey'd taken her apart for having anger. May be she's unacceptable
when spraking (spraking), which they can't recognitt; would acttpt
in a man. Or, looked down upon for concenmuing on being in present
time.
Whereas for rhem, the present is rrivial. Nor lush hierarchy.
Led?- though rhey react to him not being flattered enough. sensation. they W2nt ties. as if that were tradition.
a babyish image of a hyenadon, our kadn, isn't custom, it is
canned as motiotu
that are killing others. never pictured. {yet evening is not
either pleasure or pain - ~,;,g iJ pkasurr). as f.u as M is concerned,
is evening trivial? (present. she's nor a materialist)
Is thinking the present? Sometimes? It's slow and minute.
Grace doesn't harbor the gold savanna. (an action). the
evening so still is in the gold savanna.
The evening doesn't harbor the gold savanna also- feeling
hurt bound by elegant M and the-man-who-wants-Faceless-motherslaves isn't in evming (an emotion is after irs origin, only, bur therr is
no time except 'its' [possession)- evening is in the motion?)
M who criticizing blighting rhe inner nature of another (one
after another) who're rhen inside-our and coming ro her pleading
wirh her to sptalt wirh to come to mett rhem looking, she turns a cold
shoulder to them, leaving them holding that pain themselves in
prison which she reproduces ones- sitting outside, Grace begins to
sing ro try to locate Richard-the-Lion-Hearted in prison, he'll hear
the song- but M butts in (she W2nts 'conttptual'/ imfflo~sr::nus)
snarling (when Grace had blurted fear- when our leader began
bombing the innocent populatt whom he will conquer, on the pre·
text that that is defense ag<~;inst a terrorist act here} Innocent! M says
Doesn't it make you W2m ro weep for the innocent people (jumping
from the rowers and crushed killed) hen.' Forces weeping. Is she maintaining hierarchy and no rime as it?
A spring. They changed the laws to allow unchecked infinite
clandestine W2r. open. quash speaking here. compared (our hyenadonleaderlman-who-wanrs-Faceless-motherslaves/eveninglorhers) silent on
'either' side(s)- they do not crack or burst the repetition. or mirror.
crack that inured. one. they're. outside.
alleviate.
without placating anyone, the scene - the leader placed on
the same spll« m the ordinary man-who-W2nrs-faceless-m0lherslaves
ours banding with their former warlords holds their people in helpless
poverty while ours fleeu them -separate from the city that is a

savanna waving touching one evening. the evenings are hardly separare. or notseparare.
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Diane Ward
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Stephanie Syjuco

Pacific Theater of Operations
(1941-45)
from a s"in ofun crosJ-Jtitch pan~!J
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My grand&ther, a Filipino ciriu:n, fough t on the side of the Americans
in WWII and was subsequently granted entry into the United States,
along with his children. Years after these events, I srudied the WWII
maps that depicted the battles which had become so significant to my
&mily. I was fascinated at how, via the process of mapping, the
abstract depiction of the lines and arrows could stand in for such
major movement. Suddenly, only a limited palette-specific actions,
events, and contestations-represent a particular place and how we
ch oo~ to view it (in this case, the Philippine islands). Individual and
cotlttrive histories become reduced to dotted li nes and arrows mark·
ing movements, most noticeably in the depiction of how territories
shifr and churn on a battlefield.
The work consists of a total of ten cross·stirch embroidery panels. I
am constantly forgert ing their individual titles, and for me, this is yet
another way that I recognize my own removal from these sign ificant
events. They could almost be a depiction of any war, at any pLace, in
anytime.

stop
his.
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"Pacific Theater ofOpcor.uions: Reconquest of the Philippines"
cross-stitch pand, 8" x 9".
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· Pacific Theater of Opcorations: Battle of Midway"
cross-stitch pand, 9" x II ".
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Jimmie Durham

Rolling Stones a nd the Art Balls
Next I want ro ask for your help again: I wanr m make a film, and I
want to free some stones.
For the past couple of years in Europe I have been investigating this
dictatorial power of .architecture, and thC' investigations have led ro
further research into the con~prs which support and weigh upon
Some materials, innocent in themselves, have been overly scriptedgiven roles that are too dense. Iron has that problem; I bet Richard
Serra believes everything he's ever bttn told about iron. He probably
thinks il's HARD. IRON! STEEL! An art critic in New York wrote
about a new Serra work that "h shows us new things about Cor-ten

above: YPacific Theater of O~rations: Baraan and Corrcgidor'"
cross-stitch panel , 8" x I I".
below: "Pad fie Theater of Operations 1941-45"
cross-stitch panel , 12" x 16~ .
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Sled." In the first place, what the hel l is "Cor-ten st~d"? In the second
place, what does a N~w York art critic know about it? In th~ third
and fourth places why would w~ want orca~ anything about "Cor-r~n
st~d"? Cast iron is v~ry briul~. and iris also subject to quick d~ r~ rio
rarion by rust. But cast iron mixed with glass, called "Du - i ron,~ is nor
subject to rust and nor so briul~. Th~re now, l 'v~ taught you something new about casr-iron, gimm~ som~ money!
All that heavy, lead~n metaphor!
You needn't think of swords or ploughshares; you can think of steel
cab!~ three millim~tres thick and three kilometres long, soft and subtle.
Or you could dlink of magnets. You may not believe this, but th~
cent~r of the earth is moh~n iron. Y~t only part of it is liquid! Und~ r
our oceans is an ocean of liquid iron, with currents and tides. In th~
middl~ of that e«an floats a larg~ ball of iron, molten, but solid all
rh~ same, because of the weight of all the other iron.
I spoke about the English coming to Virginia, but 50 years before
that, the Spanish had already come-as missionaries. They taught us
how to make steel, and from that time on Cherokees have been
famous knife-mak~rs. W~ taught ourselves, though, tO find f.JJe n
meteors; for the best pur~ iron. We used tO make star patterns in the
knife-blades, to celebrate that our knives came from the sky. (St~el is
petrified stars.)
(Indians of th~ Andes call~d gold "Sun shit.")
Sron~ suffers from architectural weight, th~ weight of metaphor, and
rh~ weight of history. (I must mak~ anoth~ r inr~rruprion here, to tell
you a story so absurd you won't beli~e it, but I sw~ar to you it's uu~:
In th~ middl~ of the Plains of North Am~rica, quire close to the geo·
graphic center of that conrin~nt, th~re is a small forested mountain
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formation callt'd the Paha Sapa. lr is a truly .sacrt'd place for all of 1he
Plains Indians.~ our brave new Triumphalist cemury began, someone made an astounding conjuncture of Art [don't worry, moJI an is
bad art. Architt:eture and s.::lf-justification: It shows us new things
about mountains!]- it is the hods of four lndian-kil!t:rs, carvt:d
gigantically into the mounnlin itsc:IP. Almost as large as a mountolin,
Snlring down across the plains and missile silos. It is appropriately
named Mount Rush More. (Look it up in the Arias if you don't
believe me!)
Last year in Swt'den I came across nine pieces of granite that are the
perfect illustration of the problems of Slone. They were intended to
be part of Hider's over-sized "Arch ofPoce" (see, he didn't .say
"Triumph"; he was already using "newspeak") in Berlin. Hitler himsdf made the original plans and drawings, and Speer polisht'd it up
and located quarries and carvers in Swt'den and Norway. Speer had
commissiont'd the work on the granite stones that I saw. They are
beautifully carved, and absolutely massive, quietly waiting for history.
I want tO frtt them; make them light.
There are some similar carvt'd stones, for the same projt:et, in
Norway. The quarry master there will not give them up--wants them
tO be a monument to what? How? And some others, from other
Swedish quarries, actually arrivt'd in Berlin, during the war. Those
stones were liberated into new slavery by the Soviets, and arc now
parr of the monstrous Monument to the Soviet Dead Soldiers at
Treptower Park. What's to keep some idiot neo-Nazis from re-claiming them at some future time?

good, and kind of historical, if you've al~dy given substantial help
befo~ this book is published, and our film is already underway? I
mean, I'm certainly nor relying on this book e:xclusivcly, only to note
what's going on at a certain time in my new life F..r away from
Virginia. I've got a lot of irons in the fire, as cowboys say. Or, you'll
feel really good if you read this and sign on as a film director. The
book will itsdfbecome slightly outside of time for you.
Why not write me a note right now? Please, ...... Please, ... Please?

The film will not be a documentary, although it will kind of"document" irst:lf. It will be a feature-length film (about 90 minutes) of
high artistic merit, and therefore "commercial" in some s.::ns.::; even if
not a "summer blockbuster." We'll get one of those barges that have
no engine, and after taking the stones by truck through the forests to
the harbor, load the stones onto the barge and tow them across the
Baltic in the direction of Ruegen Island and Berlin. Then we'll sink
1hem, barge and all, in the Baltic Sea. (forming a useful artificial
deep-water reef to support a variety of marine life.) The stones will be
free-and light, because they will have been transformed into light
and celluloid. (the film.) Bur they'll be eternal, too, as carved granite
cannot be, because they will be art, and art is eternal, people say.
So here's the help I ncal: a film producer and/or hot shot art curator.
A film director and cn:w. A IQ[ of bucks, ro get the producer started,
etc. A barge that will float and sink.
Write to me care of the publisher, please. Now then, won't you feel

Karha Pollitt, or Barbara Ehrenreich, or Barbara Kruger or somrone,
said that if our century, and Modernism, was the rime of the phallus,
(please don't show this ro Richard Serra, but I'm suddenly reminded
of another story. In the early 1980's !lived in New York with my
sweetheart, Maria Thereza AJves. Maria Thereza is Brazilian and the
immigration department had misplaced her gr~n card, making her
an illegal alien. Every morning at 8 o'clock she had to stand in a long
line at the immigration office, next to City Hall in Manhattan.
Sometimes it would be late in the afternoon bc:fo~ she got to a desk
with some rude person behind it, only to be treated badly and
questioned suspiciously. Then as she and do:z.ens of other tired
strangers left the building through the back door they were confronted by a monster. A giant piece of Cor-ten steel named ''Tilted Arc"
[by Richard Serra]. It .seems to be: trying ro herd up the aliens and
push them back into the labyrinth of frustration. Stupid right-wing
government people also didn't like "lilted Arc"; they wanted an art
piece more like Mr. Rushmore in looks, and petitioned to have the
piece removed, and won. Artists in the cicy were in an uproar. Maria
Thereza and I were the only artists who supported the removal.) If
our century is the age of the phallus, of penetrations and thrusts and
rockers and fast cars and skyscrapers, the coming age should be .seen
as the age of the gonad. The age: of stored information, she said, of
conrainers and containment.
She made her observations before the Guggenheim Bilbao was built,
but it is as though Frank Gehry, the architect, must'vc: listened to her.
Isn't that mus.::um the perfect example of her thesis~ A large scrotum,
heavily protecting The Most Important Art Truth, the best genes to
withhold the future.
Most pleasing. or most useful, might always be: "other stuff:
Suppo.St: you build yourself a nice simple linle house and you like rhe
way it looks. To me, as a stranger passing by it looks like nothing
much but your house. If I come back later, though, maybe banal life
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and random crazy~n~ss will hav~ changed it. Maybe= you lat~r build a
wood shed. May~ a trtt grows. May~ your n~ighbor makes a
garbage dump close by, and h~ also constructs a wood shed. Your car
breaks down and you just leav~ it in back, where it ~gins ro rust.
What staned as a path mad~ by raking a short cut to rh~ tav~rn
becomes a road and the guy across th~ road builds a strange fence and
someone else uses the fence to post some advenisem~nt signs. h
begins to look interesting ro me. The uncontrolled complexity has
much meaning, much beauty. No single, dead-end narrative.
A Tru~ Story
In 1985 a young British sculptor named Nicholas Fairplay had been
brought to Manhattan Island to carve stone for the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine. The intention forth~ Cathedral is that upon com~
plecion it would~ the World's Largest Cathedral, and we may llSSUme
that at peak production it will have an ever~changing billboard our
front which will read, "Over One Million Souls Saved." St. John's
Cathedral was begun by Andrew Carnegie so that he would have a
fitting place tO worship. lr is built on top of Morningside ClifF, facing
away from the spectacular view of Harlem in the valley below. Beside
the cl ifF there is a high fence and a private police force separating
Morningside Heights from Harlem, and a statue of Carl Schurz. Nick
Fairplay didn't understand. He inadvertently fell in wirh bad com pan~
ions- Indians.
Document A
On April I 5, 1985 Nicholas Fairplay, a British alien claiming to be 2
sculptor, attended a secret me~ting :n an apartment on Amsterdam
Avenue. Also at this mttting were the following people: Maria
Therc:za Alves, a Brazilian alien who also claims to be an an:ist; Aavio
Garciandia, a Cuban alien who also clainu tO be an artist; and Jimmie
Durham, a Cheroktt who is an active mem~r of the terrorist organi~
zarion, A.I.M. Fairplay left certain documents at the apartment and
departed at 12:06 a.m.

Leonard Peltier is an Indian man who is in prison for two life se n ~
tences, after having been convicted of killing cwo FBI agents on the
Pin~ Ridge Indian Reservation in 1975.
Another True Story
Leonard Peltier is innocent.
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Another True Srory
Nicholas Fairplay carved a perfect likeness of Leonard Peltier on a
stone section of rhe front of the Cathedral, and has also carved
American Indian and African heads on other parts of the Cathedral.
Still Another True Story
Nick Fairplay told us that when medicva.l buildings in England are
desrroycd it is often discovered that workers had placed oyster shells
betwttn the stone blocks to level them. The oyster shells have faces
carved on them, or sometimes messages insulting royalty or the boss.
A recipe for quick and easy biscuits
Ingredients:
2 cups of flou r
I cup of yogurt
I teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda
Mix all thrtt ingredients with your hands and form into a ball. Pinch
the ball in half, then pinch those cwo in half, then pinch those four in
half, th~n pinch those eight in halF. make smaller balls with your hands
each time. You might use a bir of olive oil on your hands. Place the
sixtttn biscuits in an iron (CoHen stttl is rhe bcsr) pan about 3 cen~
timetrcs apart from each other, and bake in a pre-heated medium hot
oven for about 20 minutes. Raisins, chopped nuts, aniseeds or bits of
dried chili peppers and hard cheese can be added to the dough.
How to make gravy
After you have fried any kind of meat in a skillet, add a little bacon
grease o r sunflower oil to the residue that remains in the skillet.
Sprinkle about a half of a cup of flour imo this oil and fty it until it is
dark brown, sti rring constantly with a fork to kttp it separated. Then
add two cups of water slowly, continuing to stir until it looks like
gravy. At the last moment add a pinch of black pepper and a dash of
Worc~srershire sauce. To make "cream gravy," do nor brown the flour
quite so much, and add milk instead of water. Serve with mashed
potatoes and black~eyed peas, with pork chops, veal or lx:efsreak, fried
rabbit or squirrel.
How to make lye (potassium carbonate) for hominy or soap
Lye is the strong caustic chem ical used fo r making soap. In Germany
it was also used for turning cabbage into Sauerkraut, I think. It is not
an acid, bur is instead on the opposite end of the Ph scale. It is
obtained by filtering water through wood ash. The best wood to usc
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is Whit~ Oak, bur Hickory, Ash, Eld~r or any of th~ oaks will work.
Usc th~ scrap wood of th~ u-ee, and ev~n th~ leaves and twigs. Burn
th~ wood in an O!)(n, hot fir~ so that th~re is not much charcoal. This
ash, finely powd~r«i, can th~n be used for cooking; add a bit of it to
maiu mc:al for making cornbrnd or corn mush. Good for rabbit stew
or rabbit roast~d in ashes.
For ly~. fill a large buck~t or barrel in which you'v~ mad~ som~
sieve-lik~ holes in th~ bonom, with th~ ashes, and drip wat~r through
it slowly (a coup!~ or three days). Catch th~ liquid in anoth~r buck~t
and transf~r it to bortles. Hominy is maiu: k~rnds that hav~ lxen
soaked in ly~ to soft~n th~ shell of th~ k~rnel and mak~ th~ maiu:
mor~ digestibl~. Usc who!~ dried maiu: k~rnels. "Grits," or '" hominy
grits," are mad~ by re-drying th~ hominy k~rnels and grinding them
into a coarst: meal. This is then boiled, preferably with Lhe addition
of some ground hickory nuts.
The Museum of Contemporary Art in Pori, Finland, invited me to do
something there in 1997. I got a truck-load of rocks the size of fists
or potatoes and put them all over the floor of the museum, even in
the offices, toilets, and the gift shop. I also put these rocks outside the
building, on the sidewalk and into the strttt. They were not so densely placed that they made a covering; spac«i from 50 em ro 100 em
apart. I was trying, with these "fr~" stones to sec if I could free up
the architecture itself, and its agenda for the museum. (Not to fight
or attack-th~ building is quite beautiful and well-suited to be an art
museum.)

will act as another "progress report~ on what I call my "Eurasia
Project." This is a self-cancelling "project" because it has no goal and
no end. 0 might die someday, but that's completely different.) I mov«<.
to Euro~ four years ago, from Mexico where I'd lived almost eight
years.
It is dearly obvious that Euro~ is a political ~ntiry, not in the least
a geographical emiry. That Europe has no geography wa.s already
obvious to m~ in the Americas, because the Americas are so obviously
the best (that is, the worst) part ofEuro~. (Th~ most successfol
clements of those factors of culture call«!. "Europe," th~ mosr triumpham, the biggest.) But living here on this continent called
Eurasia, which few seem to know or care is a continent instead of rwo
or three or four contiguous continents, makes Eurasia and "Europe"
acutely "here" for me, and I therefore feel more free of the "Europe"ness. I might now be enabl«<. for the first time ro "account for
myself," and there might possibly be someone here-like my friend
Ken Vos who is half Japanese and half Dutch and says he dislikes
those two countries immensely; or my friend Nikita in Yakutsk,
maybe-that I feel responsible to account to.
The other reason I'm telling about my work in Pori is to introduce
th~ work of a German architect nam«<. Thilo Folkerts. His specialty is
landscapes in cities. He has a moveable rock garden that is a mound
of gravel (of mass equaling about four normal human bodies, I
guess) . It does not really look like rocks, nor y~t sand, but more fluid
than either. Thilo places this mound wh~rever seems suitable tO him
and wh~n he has time shapes and textures it with a rake, after the
f.tshion of Japanese rock gard~ns. It em change shape and mood in
minutes.

The result w.lS pleasing to me. The building did look as though it were
getting ready for motion. And the interior, especially th~ reception
desk area and the toilets, could no longer act so serious and separate.
And what I liked the best, the effect was not theatrical. There was
nothing for you to Believe or to pretend ro believe.
On a wall inside there was a larg~ map of the world, with a handdrawn "suggested route" for attempting to kick a stone, not to
Chalma, th~ Center ofThe World in Mexico, but towardChalma;
from Finland across Northern Russia ro Siberia.
A text explained that Indians in Mexico make pilgrimages roth~
sacred tree in Chalma. Those who give up and try to stop and turn
back becom~ stones, so !)(Ople arc encouraged to kick stones along
the way toward the direction of Chalma. Perhaps one of these stones
is a !)(rson, and perhaps that person will live again upon reaching th~
sacr«<.trcc.
I'm telling you this partly because a function for this book is that it

He has a collection of sand piles and rock piles. But just the photos of
them, as he discovers them on his !)(rambulations through Berlin.
His "favorite sand piles," h~ calls th~m. These are often crowded or
"leaning• next to the wall of a building; som~times, also, on th~ curb
of a str~t, spilling onto the sidewalk and into rhe srr~r. No boundaries, no sha!)(, but undeniable, and accidentally charming non·
objects.
I love the work, bur I also like that he perceives it as a garden and
not (or not necessarily) art. Oh, I wish I had thought of these gravel
mounds! But I would want to bring the gravel pile S!)(cifically into
art, into the "art spaces." If I made a large pile of very dean, and
aesthetically pleasing gravel stones that partially covered the reception
desk and chair, or the catalogues table of a museum, wouldn't that
look good? And the small stones would be inadvertently scattered by
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clumsy fe(:t. One stone might come tO rest next to Mario Men.'s
igloo, one might go PING! against some giant sted sculpture and lie
there awaiting irs next collaborative move.
Having written the word "collaborative," I see there may be a possi·
biliry that Thilo would do a collaborative work with me. Or I could
maybe rem one of his gardens.
I might at the same rime try making some anri-Thilo Folkerts.
Suppose I mixed the gr.lVcl with cement and poured it into a mound
partially covering the reception desk and table? I could call it ..Thilo's
Petrified Garden."
Do you know what the American theorist Rosalind Krauss said
aboU[ her show caJied " L'inform~" at the Centre Pompidou in Paris?
She said her first criterion for choosing individual works by artists in
the show was size. She said that large work proved that the artist was
serious, and committed. Yeah, really!

Heriberto Yepez
What About the Mexican Poetry Scene?
When I went to New York to read in the Double Happiness Series,
James Sherry asked me, "What about the Mexican Poc:rry Scene?~ I
thought about my answer a few seconds, but then I knew there was
no way to respond to that question with a beer in hand and in just a
few minutes. So I simply said tO him: "It's really different from the
American poetry scene... in general, REALLY different" [Is there an
American poetry scene? No). I have written these notes to have a second chance to explain what is hap~ning right now in Mexico in
terms of discourse building and poetry communities.
P~au i1 owr. Lift afur Octavia Paz
The firsr thing one has to know to understand the situation of postmodern literature in Mexico (and in many ways in the whole Larin
American literary circle) is that after Octavio Paz died in 1998 every·
thing changed I. Paz was rhe center of Mexican poetry for almost half
a cenrury. I don't think there is an equivalent in America, where no
one has bcrome so huge and inAuential tO the point of be-coming an
obsracle for newer developments in literary discussions. When Paz
was alive, making poetic discourse without reference to him was
impossible. Here we need tO remember, Paz wasn't just a poet but also
an important translator, historian, anthropologist, art critic, strong
polemicist, literary commentator of every genre, philosopher, and TV
intdlecrual. He was the head of the Mexican "Republic of Letters"
(sic). To have an idea of this position in Mexico and Latin America
please combine figures like Jerome Rothenberg, Allen Ginsberg, E. H.
Grombrich, and William F. Buckley into one: rhe result of this biurre
mixture is Octavio Paz.
As the PRJ2 did in politics, Paz represented intellectual
monopoly in Mexico for tOO many decades. Bur once Paz died his
ideological monopoly started to collapse and is still corroding. His
Vuelta magazine disappeared and was divided into two new journals

I. After Paz died in 1998, JoSI!: Luis Manfna..--onc: of Mexioo's foremost respect·

«< critics-ridiculously declared rhar the yo.u left until the: end of the century

were going to be ncnonumi days-a prc:hUJW~ic c:alendar notion in which the
nmro,tmri days arc count rd. as invalid, and whatever happens during them has no
signiBcanu:. The sense ofloss of cemer and direction in ·Mexican Letters• has
lxen repeatedly commenrrd upon since Paz's de:uh.
2. The •Revolutioru~ry lnstirut.ional Party,w which was in powcr for more than
seventy yeau-the most succes5ful political partY in Modemiry anywhere!
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(L~Iml Libm and ParbimiJ), which nor only represent two different
factions of Paz followt:rs, bur also constitute rhe cemer of literary dis·
cussion ~nd Cl'Qtion in Mexico)'.

So, I see rwo paradigms which are going to change in the upcoming years:
I. We are going ro destroy the idea of a Mnational" literature. We are
now seeing that we don't want to survive in a "small" context. Even
Paz knew that Mexican literature was closing its door to the Out·
side (he wrote a letter intended robe published after his death say·
ing his young collaborators weren't giving signals of being interested
in rhe poerries from abroad). For example, we are going to come
into greater and more active contact with rhe American scene(s)a goal increasingly under discussion. For Paz, American poetry was
prmagoniz.ed by Robert Frost and Elizabeth Bishop, so you can
imagine how American poetry is perceived by rhe great majority of
his followers (who still control Mexican literature), but that's some·
thing which is going to be modified. We are even going to see
Mexican writers using English or getting into the U.S. in order to
have parallel literary careers or serve as bridges in the postmodern
condition, and in general, future poetry in Mexico is going to be
constructed as pan of a much bigger series of references.
2. The idea of avant-garde and radical innovation is finally rerurning.
Ocravio Paz established the idea that after surrealism no avant·
garde could be possible again. Doing something in an "avant·garde"
context during the: Paz period was even taken as a joke. (That's a key
idea of his whole history of modern literature and his poetics). So,
now that his ideas are being scrurini:u:d as never before, the
idea of radical experimentalism and new avant-gardes is returning.
Paz believed there could be no more drastic ruprure with traditionbut guess what, Octavio?
3. There arc other national magazines, like Na111 (mosrly politia, but with
novclisu like Carlos Fuentes and Hector Aguilar Camln as spokespersons); LA
Tm~pmd (cultural in general with an increasing emphasis on nr:w ~ry from
abroad); Alfotjll (a journal that rcprcscms the opposition to Pu. but still hasn't
received enough attention or strength); Mohil and Cornplot (mostly prose, and
considered the place where the underground young writC'rs publish). There arc
other mediums, of course, run by universities or little groups, but none can be
considered as influential as these. There's a lack of independent and marginal
reviews or journals; one of the reasons thatrhey haven't spread as they should is
that a dtc~dc ago the government implemented a Stale run program called
'Tierra Adcntro" which publishes young writers from all over the country in iu
exrensivc book series and in the quarterly it $Uppons. The preoccupation of
young writcn to be included in, and benefit from, this program, I think, lw
slowed down the C'magen«' of truly ind~dcm mediums and little presses. But
still, there iJ a growing tendency 10 change that.
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Polilia I Po~tia Mndcan SJyk
The essential relationship betwttn poetics and politics in Mexico is
going m survive Paz's death not only in terms of content in tatS bur
also in terms of l'Ql social influence. Poets in Mexico are respected
and can become popular, as in Russia, or have influence on public
afFairs, as in France. Mexican writers immediately become public
intellectuals. In the United Stares, writers and artists don't play a part
in the major Media, but in Mexico that's really different. In Mc:xico
(before and after Paz) a linguistic Cl'Qtor has always played important
roles in the making of national discourse and daily political issues.
Intellectuals helped to invent posHevolutionary Mexican Identity
(mntiuzj~ as the basis of our Vollugeist). Lc:t me give you an example.
If September 11 had happened in Mexico, we would have had a panel
of writers/poeu discussing the significance of that event in the main
nightly news. The opinions and views of poets are part of the sociopolitica.l equation; this role is mainly played on national TV ~nd
Mc:xico Ciry newspapers. (That's how the left has become so unpor·
tam in Mexico, but that's also how many poets have become puppets
or instrumentS of the government... )
To continue mak.ing awkward comparisons let me make this
one: in Mexico, Charles Bernstein and Rae Armantrout would have
to (would even be pressed to) periodically speak on current issues on
the Mexican equivalent of NBC's evening news or Night/in~. In
Mexico, writers (from every genre and aesthetic tendency) have real
power and use it up front. They arc highly respected (or used) as
opinion make~ven when they use humor or are "eccentric" as
Carlos Monsiviis, the great (and now old) writer, cat lover and
marxist-satiric commentator of popular and high culture who appears
on TV making wordplay in the best Latin American tr"oldirion and
who is both a Media trickster and a Man of Letters'. That's something.
I think, nobody wantS to lose. On the contrary, with the opening up
of the democratic system, it is something which is going to become
even bigger.
Writers can die or make points in the political arena. When
the Zapatisra army announced itself at the beginning of the nineties,
and Paz basically condemned them a few hours later on the most
important nightly news program, one knew he was on the downside.
Paz's reactionary position on the Zapatisras killed him as a role model
4. Before Monsivtis, Mo:ico had Salvador Novo, another gay writer (a very
openly and ~scandalow" onC') taking on the char.actet of a crud and i111dligcnt
political commenutor while at the same time being pan of our Stan-of-thc--ccnrury modC'mist (llllnxwzrtliA) movcmcn1 in poetry and prose.
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for the younger generation. The same happened with Jaime Sabines,
our (now dead) second "national" poet (Sabines is a mixture of Joyce
Carol Oates and Maya Angelou), who lost his credibility as a poet for
the masses and the elites when he reacted negatively to the Subcomandante Marcos figureS.
This is also why in Mexico poets (rega rdless of their literary
ideas) become our country's ambassadors and diplomats par txuli4nu.
If they were Mexican, Lyn H ejinian o r Bruce Andrews would be our
ambassadors to England , Italy or France.

Mainstrtam I AlurruJtiw Cu/turn
The defining socio-polirica1 role that a Mexican poet acquires (from
whatever aesthetic position he takes) is what makes it impossible for
even a radical poet to stay marginal for too long. If you become
imporr2nr in a literary group, you are pushed inm the ~ mainstream. "
We need here to understand there is no '"mainsueam" in Mexico in
the American sense of that notion. (We are a marginal eulrure, so
how can we talk of a mainstream?)
Mexican writers understand poetic innov-.uion and experimentalism
in a way rhar resembles the self~ understandin g of black innovative
tradition6. As a culture fundamentally constructed to resist imperialism
and alienation (and now globalization) we can't help bur be a
counter-proposal ro Western literature. Mexican writers are always
looking for a border place to have different discourses co--exist, such
that they can participate in different language-systems and grou ps,
even if rhey are mtally opposed. From the beginn ing of Mexican
modernism (like the neodada mridmti.Jta group in Mexico at the

~inning of the 20th Century), there have been groups (not hege~

monic for the most parr) that have searched for a way to be co ntem ~
porary tO the rest of the world while at the same time adapting inter~
national experimenralism into our own cultu ral agenda7.
That's why every experimental writer needs at the same time
to invent new form s but also (and this is crucial) ro deal with the
conventional forms-that's why a posrmodern Mexican writer like
Gerardo Deni7. plays wirh traditional fo rms; radicalism in Larin
America is mainly a transformational inurplay with traditional
rhetorics-this is a move as old as ou r avant~g:ude: when J. ) . Tablada
made visual ~ms using Chinese themes and contexts (a few years
before the publication of Apollinai~'s caUigrammeJ) he at the same
rime was using traditional constraints to write lyrical poc:rry3.
One can see this interplay berween the traditional and the
highly experimental both in novels and in poems. This is something
we as readers we need tO understand, because I have the fedi ng that
outsiders often m isunderstand th is: they look into new Larin
American writing and only see a continuation of the "old" when in
fact they could find an open (or hidden or coded!) breakthrough in
linguistic use. Rather than a rejection, Larin American literature and
art constitutes a recomtrur:tion of the "mainstream" popular culture
and tradition. {We do this because we are in the periphery and we
find playing wi th the Western mainstream useful for our own purposes
and cultural codes). That's also why a Rgure such as Borges, in order
to destroy Western Literature, had to appear as a "normal" or "classical"
part of it, when in filet he developed something radically new, which
can very easily be misread as a classical literature because of his strong
engagement with traditional European, Larin American or North
American authors and tendencies. Latin American modernism

5. Even Marcos' strong rdationship with liter.uure is a sign of the crucial rdevanc.e
of pot:(ty in Mc:xican politia. Marcos is considered a writer, an increasingly good
one. He knows perkaly that in order to gain authority. suppon, and have an
image as somebody who can lead Mexico to a better way, he has to be seen as an
intdlecrual, a writer by himself, a shon story teller and an accomplished. verbal
aniu, even in a ·ponmodern· way.
6. Here I have to f('(Of;niu lhe great hdp Tripwirt 5 was in hdping me ro better
undentand not only cominuil)' and <:hange in African-American writing but also
tO rcddinc in this light our own u-adition of rupture and n-adition in Latin
America. When Lorenzo Thomu writes, "What may be panicularly norC'W(Inhy
about African-American anistic movement5 in the 20th Century, however, is that
lhey were intt:re:sted. (and highly successful) in creating models lhat quickly
b«amt mass culture," this is an exact description of latin American experimen·
ralism. (I can a.lso very easily see how concepts such as Harryene Mullrn's ·ver~
nacular innovation~ can be of great insight in Maican criticism). I think we have
more things in common with lhe African-American idea of innovation lhan with
rhe "white"one.

7. The atridmristtll, for ex.ample, became our venion of dadaism but with a
nationalistlo--and even provincial--<urn! But bd"Qfe conceiving this as a strange
rwist to lhe European avam-gardc let's remember that Marineni and Khlebnikov
al.so irucribed their experimentalism into a nationalinic discours.~:. So, instead of
seeing lhe Mex.ican ava.nt·garde as a mere and simplistic copy of an European
ttndency (as it has~ considered in dominant Mex.K:an criticism), we can ste it
as a legitimate pan of a panem of revolt lhrough language all over the world at
the beginning of the 20th Century.
8. I find an increasing possibilil)' of dialogue bctwttn the •hybrid- experi~en ta·
tion techniques in Mexican poetics (mixing traditions, genres and fonns w1th
new purposes and perspectives) and the more recent American poeu. A pio:e
such as Mark Wallace's •on the Lyric as Experimental Possibility•
(httpd/wings.buffalo.edu/epclauthors/wallacellyrie.html) refltru (unwittingly)
the way eiperimentalism in Latin American has worked in lhe last decades: not
as a denial of lyricism (and other rraditional categories of writing) but as a way of
transforming themradic:ally.
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(vanguardia) hasn't really bttn undc=rstood in the= U.S.- nor in
Mexico for th:n mattc=r. So we need tO be= really careful nor to take as

To continue enlisting differences bc=tween the American scene(s) and
Mexican poetics in general, one can mention a very crucial one: voice
and performance have been protagonists of American counterpoerics

from the Harlem Renaissance and the Beats tO today's San Francisco
and New York poetry scene:s. In Mexico this is not the case. We are
wed to a text-based composition, where voice and body aren't even
close ro being as important as the written page.
In Mexico, we neither have a postmodern languagc=-basedperformance nor something similar to the= populist slam or spoken
word poetry. Voice is simply not an issue=. We consider the other-reader
as the only true "authority" to make poetry outside= rhc= page. If a
Mexican poet becomes the fundamental reader ofhis work, he is
going to become the: subject of suspicion and is going to be= accused
(for sure) of getting in the way of the= text. At the same time we m ight
have a big change on this matter in the comi ng yc=ars. Mexican poetry
is now looking into ways of geuing the body and the voice into the
substantial presentation of poetry. The= younger generations don't
want to read in the same boring way Paz. read. We want performance.
We feel we neW. it. In this change= of paradigms, the American performance tradition is bc=coming our definitive role model.
I find this very interesting, because= whi le: the contemporary
American avanr-gardc= is insisting (very positively of course) on
destroying the authority of the poetic subject, its tradition of highly
devdoped oral presem.arion can also be= contrary to this purpose=.
Many Amc=rican texts are undoubtedly composed for performance=
and that reinstalls the authority and p"smu of the poetic subject.
Introducing chance operations, muhimedia, experimeming with syn·
rax, non-finished writing, etc.-American poets since= the= sc=venties
emphasized the= role of the reader and diminished the= paradigm of an
individualized poetic subject-gc=nius bchind·and-afrer the text, bur at
rhe same time continue to have a strong (and necessary, even!)
presence of rhe poet at the moment of the unfolding of the text,
b«ause without him/her the text looses irs purpose or greatest
achievement. Isn't this paradoxical? In the upcoming development of
performance-text dialects in Mexico, I am sure we are going to deal
with these contradictions in ways still nO[ predictable at all.

9. Let me give ju$1 one aam plc. In Mexico jm umr was destroyed nOt: through
complex or abstract writing (as in the jackson Mac low tradition) as in the U.S.
but through, for example. the rather humoristic apcrimems with slang and street
puns by Ffra.ln Huer~a's pqtmlnimru (minimal poems) and their characteristic verrical and fragmented antipoctical structure. This is a very diffen:nt way to achieve
the S2ffie: Whitman never again. But, of course, tO a simplistic eye, Efraln Hueru
can pass as another comical traditional (or populist) poet, v.-ho 'claims' and 'uses'
his authority in traditional ways. when in fact his pqtminimtn arc exactly the opposite. After Hucna. Mexican poeuy can no longer be a lyrical rendering of the
poet's fcd.ing. bm the fngmcntation of language used to .show how language itself
determines meaning and pl~ys with 'intimate' and 'public' discounc.

After the crnckdown of Mexican Modern poetics and a new era. (more
open to a new possibility of post·Ocravio Paz. rupture, postmodernism
as our context, etc.) we arc= now witnessing a formation of differc=nt
(even isolated) groups which arc destroying the idea of an unitary
discourse: formation in Mexico. Since the ninc=ties, a group of bilingual
lndi:&n poets has begun to form. Also a group of visu:&l poets developed away from what they perceived as the "mai nstream. " Indian
bilingual writers and visual poets aren't participating or being invited
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symbolism, naturalism or pre-concrete= writing what is not-whc=n it
is simply another way to challc=ngc= the= same values and convc=ntions
rhat the= English-based avanr~garde is challc=nging with irs post·
structuralist mc=rhodology and canon'.
Also we= must nor forgc=t that there is no hard mainstrc=am in
Latin America (as in the= U.S.) simply b«aUS(: in Larin Amc=rica the
avant-garde won. The Mexican c=quivalent of the N~ Yorkt>r (the
official verse culture's frontline) is going to be= much more open to
nc=w possibilities. So c=ven our conservative mainstream accc=pts the
foundations proposc=d by our modernism and the international avant·
gardc=. This is also one= of the= complex reasons why in Mexico evc=n if
you're an extremist you have= to inrera.ct with the more consc=rvative
national conrc=xr. In the= U.S. there are many reading circles and
journals in which a post~languagc= writer (to give= an example=) can
have= a place= far from the mainstrc=am anthologies, circles and maga·
1.ines. In Mc=xico we don't have that (and maybe we= don't want it. Do
we want to loose= our chaos and mixtures, do we want to have ways in
which we can ignore one another?).
Our mainstream is really underground and our underground
is really mainstream. We don't want to ignore each other. We want to
have face-to-face batrle:s. This is something that hasn't happened in
the U.S., where, to my great surprise=, most American academ ics do
nor rake seriously a movemenr as important as Language Poetrythey in fact can ignore it in their journals and reviews as if it didn't
exist! In Mexico, b«ausc= of the= chaos collision scc=nc=, this would
nevc=r happen-! hope.

Languagr,

'IJOict

and body

P.S.

in the dominating or underground magazines, so for the first time in
~em Mexican history we are now seeing a fragmentation of literary
construction, where one group can develop without taking the others
into account, such as it has happened in the U.S., where the Chi·
cano/as, Nuyoricans, Black writers, the academic poets, gay·lesbian
poets, the Pulitzer Prize poets (to give them a name) and the Language
writers can basically ignore each other without any damage to their
scope of readers and interests.
Is this fragmentation (exemplified by Indian bilingual writers
and visual experimental creators) going tO be a characteristic of the
new arenas in Mexican poetic discoursd Or are we going to find a
way ro again recover ll. problematic symposium of the whole such as
we have managed relatively to do until now? How are we going to
h2ndle Chicano discourse in our idea of postmodern literature in
Larin AmericalO? And also, a new generation of young women writers
seems to be appearing all over the coumry; this is going to be a major
breakthrough for sure. They could potentially be the real revolution·
aries agai nst male dominated literary discourse in Mexico II.
Up to this point, poetics hasn't been divided or isolated from
the other genres (this is again a point in which we differ greatly from
the U.S.). Fiction {experimental and popular) and poetry are seen as
one language. The same happens with criticism. So in Mexico when
lion avam·garde takes place it is developed both in prose fiction and in
verse. Novelists and poets aren't in tOtll.l!y separated arenas of verbal
transformation. So if somebody wants to follow the changes in post·
modern poetics in Larin America, she or he needs to go into novels as
much as into poetry books.
Another big diffe rence is that current American poets are
more domestic than we are. They can feed each other. In Mexico, for
example, there is now a growing discussion on using English and
getting in touch with contemporary American poetics (experimental
and mainsrream). Is that the case in the United States? Are American
10. This may sound stnnge tO American cars--1 mean this pr«MXUpation with a
subdivision oflitctaty di1coui'$C. I know th:u in the U.S. nobody is going to
worry because Science Fiction and Raymond CaJVer aren't seen as pan of one
unitarian or combined circle, but in Mexico we are now looking for brooder
critical systems tO have our incrtas:ing boom in science fiction and undergrouc1d
urban-dirry realism (rralismD JuriD) narrativ~ movements coordinated with other
currenu in prose Hction. We don't wam to have isolated discourse areas. Arc we
being obseuiv~
II. This situation, by the way, has in the ~t had American connections. And
in the present we are waiting to sec Jcn Hofer's bilingual :~~~thology of Mexican
Women Contemporary poctia. That anthology might reveal some new tcndendc:s in what is going to become the next generation of poetry in Maico.
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poets feeling the need to write, translate or read in Portuguese or
Spanish? I don't think so. I think Larin American poets have a big
advantage here. We have it because we have been always under the
demand ofl:>ecoming hybrid and ~aling up Western Lirerarure 12. And
also because a Mexican poet never writes as just a 'Mexican' writer
but creates her/his work under and for a bigger context than
American writers: Latin Americans work with the assumption that
rhey belong to a larger cro~cu ltur.~l tradition that travels from
Argentina tO Cuba to Mexico. We are used to thinking of ourselves as
transnational discourse·designers. The radicalization of that feature is
going to be a key instrument in Latin American poetics in the next
decades.

12. This kind of hybrid apcrimemalilm is, according to early Brazilian moderniSt
Oswald de Andrade, a coumer-conquC$1 Nscd on devouring the European culture
by the "evil savage" (not Rousseau's "noble savage"). In his "Pau Brasil Poerry

ManifC$1o" of 1924 (the same year Breton's M:~~~ifesto appeared), De Andrade
called this su"atr:gy "anthropophagy," a canniba.linic way of eating the Other
(European Tradition) to transform it and t:ake advantage of it from a resisnmce
position. (Haroldo de Campos thought De Andrade's anthropop hagy was a kind
of Nienschean transvaluation of all values). [n De Andrade's anthropophagical
philosophy we can again understand how Latin American apc:rimemalism tends
to cannibalize traditional forms for its own purposes of advancement. This assimilation, as I $aid before. can sometimes be wrongly viewed by outsiders as a
mere repetition of nadir ion, wha~ it is just a good way to deal with more anifi·
cia! forms (in an Oulipcan sense), a challenging way to worit from and against
"constraint."
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K Silem Mohammad

Creeping It Real: Brian Kim Stefans'
"Invisible Congress" and the
Notion of Community
Brian Kim Srefans' article "When Lilacs Last in the Door:
Notes on New Poetry," published on Steve Evans' Third Factory websire1, was originally slated for a column in Po~h & Writm, bur W2S
finally rejected (for lx:ing too weird, one gathers). In this article,
Su:F.ms offers "Creep Poetry" (after Radiohead's "Creep") as a defining
label for an emergem tendency among younger experimenml poets.
It's significant th:u the term is borrowed from the trendy domain of
lllternarive rock: Srefans points our that the Creq> Poets "wonder why
rhe poetry world is nor as interested in the 'edge' as rhe arr and music
worlds• in which figures like Cindy Sherman and Orncne Coleman
enjoy a relatively greater amount of popular o:posure and acceptance.
The nature of this "edge," of course, is the main quenion, and rhe
necessity of seal'(: quotes pointS ro the problematic rhat informs
Srefans' discussion. "Edgy," like ~alternative," "innovative; "independent," "organic" or "non-roxie," is one of a rapidly incl'(:25ing number
of unreliable adjectives subject ro use by various loosely-corporate
agencies who really mean by them "extremely marketable. • It might
be argued that most experiment:al poetS have nothing ro worry about,
as their work will never be mistaken for marketable in any possible
world; bur in a culture where discursive nuance is continually naken
for a microcosmic index of a more tangible network of material
struggle, lirrle things like rhis seem to maner a great deal. Especially
suspect are labels that threaten to pigeonhole a style or movement as
indebted (or indentured) to some predecessor or other, such as
"Postlanguage" or "7th Generation New York" or "Post-neo-preRaphaelitism." One of the appeals of a term like "Creep" is irs bratty
indifference m literary genealogizing. The Radiohead song, obviously,
is about not fitting in: about the pathos-and power--cf orphandom.
I won't spend a lor of rime on some specific questions char
bug me about Creep, such as why Srefans makes some of rhe cut-off
poi nts he does. (Why, for example, are Lisa Jarnot and Rodrigo
Toscano Creeps bur Sianne Ngai and Lytle Shaw nor, as he claims?
I. Ac:ccssible via a link on Stefuu' wonderful website A"'zl', :11
hnp://www.arr.u.nedstdins.htm. I smpca that I'm not sup~ 10 quoce from ,
allude 10, or otherwise ;ac\rnowlcdge the existence of anything on the Third
:actory site, according to a. warning labclthemo anached (does the w;arning
tudf count?), but oh wdl. tf I go to jail, I go ro jail.
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Can ovcr-40 writers like Michael Gizzi or Bruce Andrews be considered Creeps?) I want instead ro isolate a couple of his broader observations about the tendency, and then spin off from there. Steb.ns
observes that
all the Creeps share ... a surprising tendency to communicate,
to perform, to create social intV'activity, and to expand beyond
the small communities that have been their inherited legacy
from previous American avant-gardcs. They are often experimemalisrs, but have no interest in experiment for its own sake,
at least if the results are not something like a public, often very
entertaining. form of poetry, a son of deviant form of strcc:t
theater itself. The Creeps are almost universally very funny,
though why there has bt:en such a rum to humor in their poetry
is matter for debate.
The eyebrow-raising element here is the claim that Creeps want tO
break our of the community model of experimental writing, a model
that has held indomitable sway for decades, notably reinforced and
codified in Ron Silliman's passionate introduction to In 1/u Amfflcan
T~~. Even though I question the universal applicability of this claim
to all the writers Stef:ans names, and even more whether ir's rea.lly a
good idea, ir's refreshing just to .stt the thought given shape in print.
The move outward to a public rather than a neighborhood arena,
Stefans is quick to point out, does nm mean that the Creeps are
"simply assimilating experimental techniques into the mainstream" (as
one might argue is the case wirh, say, the "Ellipticists," whom Srefans
mentions politely bur critically a couple of rimes). Ahhough Stefans
doesn't quire say it in this way, it's more the orhc:r way around: many
wri ters (ones, I think, he might consider Creeps) are attempting to
transport mainstream ingredients into experimental poetry, albeit in a
radically messed-up form. Most significantly, Creeps often usc the
first-person pronoun in ways that challen~ both traditional liberal
humanist demands for unmediated presence ana'postmodern maledictions against lyric bourgeois subjectivity. Stefans uses Jennifer
Moxley's "Wrong Life" as an example, pointing our that
like many Creep poems, hers is an extended apostrophe, a d iscourse aimed at an imaginary audience, an audience of the
future perhaps but one that, in the scope of the poem, is not
there. Several Creep poets ... will assume lhis mode of apostrophe,
a stating-of-the-case before an invisible congress. Thus the 'T
assumes a rhetorical function; not the "nor-1" of common
posunodern parlance, and yet not the " I" of the common lyric.
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What these comments bring to my mind, oddly enough, is John
Smart Mill's "Whar Is Poetry?" with its famous distinction bcrwccn
poetry and or:.nory: "Orouory is heard; poeuy is overheard." Stefans'
"i nvisible congress" adds a near metaphysica.l twist to this equation. In
Mill's account, it is taken for granted nor only that rhe speaker,
whether poet or orator, is a unified subject, but that the reader I
listener is equally unified. The postmodern turn has been to question
the sol idity of the addresser, bur even in language-centered poetics,
there has been relatively little consideration of the different possible
spaces imagined (either by poet or reader) for the addressee. Srefans'
account baffies Mill's overly rigid separation of poetry from public
spttc.h, but manages to rt:tain the stimulating implica.rions of"over·
hearing. ~ The "imaginary audience" for the Ctttp Poet is itself over·
heard, or hypothesized in a W2Y th:u approximates the absent engage·
ment of overhearing. Take rhe impenetrable yer aggressively public
scene of communication described in a poem like Srefans' own
"Christopher Smarr's America" from Angry PmguitU (Harry Tankoos

Books, 2000)o
And when the sick man says "love me, ~ a cloud crashes imo a church.
Believe in the nineu:enth cenrwy, and supine enactments of power.
What depths in the ccllan of the odes? Am I simply trying to fool you?
The mind drifts every so often, as the sparks suggest nc:w arenas. We
became friends at the dolphin show. That's barhos. When will they
recognize my struggle 10 attain rhe plain?
At once numbly prosaic and spasmodically excessive, Stefans' work,
here as elsewhere, forces a reevaluation of the ways in which language
ca.n be ornamental, a reevaluation that makes the reader ask nor only
"who could be saying this?" but "who could be listening?" Looked at
from this angle, the poem's strangeness starts to seem motivated, as
opposed ro arbitrary or capricious.
Srefans says that the "I~ of Creep Poetry "is often situated
beneath the economic stratum of increased commercial activity that
digital technology has brought on." True enough, and perhaps more
importantly, so is the "you." The "desire to communica.re" that he
sees in Creep, the quest "for the sensation of constant achangt," is a
heroic one, because ir happens in a space filled with hegemonic inter·
ference and corporate molestation. Exchange in a context like rhis is
bound ro be conducted cryptically, like exchanges in W2rtime, in
occupied territory. Nor ro say that Creep is inaccessible except to a
few in·rhe-know freedom fighters, however; its garbled surF...cc
announces itself as contraband, as though it wantJ robe arrested. At
the base of all this is a faith in communica.tion itself. no maner how
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deformed the means of tr.msmission. And it is this that sets Crttp (ar
leasr in the way I have appropriated the term) apart from the
Ellipticisrs, for example, who Sttm more interested in the obstacles to
expression, as aesthetic points of fascination in themselves, than in
who put the obstacles there: or whether they might explode in some-one's face.
So how docs Creep constitute a turn aw.1y from a commun ity·
based poetics? Only to the extent that it rejects the notion of a safe
enclave, a privileged brotherhood of artistry in which the problems of
the outside world are after all, outside, and at least there's that. It does
this by raising the quixotic possibility of intercourse berwec:n experi·
mental poetry and mainstream cuhure (mainstream, that is, in the
sense oflV and Wal·Man and international politics, not in the sense
of"mainstream poetry," which is no more mainstream than geodesic
domes or bow ties). The oratorical overhearing that transpires in
Creep is like pany·crashing, or sneaking inro someone else's conven·
tion and willfully mistranslati ng the speeches. lulogic, that is, is
homophonic, and this may be: why so much Crttp Poetry hu the
quality of seeming like homophonic or homolinguistic translation,
even when it's nor. For example, these lines from Stefans' "The
Cupcake Diaries" (also in Angry PmguitU):
Style up drop kick, 1uffer invisible
inremionality dago (day ol)
a piss fervent contra·naturam
staple blister lists rearward stank of the
civil ian next door burning contracts ..
Or these lines from "lolabell" by Elizabeth Treadwell, a poet Stefans
does nor name, but who seems to me to fit the Creep description (I
mean that in a niu way):
thought a boy apanmem, taxi-cab, no early evening gum ncces·
sarily pleasant historians all night long, give cloister crooked
muddy, protect her from almost kitchen stars. (lxnay6, 2001)
Passages like these take the staunch unswingingncss of dassica.l
Language·cenrerc:d poetics and subject it to the aesthetic of an ever
more commodified, appropriated, and sou ndbitten landscape, in
order ro point up the fine line bc:rwccn swinging and unswinging-or
more accurately, they demonstrate that the line is imaginary, that
what is unswinging according to one habit of hearing may be so
because: it has caught the rhythm of a new W2vclength being broad·
cast on a hitherto untuneable station. It is the self.a_ppoinred task of
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these poets to conjure up not only th(: DJs and playlists bur th(: li.uenm
of such stations: an "'invisibl(: congress" of Crttps. Th(: thing about
radio is that practically (:V(:rything on it is controllo:l by som(:one or
something you don't rrusr, and yet you always seem ro managco to
hear someth ing interesting that maybe wasn't supposed co gcor on in
Ute first place. As Cocteau and Spicer knew, that's where poetry
com(:S from, so it makes S(:nS(: rhar Sref.ms' modern-rock analogy
leads us to rhe most commercial of metaphors. The more moder.ued,
the more preprogrammed the medium, the more public fa ntasies and
private fetishes wi ll (:merge in the static, like those supposed voices of
the dead recorded by paranormal researchers. Radio, then, is for
Creeps. Radio is available for perverse listening in a way that TV
resists or absorbs. On the rad io, one can hear what one wants to
hear- the buzz and whir of production, if wished, rather than the airbrushed, crystalline, cabled-in crispness of che post-produced, alreadyconsumed final commodity.
This is the old fJmiliar concept of defam iliarization, but a
very specific version of it: not just verbal estrangement with an eye to
making new, which, at least ideally, is what all poetry does, but a
bigger socio-discursive estrangement in which it is no Iongcor enough
merely to make it new (since global capitalism has cornered the
market o n that trick): it must be made spectacularly un usable. Photography and music, to name just a couple of the O[her arts, arc: always
usabl(:, no matter how transgressiv(: or o::perimenral, inasmuch as they
opernt(: directly on th(: senses. Any physical perception, wheth(:r sight
or sound or touch or tast(: or smell, can be commodified by vinue of
its shttr mat(:rial immediacy, regardless of"cont(:nt" or "form. " Novels
can't help being pot(:ntial movies, and rhus arguably ar(: more directly
sensorial; poetry, on th(: other hand, always sraru as an inrdlttmal
activity. Sensual response is made the responsibilicy of the reader, and
thus too unpredictable to manipulate into a larger inslirut ional
purposel. Any teacher who has ever stood dumb before a student's
unaccountable, academically unassimilable emotions in response to a
poem knows this. Note that ~·rc: talking mainly about "o::perimenral"
poetry here--one reason there is (:Yen such a category as "mainstream"
poetry is that ir at least can be: rc:.ad as arrang(:d prose, and rhus more
uniformly visualized or "translated." Irs immediate effect as sound or
image is negligible, except as car(:fully schematized euphony or
2. O f c;oursc, poetry is re:~d aloud 100. But I alwa)'$ th ink of spoken poetry, even
when spoken by the author, as a specifiC inrtrpmarion of the poem that rules out
other interpre~ations. whereas silent reading offers lhe possibility of mulr iple
imc.rpre~:~.tioru simul~aneously. and with that much simultaneity going on. there's
no room for sense-o:perience. lfit•s working correctly.
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decorativdy inert strophes.
Other features of Creep rh.at St(:fans points co arc: "run-on
pacing that se(:ms ro rake ev(:rything in," "off-beat humor that often
strays just a little bit into solipsism," a "sk.ating above sinc(:re, often
radical ideological concerns," and ".a cona:rn with sensation of
langu.age unhingrd, nO[ entirely beyond som(:thing someone could
possibly say, bur still coasting on every possibilicy open_ m Iango~
from within a performative aspect." The keynot(: h(:rc: IS o ne of F.ulure
or error. "run-on," "off-bear," "skating above," "u nhin~: The various
dead metaphors h(:re arc: all rc:lat«<. 10 m«hanisms malfi.mctioning or
agents miscalculating in som(: way. SreF.ms himself says that his "hope
is that the name [Creep] will be rejected," and rh.ac he has himself
"tried to reject it" bur for various reasons, well, fai led. H (:r(: roo is the
trope of getting it wrong, in chis case knowingly and before th(: fact,
which seems to be a major Creep stunt (Ptt Wtt Herman voice: " I
mrant to do rhat"). Even as a hedge against cooptatio n, this ploy is
conspicuously redundant; as Stefans remarks, "Th(:re is obviously
nothing mark(:table about th(: Creeps," and this is nowhere more true
than in their flaunt ing th(:ir own inad(:(juacy. Of course, (:Yen refusal
and abjection can be (and arc) co-opted these days, so there's no call
to get complacent, bur forth(: tim(: being the Creeps rake the .
approach of dismantling (:V(:ry known cultural apparatus (ve~ mefficiently of course) and forcing a unilat(:ral wipe. As Stcfans wmes:
If their tactic is to go over-the-top with lexical pl(:nirude,
neologisms, abour-fac(: turns to somewhat anriq~e meters,
rhythms that arc: either roo F.tsr or roo slow c'? d1gest, ~h(: n
again reversals into the slipsuo~ of p~rarac.tLCS and htgh
ttthnology, it is because they behev(:, hk(: Rimbaud, that all
values have to be rc:invenr«<..

As opposed ro say, lo-fi, punk, or grunge strategies, Crc:(:ps adopt th(:
most grotesque extremes of progressive kitsch: arpeggiat(:d squeals of
Moog fanfare without justification o r apology. This could be seen as
just an indulgence in guilty pleasure, or as an assault on valu(:, or
both. Again from Stefans' Angry Ptnguin;, an exc(:rpt from " P()(:ms I
Will Never Publish" (which begins " I've sttn the best minds of my
gcn(:ration I go baroque"):
..
Pronouna:ments bellying sideways palming irs ~eat
while the peanut glandulars ooh and ahh to no sufficL(:nt fuctiCity,
spoiled as they've been by th(: effervescence of day's rashes.
Can a slogan be more: than a grum p? they
don't ask, and I don't argue with the rococo o::changcs.
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Amid the riot of this glossolalia, one can only focus on so much at a
rime, bur what stands our here is the invocation of discourse as a
barrage of flourishes, "rococo exchanges" against which the speaker
puts up no fight. Indeed, he is the rococo ringmaster, magisterially
ushering a series of unlikely chimeras through his hoop. The applause
he earns may not necessarily be ours (though it is certain ly mine), but
the poem arranges that we imagine the applause nonetheless. In
SreF.ms' Big Top, the Creepshow is the main attraction, and the quali~
ties he sees as Creepy in his contemporaries are qualities that render
them recognizable as denizens of his own brain's sinister, Bradburian
rent folds.
All of this could sound like a negative critique, an indictment
on the grounds of insularity. But this is exactly what I lind anracrive
about Srefans' Crcep (anti-)aestheric: it's a movement that is formed
within the mind of the reader, not the designs of a self-articulated
community. Srefans' apprehension of Creepiness comes from his own
Creepy imagination, his own desire to oversee a troupe of invisible,
fl ea-l ike verbal acrobats. That the poets he names are readily conformable to such a desire says something about their shared use of
cerrain techniques and their common concerns as postmodcrn artists,
bur more about a simultaneous resistance and porousness in their
work that encourages progressive (bur diverse) notions of community
to be constructed from the margins ourward (inward?}-there is no
Crcep manifesto, only an ever-growing passenger manifest, the names
on which can be shuffied according ro the needs of an equally various
and muhiple collective of readerly sensibilities.

Los Cybrids

Cybridnetics: an Ese from the Other
Side of the Digital Divide

i. Cybrid Manifesco
ii. Webopcicon Convergence
iii. a foco ese
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I. CYBRJD MANIFESTO

WARNING: This is nor a sdf-indulgc.nt ocercise comparing the
conveniences/inconveniences of digital technology for the PC user.
This is nor an encounter with rechnocradc fantasies, utopian visions
nor renderings of maleflcenr technological dystopia. No mam~s.

ATTENTION: This is a tactical assauh on rhe cryprordigious myths
:~.ccompanying technological invention. h is a counteroffensive

against the mili-corp monocuhure that evolves and promotes
Information Technology ro stifle critical voices. j&!
BEWARE: We are not tech-optimists, digi-pushers, nor cyberfanirioos. We are nor neo-Luddires or Chicano hippies. We are
uiricotw, techno-informants of rhe 'other' kind. We are . ,

LOS CYBRIDS: L11 R4zn Uchno-Crltica.

Us Cybrith: LA Raza Uchn(J-Critica is a junta of three poly-ethnic
cuhural diggers of the. Latino sort dedicated to the critique of cybercultural negotiation via tccno-anistico activity. Los Cybrids ascribe to
the increasingly widening liminal spaces of culture, hybridity and
dccentercd identities reinforced by the new elccuonic technologies.
~ "Latino" artists working with digital technologies, we represent a
demographic disproportionately underrepresented in the frenzied race
tO be connected. Our work employs performance, bur/4 and hightech art tO undermine the passive acceptance and unacknowledged
overarching social, cultural and environmental conS~::quences of
Information Technologies On.

Los Cybrids read "cyberspace" as a cultural artifact and arc.hetypc for
accessldcsirc, body/space, culture/globalization, and surveillancd freedom. We resist the idea that cyberspace provides a "level playing
field" on which cultural difference is immaterial. Underlying notions
of cyberspace include the idea that all people can or should gain
access ro "white male middle-class culture." The promoters of the
"Digital Divide" feed into this inequity by creating an imperative for
'marginalized' people in and outside of the US to ascribe to and strive
for access to the white male middle-class ideology of a cultural
geography without difference, friction-~ capitalism and unfettered
culrural harmony. Los Cybrids obliterate this falSI:: ideal of ~qual-acms
Jo-al~ suggesting that power inequalities arc perpetuated, not solved,
in the new geography of cyberspace.
Los Cybrids incite our extended communities to a radical di:ilogo by
challenging them ro digital duels and virtual violence arou nd stereotypical renderings of culture, economics, surveillance and human
forms. It is fro m the center of the Silicon Empire that Los Cybrids
upload Ideological Bacteria (I B) on the information laden messianic
chants of the new technology gods! Los Cybrids launch through the
world this incendiary manifesto of ours, becallS(' we wane to free this
land from the gangrene of e-CEO's, e-business, and e-Gates. For too
long have Latinos, commun ities of color and, artisrs been dealers in
second-hand sofrware and tech manufacturing. They need tO be freed
from the numberless "virtual," non-profit do-gooders, and corporate
whores that cover them like so many second hand ponchos. To those
who claim that every effort must be made to extend Internet access,
LfJJ Cybrids say ERROR! It is the businw world's purpoSI:: tO facil itate,
promote and enhance the cyber-experience, it is our purpose to subvert
it. Orak, MMant~.

The proliferation of IT through the mind-spinning matrix of dotcorns, 'e-busincss,' portals, virtual communities, rhe global village,
and e-life intensifies the power suucture of the global capitalist milimry
complex. The marriage berwC(:n world-governmental agencies, transnational corporations and global military forces dominates and controls
the proliferation of IT for short-term profits. The celebrated freedom
to access limirlcss information masks the meta-surveillance system of
the Global Information Infrastructure.
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II. WEBOPTICON CO NVERGENCE
The world wide web is transforming us into 24 hour /7 day a wttk
colocared inform:uion transfer points. Te<:hnology produ~rs, having
succeeded in promoting a cosmological shift into information domi·
nam culm~ world wide arc: now sneaking electronic tentacles into all
areas of our lives. As the web moves into a more mobile "evcrncr'"
phenomenon of non·srop wireless connecriviry for information trans·
fer, further systems of tracking and surveillance arc brought on line.
It's the Wcbopricon, the policing device of the international e-con
order, thC' latest wopon in the continuing war on the poor and
commun ities of color.
Racial profiling assures that people of color arc subject to an incredibly
sophisticated amy of rochnological investigation equipment ro identify,
segregate and target them, and facilitate a smoother rransf~r into rh~
prison sysr~m. Simultaneously, rh~ privatization of prisons, ~nactm~nr
of three strikcsl:~.ws, and cond~mnation of youth to adult prisons all
conv~rge to mak~ sure the poor and pcopl~ of color will stay in jail.

In th~ barrio, digital red-lining by th~ po l ic~ is being ~rfect~d. as
people ar~ tracked before any crime is committed. Nor to be ldl
behind in m~ informacion age, cops brag about m~ir mobil~ computing!
wireless data SC"rvices units. Beloved compur~rs, cellular phones,
PDAs, and rhe world wid~ w~b provid~ th~ mechanism and n~twork
for rh~ collection and transfer of tracking data such as fingerprints,
DNA prints, information from local, state and national police databases, information from FB I and international agency databases,
location tracking and more. FingerprintS, which used to rake w~~ks to
confirm, can now be checked roadside. Immigrants can now be
checked through the INS' biometric comput~r sptem IDENT, which
has 227 term inals arou nd th~ country that cum:ndy contain fingerprints and pictures of n~arl y two mill ion ~opl~ for instam digital
id~nrificarion.

Even more intrusive, DNA databases arc being devclo~d as the FBI
and each of the 50 stares build interlinked, computerized databases of
blood and tissue samples. In the US, Germany and Canada, DNA
collection has expanded from people convicted of violent crimes, tO
people arrested fo r violent crimes, to all individuals arrested for any
offense-as many as 15 mill ion ~op l e a year in the US alone. In the
United Kingdom, Awtralia, and the U.S., police have bttn successful
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in demanding that all individuals in a particular area voluntarily provide DNA samples or fucc being considered a suspect-a profound
invasion of privacy. Amnesty International tells us that "incarceration
has become one of the f.u:test growing busin~s in the U.S.A.,
generating large profits ... n Privately owned prisons must be kept full,
to the rune of a 90 to 95 per cent capacity needed to gu:~oranrec
profitable rates of return. A reant National Criminal Justice
.
Commission report esti mated that at the cu rrent rate of change m the
prison population, by the y~ar 2020, six out of every ten black men
will be behind ban.
And the democrari:z.ing and liberating world wide web? Eighteen
states in the US o~rate web sites that list the names, pictures, cri minal
records and SC'ntences for current inmates and those on parole fo r
public view. The website rhar the Florida prison system maintai ns
with inmate and parol~e data recorded more than 2.2 million hits in
Deambcr of2000. Maricopa County, Ari:wna offers 24 hour access
to irs "jail cam," where a ~non browsing the web can actually view
people being booked, searched, processed and detainl!"d in county
holding cells. More and more states arc promising to get these sptems
online.
The concept of"do your time" is being eradicated as criminal records
become so commonly accessible. Youth in communities of color arc
condemned to new forms of injustice by this new digital convergence
of surveillance, tracking and communications technologies. It turns
Il l

into racial "w~bfiling~ when, as rh~ US Department of Jusria
acknowledged in August of 1999, black men and wom~n were at l~ast
6 rimes more likely than whites to have been in prison ar y~ar ~nd in
1997.

III. a foto ese

Meanwhile, survcillanc~ cam~ras arc: all over public space, and arc: nor
only set up to rc:cogniu people's faces in the street, bur to spot
"abnormalM behavior, such as moving too list or roo slow, or lingering
in a place for roo long, :.:r.nd therc:by "prc:dicr'" wh~n a crime is about
to be committed. W~ :.:r.re constantly being watched: on the street, at
work, on public transit, in schools, in government offices and online.
And ir's gonna ger worse: The US Patriot Act insures that we'll be
targets of new forms of integrated technological harassment through
fUrther surveillance, biometrics and screen ing. The Enhanced Border
Security and Visa Entry Reform Act of2002 requires all Visas and
travel and entry documents usc biometric iden tifiers by October of
2004.

As the Pan Capitalist Judco C hristian Military Industrial Entertainment
Prison Complex greedily ratchetS up the latest phase of its Perpetual
War, we watch the acceleration of militarization, regimentation and
the denigration of d~mocracy as coven US operations become overt,
sanctioned and insrirutionalized. Yes, the United Sates is the only
country condemned for international t~rrorism by the World Court.
Yes, the United States alone vetoed a United Nations Secu rity
Council resolution calling on all stares 10 observe international law.
Yes th~ United Stares opposes the International Criminal Court.
P~rhaps more: surv~illancc of the Secretary of State, Attorney General,
FBI, CIA and orh~r inept and reprusive clements in ou r midst
should be called for, rather than incrc:ascd persecution at US borders
with Mexico.
The current constellation of computer sysr~ms, th~ e-conomy's propaganda system, and world wide web networking and connecriviry
promote the Webopticon. The Bad news is: you do not need to be
connected, robe affected. Wirh such advancements in technologies
proven ineffectiv~ in deterring terrorism bur vastly effective in
promoting racial injusric~ and comrolling domestic populations, we
need much broader ralk about the racial divide online and digital
conv~rge nce offiin~.

Hir,h Swtat T«h Shop-tiJ, ~no"'] at tiN nuti11t «<tt ofcapitalism.
11 2
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Alan Gilbert

re:Reading the Active
Reader Theory
•a Mars a day makes your teeth rot away.•
-Anne, age I 0
(quoted in Buckingham 1993: 259)
There's a particularly offensive advC' rtisemc:nr currently being display«! in Vllriou.s subway st:uions around New York Ciry. The ad is
for King Cobr.~ Premium Mah Liquor, and features a slim, welltanned, apparemly naked brunene covered from just below the

shoulders to a little above rhc knttS wirh a superimposed King Cobra
borde label. The accompanying text reads: "THERE MIGHT BE
SOMETH ING FOR YOU BEH IND MY LABEL," and, more
ambiguously: "T HIRTY MINUTES PASSE.S SO FAST!" (Is this a
refcl'(:ncc ro the rime ir rakes rhc average imbiber of King Cobra to
polish off a 40 ouncer? Is it a reference ro some kind of sexual act? Is
ir a reference w how long one mighr be "pleasured" by rhis ad if the
subway is delayed?) The smiling woman in the ad srands against a
wavy mel:.lllic background that approximates stacked beer kegs, and
she stands &irly comforl:.lbly for someone who for whatever reason
has only one leg.
At my local subway station, various people have written comments
on the ad in black marker and ballpoint pen. The most prominent
intervention reads: "WOMEN ARE WORTH MORE THAN
THIS." Another s:~.ys: "Stop Rape Culture,• although someone else
has crossed-out ~Rape" and substitutc=d "ONE LEGGED CULTURE."
Another person has written: "STO P Sexism" and drawn an "unhappy
face" next to the phrase. Yet another respondent wrote in pen on rhe
woman's forehead: " I had a King cobra in my mouth last night," and
beneath this has wrinen: "by the way. this ad sucks." Another person
has wrinen off tO the side: " I got one of these" (I 'm not sure what the
"one" refers to); the same person may have written: "go~:
Clearly, the ad has initiated a great deal of active engagement and dialogue with irs rather crudely and conventionally fo rmulated-using
sex to sell product-message.
In the 1970s, British scholars affiliated with the University of
Birmingham cultural studies program (specifically, the Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies [CCCSJ) began conducting research
on a~~ience r~ponSC$ tO popular culture and mass mc=di.a, especially
televiSIOn. ThiS research was undenaken partly as a reaction to 1950s
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and 60s Frankfurt School-inspired dismissals of most mass media and
consumer culture as brainwashing and stupor inducing. The research
was also presented as an alternative to mass communications media
effect theories which attempted to prove by using empirical, quantitative research that in general people passively absorb rhe mainstream
media's dominant political and economic messages. However, within
media effects studies there began ro .arise a certain degree of dissatisfaction with the rigidity of this approach, and some media effects
scholars began to propose a "uses and gratifications" model in which
people rook from the media what they wanted and nCC"ded. This
en railed a more active role for media consumers, but left them isolated in thei r use of media for private satisfaction or achieving personal
objectives.
Research unde rtaken by the Birmingham School and CCCS
sought to disprove claims made by mass communications media
effects scholars that the media overwhelmingly determines audience
response$ to it; at the same rime, it challenged the notion of the
isolated and de-conrexrualized media consumer as posit«! in the "uSC$
and gratifications" approach. Instead, British cultural studies focused
on the idea that audiences actively, and very often critically, engage
with media producrs (later, rhis idea of interaction w.ts atendc:d to
consumer products, as utilized by subcultures such as punks and
working-class tCC'nage girls). British cultural studies also situated
audience members within various relations of power, i.e., their socioeconomic subjc:ct positions; the relation of the: consciousness
informed by these subject positions tO the concrete information and
imagined environments presented by the media; r:he ways in which
domestic powc:r relations between men and women and parents and
children inAuence how, what, and when media is consumed in r:he
home; and, to a lesser atent, who controls access tO the media in the
first place.
British cultural studies endeavored ro prove with its own brand
of empirical, eth nographic, interview-reliant rese:.uch that an audience
member's social, economic, cultural, and political background plays a
significant role in how she: or he engages with the media. The other
important contribution British cultural studies made to audience
research was in demonstrating-again, empirically-that audience:
members are nor, in Fact, passive dupes of the media, and that audiences actively engage in varying degrees wirh the "tars" presented to
them. fu cultural studies evolved, and particu larly around the time it
was being imported to North America and Australia, the focus on
active audiences was retained and increasingly emphasized, while
many of the accompanying social and cultural frameworks for audience
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responses-frameworks that had th~ir origins in Marxist theoryback in Birmingham.
Th~rc is a similar, though not directly related, version of audi·
ence response theory called the "active reader theory,• which has
become the dominant mode of understanding how contemporary
o:~rimental poetry is read in North America. In this argument,
experimental texts activate and liberate a reader because of their formal
o~nness (i.e., narrative disjuncciveness) and semantic ambiguiry (i.e.,
indeterminacy and play), thereby making the production of meaning
a collaborative effort bc(Wccn author and reader. In her essay "The
Rejection of Closure," Lyn Hejinian offers a textbook definition of
the activating potential of the "open text~ (2000). Hejinian nmes that
rhe distinction she makes be(Ween open texlS and closed texts is
indebted to the one described by Umberto Eco in Th~ Rok ofthe
&adn(l979: 47-66); it also bears a strong r~mblance to the difference between "the wriu~rly" and "the rcaderly" as outlined in Roland
Barrhes' S/Z(1974: 4-S). In other words, this isn't an idea limited to
rhe domain of experimental poetry--or literature, for that matter,
since it also has its place within the visual art world, though much
less so. But Hejinian's definition is useful because of the succinctness
and clarity of its formulation:

This is in opposition to the "dosed text," which is said to impose its
meaning on the reader via a one-way channel of communication from
author to audience: "We can say that a 'dosed text' is one in which all
the elements of the work arc directed toward a single reading of it.
Each element confirms that reading and delivers the text from any
lurking ambiguity" (Hejinian 2000: 42-43). Like a King Cobra malt
liquor ad.
It's nor my intention here to prove or disprove these claims for
the "open text~ (though the notion that with the "open text" the
"writer relinquishes total control~ [my emphasis} seems exaggerated).
In the case of ~rtain open texlS, I'd tend to agrtt with Hejinian. In the
case: of others, their one-dimensional pursuit of formalist aesthetic
effects and their dogged disruption of convenrional modes of communication negate dialogue and re-assert more forcefUlly than ever an

author's authority and dominance over the reader. Because if the "o~n
text" must perform in a certain way to have certain effects, isn't the
read~r ultimately rendered passive in the process, or at least subordinate? And more crucially for the argument I'm trying to make:: If the
"o~n text" is so o~n, then why does it appc<lr to always function in
the same way for all readers, however different their backgrounds? As
British cultural studies audience response research reiterates over and
over again, different audiences respond differently to different cultural products; they even respond differently to the same: cultural productsatdiffercnttimc:s.
This has as much, if nor more, to do with an audience member's
social, economic, cultural, political, and geographical situation as it
does with rhe properties-formal or otherwise--of cultural products;
"(H]ow people read television will necessarily be based on their own
ex~rienccs-what kind of jobs they have, where they live, their educational backgrounds, memberships in unions or political parries, as
well as gender, ethniciry, sexual orientation, and class" (Seiter 1999:
1S). By making a reader's response dependent upon how a text ~r
forms ilS formal tec.hniques, the active reader theory posits an isolated,
ideal, and undifferentiated consumer of the avant-garde text who
makes meaning in a social vacuum. Ultimately, differen~ is inscribed
in this reading subject by the experimenral text, not the other way
around. The most successful experimental texts make the inscription
of difference a collaborative process be(Ween reader and text; bur,
again, this is not to say that the formally innovative text is the only
one capable of doing this.
Thus, my goal here is to rescue--for now, in a cursory way-the
reader from her or his State of uncritical passivity during those ~ri
ods of time in her or his life when she or he is not in contact with
o~n texts or approved forms of dosed texts (Hejinian mentions
"detective fiction" [2000: 41))-that is, during most of her or his life.
Claims for experimental texts become elitist and supercilious when it's
assumed that readers arc only activated when they com~ into contact
with the forma l devices employed by the: avanr-garde text. While no
proponent of the active reader theory would ever declare this outright,
it is, in many ways, the unstated assumption ar the base of the active
reader theory as it exisrs in contemporary ex~rimema l poetry (and
fiction, and hy~rtcxt, and visual art, and ...). This doesn't even
begin to address the fact that the active/passive binary is woefully
insufficient for understanding how a reader reads any text-o~n o r
closed. Neither docs it rake into consideration len Ang's crucial
insight that "active" docs not necessarily equal"powerful": "In other
words, audiences may be active in a myriad of ways in using and
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w~rc l~ft

The "open text,• by definition, is open to the world and particularly to the reader. It invites participation, rejecr.s the authoriry
of the writer over the: reader and rhus, by analogy, the authoriry
implicit in other (social, economic, cuhural) hierarchies. It
speaks for writing that is generative rather than directive. The
writer relinquishes total control and challenges authority as a
principle and control as a motive:. (2000: 43)

interpreting media, bur it would be unerly our of perspective ro
cheerfully equate 'active' with 'powerful', in the sense of'taking control'
at an enduring structural or institutional level" ( I 9%: 139~140). In
comparison with this "'raking control' at an enduring structural or
instirurionallevd," rhe meaning-making collaboration between writer
and n=ader is secondary.
Personally, I'm usually much more sympathetic to open forms as
opposed ro dosed ones, bur chis doesn't mean I'm convinced open
forms function in the way active n=ad~r theorists say they do, or that
they arc: valuable because of the near~looking-and sounding-formal
tricks rhey perform, or that I can't think of an equal number ofliber~
arory dosed forms. Again, there are v~ry few forms as dosed and unidirectional as catchy candy bar slogans and sexist malt liquor ads, but
that doesn't m~an they don't, as Hejinian comments in th~ qume
above, "invite participation, rc:jecr the aurhoriry of the writ~r ov~r rhe
reader and rhus, by analogy, the authority implicit in other (social,
economic, cultural) hierarchies." They mosr cl!"rrainly do, and maybe
evl!"n morl!" immediately and directly than many open forms.
Unlikl!" rhe audience response research of British cultural studies,
thl!" activl!" rc:adl!"r theory in exp~rimental poetry isn't all that interested
in a reader's subject position outside of her or his encountl!"r with the
text, and has nev~r presented a single pi~ of empirical I!"Vidl!"ncl!" that
what it proposes is true in realiry, or in comparison with texts that
don't share the same set of experiml!"ntal ti!"Chniques and methods.
Some form of empirical research would need to be undertaken befor~
declarations of an open text's a priori libernrory effect could be assert~
ed as fact. As David Morley writes: "The demonstrnrion that rheoreti~
cally 'anything goes,' in tl!"rms of thl!" pm~nrial pol~my of any text, is
very different from rhe d~monsrrnrion that empirica11y 'jwt anything'
happens when ir comes m th~ actual reading of television texts"
(1989: 39). Bur as my examples at the beginning of this essay of
children subverting product slogans and commuters critically engaging
with manipulative advertisements hopefully show, n=aders and audiences
are active with all kinds of texts. On the other hand, the avant~gardl!"'s
active roder theory would seem to propose that until a reader comes
into contact with the formally experimental text, shl!" or he is simply a
passive receptacle of the culturl!" around her or him. Othl!"rwise, why
all the attention paid to a text's formal dl!"vices~
British and American cultural studies have published a wide
rnnge of materials on audience intl!"racrion with day~time and prime~
rime soap oper:LS, primarily because it's a genre that's scoffed at by
television critics and large sections of the general public, is considered
structurally formulaic, is mostly watched by women, and is vii!"Wed at

In responding w this critique, active reader theorists might find it
useful to familiarize themselves with the "ethnography of reading"
rhat has informed much of British cultural studies audience response
theory (Morley 1992: 130). And both theories of audience interacriviry
shouldn't neglect the political economy and ~field of cuhural production" within which mass media and cuhural products are produced
amid a struggle ovl!"r resources and capital, borh symbolic and economic
(Bourdieu 1993:30, 183).
Because as television scholars occasionally point our, audience
response research sometimes elides the fact that audiences might nor
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home where women's work has trnditionally taken place. In almost
every instance, these studies prove that different women from differ~
ent backgrounds watch different programs in different ways. It's not
simply a martl!"r of whether or not they would be mo" liberated if
they were n=ading Gertrude Stein instod of watching Day1 of Our
Lives; numerous derailed studies of actual-as opposro to theorerica1-audience responses would need to rakl!" placl!" before on~ couJd
convincingly make this argument. And in any~. tO argue for a par~
ticular kind of text is to impose rhe very lllurhority and hierarchies th~
"open text" is supp<)S("d to subvl!"rt. But more impornmly, it's to
ignore the social and historical conditions in which the act of read~
ing-induding w:nching TV-occurs.
The primary danger that accompanies both the British cultural
studies theory of audience response and thl!" avant~ga rde's active reader
theory is overestimating the political power of reading (which, of
course, is nor rhe same as lirerncy). In her book Suing Through th~
Eighti~J: TtkviJion and Rtaganimt, Jane Feuer makes the ridiculous
claim that: "Perhaps those of us who spent the eighties watching 1V
could claim to have b«n the true radicals of the decade ... " (1995:
I 6). Tell that ro ACf UP, the anti~nudear movement, the coalition
ro smp US support of the Contras in Central America, the air traffic
conrrolll!"rs' union and striking Hormel meatpackcrs, homelessness
activists, etc. There's a similar danger lurking within the active reader
theory and its narrow focus on the personally liberatory potential of a
text's formal devices. Henry Giroux writes:
Reading tats becomes a herml!"tic process r~moved from larger
social and political contexts, and questions of power are
engaged exclusively within a politics of representation. Such
readings largely funcrion to celebrate a textualiry that has bttn
diminished to a bloodless formalism and thl!" nonrhreatl!"ning, if
not accommodating, affirmation of indl!"terminacy as lll transgressive aesthetic. (2000: 69)

necessarily be satisfied with standard tdevision fare: "What we find,
very frequently, in audience data is that the audience is making the
best of a bad job" (Brunsdon 1997: 123). T his is where experimental
texts come in; by providi ng alternatives (except when they become "a
bad job" audiences are "making the best of"). But this is as much a
question of alternative content as it is one of open forms, perhaps
more so; " Ideology is less a maner of the inherent linguistic properties
of a pronouncement than a question of who is saying what to whom
for what purposes" (Eagleton 1991: 9). Within contemporary poetry,
it should be clear that :.l.S the low:.tiz.ation of the :.1vanr-ga.rde proceeds
unabated, no amount of disjunctive formal techniques can disguise-o r render "cool" or "weird"- mostly conventional scmimenrs
expressed in mostly conventional diction. Th us, there might be more
of a need for alternative conrents, alternative ideologies, and an
"ethnography of reading" than there is for active readers experiencing
the aesthetic effects of experimental forms via a de-contextualized
relationship of reader to text.

Mark Nowak

from 1916: The Mesabi Miners'
Strike Against U.S . Steel
26 M AY 19 16
Ofcoun~

almost
all labor

uruggks
begin as
particuLaristic.
One miner,
John Zitke,

30 years of age,
married, is
"kill<d";
"Short Srrike"
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is the headline
in one newspaper
(Tht Ely Min~J1.
One miner
is crushed to death
by a cave-in
"at the Genea mine of
the O liver Mining company."
T he newspaper
recounts that
"the day shift at
rhe North Chandler mine

refused to go to work
Monday morn ing
and the night shift that
evening followed suit."
The miners,
Tht Ely Min~r states,
"were of the opinion
rhat their pay
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was not up to the standard
paid by other companies
for the same class of work
and hence the strike."

haJ bun that it haJ
tried to connut
JUlrlicular struggln
to a gmual struggle

There is one strike
against you already:
Peopk rtcogniu
some condition

in one quiu spuial way.
It hasutout,
asamovnnem,
to make rtal what is

and probkm thty haw
in common, and
malu the dfort
to work togethn-

at first sight
tht c:traordinary claim
t!mt thttkfonse
and adiJilnttment

to change or solw it.
Prior to our coming here
(There is one strike
againsl you:)

ofc"tain particular internts,
properly brought together,
art in foci in the general inttrtsl.
Even my sislcr,

there was that civil strife
in Finland. We lived
in po~ny and hunger,
cuing mosdy silakka (Finnish sprat).

who had food and money,
no children, refused to give us anything,
although she knew we had nothing.
So one time we considered it no sin

My husband, Nilo,
and his brother
were involved in that struggle, too.
It was the White Guard

when we stole a few potatoes
from her big field.
The accident occurred at
about 2 o'clock this morning.

against the Red.
It was a class warpoor against the rich.
John Zitke was buried

The Duluth Nnvs Tribunt
ended with these words:
"Deceucd is survived
by his wife and two children."

under a slide of more:
than 50 feet or ore: and dirr;
it took co-workers
12 hours to fi nd his body.

One Srrikc? And this mommt
comes not ontt and for all
but many timn; is kut
and is found again:

There I is I one I strike:
The unique and extraordinary
characur of working-class
u/forganiZAtion

has to be affimud
and dew/oped,
continually.
if it is to stay rtal
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28 MAY 1916
"strike" "robberies"

"swindle" This man was
supposed to pay
at the rare of $2 a day.

his, hoUMwr;
somrwhat surprising
that tiN bourgNoise
should nmain

socomplaunt
in tlu fou "theft"

ofthe thuntkrclouds
"burglary"

which an gatfNring

ovtrhtad a11d

"braw ls~

"attack"

"sacril ege~ It was
35 below zero,

and we worked
o~r 16 hours a day.
"W2ges" "theft"
While moving steam sho~ls
in water like this (Indicating),

to your shoulders almost.
"swindle" "brawl"
"wifcbearing" How can
th~

middk classn

rtad about these
things in tht n~paptn

:ft7/::~howing

"suicide" "theft"
grow daily mon

some anxiny as
tothtconstqumcts
who

thrtatming.
"theft"

were

"infringement"
"theft"

to the district court
by j ustia:

Tony Maname and
John Arigoro,
charged with stealing
brass and iron

j.W. M<Cia'Y

held

ofrhePacc

from the Shenango
Furnace company
in the wwn
of Great Scott,
"theft"
"strike"
~b rawl "

"assault"
"beaten" I worked
12 days, and it became
so unendurable it was
impossible to work.
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of this plaa:

"theft
and a sutttfighr"
My hands and my feet
used to freeze
and I couldn't sleep.
"theft"
"sacrilege"

I would go home,
lay down and n:st,
and in the morning
I would go back
and slave on the railscarrying rails.
Do thty not su that
was sentenced to pay
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fines of $10 each yesterday
by judge Martin Hughes
in district court at Virginia.
thr individual crinus

1:.~~::h:l:t:~

robberies with violence,
and serious family quarrels"

will one day
culminate
in universal
uvolution?

::orfa~iarrack
on a policeman"
"a bastardy order"

The Gordon Matta-Ciark Memorial Park Project
Despite the recent economic slowdown, the real estate marker in rhe San
Francisco Bay Area has yet to fully recover from the years of frenzied speculation that accompanied the so-called New Economy boom of the late 90s and
e-J.rly OOs. At its peak, housing vacancy rates in San Francisco were down to
less than one percent, and rents skyrocketed. Property owners cashed in, while
tens of thousands oflow income families were squeezed our. Ar the same time,
new office construction, often subsidized by municipal and state programs,
mok off, and the city began to become littered with a series of "live-work" loft
buildings, designed to rake advantage of tax loopholes and lure high income
dot-com companies and e-commurers.
Meanwhile, activist groups sraged protests and art actions, often articulated
around issues of neighborhood cohesion and the protection of public space.
One such action, apparently still ongoing, is the "reclaiming" of unused or
cast-off property, in order to establish the Gordon Matra-Clark Memorial
Parks. The first such park is situated on an oddly-shaped bit of land in the
Noe Valley District, squeezed berween a public dog-run and the back-ends of
a row of private properties.

The fines were suspended
and the rwo young men,
neither of whom had previously been
in trouble, were dismissed.

Meanwhile national affairs
taJuthtircouru,
"abandonment"
whrthu thr middk ckus
Tt'aliJe
whatiJ
happening
or not,

~e~~::f;;t:;:

and quite outsitk
theirocprctation.s.
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Gordon Mattn-Clarlt Memorial Park, Sourhrm & Northern views, respectively.
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Rob Halpern

Narrating Class:
Reading Camille Roy's Craquer
Crnquer, an essay on class struggk
Camille Roy
2nd Story Books, 2002

IN ITS MODEST 37 PAGES, CAMILLE ROY'S RECENT TOUR
D£ FORCE OUTFLANKS EVEN THE THICKEST BILDUNGSROMAN IN THE CANON! CLASS STRUGGLE IS NOT A
CASUALTY OF POSTMODERN ISM! NEW NARRATIVE STILL
PACKS A CRITICAL PUNCH IN ROY'S NEW WORK!
While reading Camille Roy's Craqutr, I fou nd myself conjuring
sentences like these. And though the book merics the exclamatory
remarks, it doses with a meditouion on storytelling that distills the
essence of the work better than any of my headlines:
The plot of land reclaimed by the as yet unknown activist(s) is
inaccessible, surrounded by fences and locked at either entrance. By
naming this park after Gordon Marr.~-Clark, there is a dear reference
to Mana-Clark's "Fake Estates" project in the early 70s, where the
artist purchased a number of"surplus land" sires through New York
City auctions, turning the "usdesl plots of leftover property inro a
kind of found architecture, at once banal and profoundly social.
Here, the San Francisco "parks" bearing his name uke Mana-Clark's
project fUrther, aiming ro "liberate" private space from the logics of
ownership and usurious ground rent and lhus create a commons by
an act of what must be thought of as a kind of conceptual squatting.
By al l accounts, rhese plots of land have not been purchased, bur simply labelled and rhus reframed. Indeed, rhe locks that keep the parks
inaccessible to the public only become "visible~ when placed under the
sign of rhe "public park." Only then do the logics of private propertywherein even unused, "surplus" space needs to be mapped, fenced,
and kept off lim irs-become manifest, especially in the context of an
urban geopolitics suffering from an affordable housing crisis and an
ever dim inishing sense of collective access to the ciry one lives and
works in. The Gordon Maru-Ciark Memorial Park project produces
nor only biz.arre new conceptual mappings of what the Situadoniscs
used to call "psychogeography," but has also begun to rake the property reclamation process of"ragging" ro a thr«-dimensional realm.
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Lately I've been thinking that I am a wave, and all the stories in
the world are the water. I'm among stories just like all the other
waves. Which part of the water belongs to which wave doesn't
matter. It doesn 't apply. Personally, this means I can't fall apart
withom changing into something else, other stories, different
ones. This finds a solution in dissolution. Somehow it relaxes me.
Every convergence of material and economic forces enables the teUing
of countless stories. Bur such forces-as they pressure and delimit "all
rhe swries in the world"-are themselves forever migrating or mutating. rendering those stories ephemeral, and the forms in which they
appear volatile. Material volatility is nor the same as subjective Aux,
however; and the material in the telling will never relax because it
only exists in tension wirh those forces. Roy's way of imagining "a
solution in dissolution," then, suggests a dialectical process that cannot yield a permanent rtso/ution. Despite the appearance of a relaxing
conclusion, this tension won't acquiesce comfortably, not even in the
utopian water image of never-ending change. For this image is, perhaps
unwittingly, also an image of stasis and, even as it appears to resolve
the narrative, it remains a mystified ideal, one thar belies the unlivable
and unsustainable network of social condilions in which we find ourselves--call it postmodernity, or the global marker, or whatever. And
so, the image with which the book closes marks the limit beyond
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which those conditions can no lon~r be narrated, whether because of
rhe class position performed by the writing, or the social constraintS
to which the writing refers.•
Bur Craqurrdoes not p!e$ume to transcend the contradictions that
implicate it; nor does it pretend to resolve the problems to which ir
critically responds. Instead, the work mediates those contradictions
othnwis~ by making explicit some of rhe tools and strategies by which
the narrative is constructed. Here lay the politics of the work. In
Craqu~r. the means of production--economic and ideological-are
indissolubly linked to narrative; and Roy intervenes w make the
narrative hardW:.J.re uizabb. As parr of that process of rendering, the
work provokes an engaging series of questions: Can one b~ whoever
one wants simply by telling an otiNr story? Arc social positions democratically distributed and equally available for everybody's occupation?
Is narrative transformation an indeterminate process or a historical
one? And, further, does the phrase "all the stories in rhe world" refer
to a bad infinity in which equivalent narratives float independent of
rhe material conditions that determine them?

Art often draws attention ro rhe social contradictions within which it
is caught today by way of ironic tropes and techniques ruled by colddetachment. Roy's method offers a salutary corrective to this tendency
as her work implicates irs own position while acceding to something
rather unf.tshionablc, something lilt~ truth. I pur the slant on lilt~
because Craqu~r performs historical truth-together with the sdfnarrativcly as something that can never quite equal ir.scl£ Liluning
displaces bting. The truth to which the writing accedes involves a
process whereby stories are forever vanishing into other stories. This
endless process of vanishing, rather than depending upon the dissolution of the narrator, requires her ap~rance together with the laying
bare of the rcc.hniques productive of that appearance. The critical
environment thereby generated is one of dis-equilibrium in which
I. Reading Craqurr beside Lukks's 1926 defense of History and Clau Consciousnm (Tailism and rlu Dial«tic,Veuo: 2000) gener.1tes some rich associations. "Of
course 1his rdationship must be conceived as a rdadonship bcrwttn permanently
moving momems, :u a process. (I hope thai the dialectical meaning of Ute word
'process' has already been adequatdy explained so that there is no more room for
1he taitis1 suprcuion of evidence.) This means that economic being, and, with it
proletarian dw consciowness and its organizalional forms, find thenudves
rransformed unimerruptedly• (n).
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Crnqurr stunningly undoes the terrible ruse of self-identity, effectively
undermining the assumptions of autobiography and good subject·
hood alike. Most remarkably, ir docs all this without relying on cynical device, and, what's more, without undermining something lilt~
~lief.

But wha1 could my case possibly ~ . given that the prospect of
verifying any of these Family stories is unbearable, as well as
irritating? I've given up. That's my "case". I don't care what the
truth is--not enough to pursue it, anyway.
Paradoxically, it is by negating such a pursuit that Roy is able to
further it olhrrwis~. In fact, when one reckons one's own practice into
the dynamics of narrative dissolution-when one makes one's tools
and methods explicit-the recognition of truth's vanishing moments
fosters the emergence of twO critical qualities: honesty and accuracy.
Roy's Craqutr offers a model performance of just such a reckoning.
While "truth" is always a fiction, honesty and accuracy-like the
"sincerity" of the Objectivists-are crhical standards that inform a
practice. Key to such a practice is not the veracity of content, but
rather the encounter with the limits of form; and this encounter is
always social, always political.

As if auspiciously born under the signs of Blanche DuBois and Georg
Lulclcs, Cr¥Ufuui narrator "Camille" intervenes in the construction of
her own "case" by telling "dubious stories" (and "craquer," we are
told, perhaps dubiously, was a word commonly used during the
French Revolution to mean "to rcll dubious stories") stories inseparable
from her syncopated mcracommcnrary on the practice of telling itself.
Briefly, rhe work narrates, by way of anecdote and apocrypha, the
history of Camille who emerges in the snag-or the class divide~twccn two houses: the house of Ethel, whose fa.mily lent its name
to too many la r~ monuments in Ch icago ro recall; and the house of
the nalwarr Mabel Margaret, whose family lent irs name to nothing.
It is the mothers whose character matters here, the fathers seemingly
reduced to wraithe-like shadows, characterless, haunting the margins
of context. And it is the snag-a sire defined by class and remarked
by women-that generates the terms against which that social thing
called "self" will be measured.
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is the only fact about storytelling th:u matters here, and it motivates
Camille's need to find a more honest, more accurate, and ultimately
more critical, narrative form. Critical narrative is never proper. And in
Cmqun-, the relation between Camille and her story is not a proprietary one: a narrative is not a property of the self, nor is it something
one owns for one's own sake. On the contrary, the self is an effect of
narrative and narrative, as Cmqutr performs it, is a function of some·
thing we can call "class struggle." The swry belongs tO everyone,
though it can only have been told by thiJ one. At srake in the narrative
performance, chen, is not the writer's "own" story at all, bur rather a
relation 10 the all the others that can't be grasp«!.

In these most cynical of rimes--this "post communist era"-when
standing behind one's swries is like disavowing one's lies, Roy's small
book packs a breath raking punch because ir performs its storytelling
as tr.tnsformarive work. Dare one say praxii Sure. Bur what do praxis
2nd post-communism have to do with one another here? Roy's subtitle
offers a sound point of departure. Cmqun- purports to be "an essay on
class srruggle.,. If such a thing can still be said to o:ist, then surely the
answer lies there. Bur is this an ironic provocation, or is it sincere? If
rhe apposition appears to be a dubious one, it can't be so simply dismissed, for it is precisely imo the recesses of the dubious that the
honest and rhe accurate have migr.ued today.
Remember the class struggle? I do ... h 's what this essay is supposed to be about. In truth I'm slouching ever so slowly into
that conversation. We're in the post commllnist era now. All
that was reddish has F.allen into a pit of silence-which is nor
particularly new or different. Pretty much everything falls there.
From narrative to essay-liS from silence to conversation-genre slips.
The slippage occurs in a rich space of contestation between truthproducing discourse and truth-dd}'ing story, and it is in this "space
between" that Cmqun- si tuates itself. Bllt what about class struggle? Is
it alive, or just a fossil of a bygone era? Although classically understood
to be the motor of history and the final referent for all historical interpretation, class struggle, as "post-marxist" theory would have it, has
fallen into desuetude, be it as part of an outdated historiographic
method, as a constellation of narratives certain people told about
themselves at a certain rime, or as roo reductive a figure to refer ~
fully to current fights for social justice. Bur theory here: ought to be
treated as yet another dubious story.
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... back to thestoryofPcarl{thar's Camille's mother]. How do
we get from Nevada 10 anY"'here else, ideologically speaking? It
must come down to character. Picture this: Pearl, radiant and
shining (but in a dumb way), as she stumbles down the center
of a dcsencd road ... She's fifty miles our in the desert with only
a thermos of Bloody Marys. It doesn't look good.

Craqutr is such a constellation, but it is also much more; and "more"
here just might come down ro something like "character." While
bearing witness to the contemporary fate of class struggle, Roy's
narrative supercedes that F.ace by rewriting "class struggle" once again
as an aggregate of forces and practices out of which class conscious
character emerges, nor as healthy moral fiber nor as "true" historical
consciousness, but this time rather as an insurgent 2genr wielding
dubious stories. Short of demoting Camille to the srarus of a compromised subject, this is what enables her, "ideologically speaking," to
map the finite spaces between the narratives we tell--or the stories we
are-and their social ground.

As Cmqun-would appear to argue, class snuggle has a lot to do with
telling stories about class struggle. In Camille's '"case," the clas.sM
character of social struggle emerges not as a self~idenrical subject
clinging to its predicates like personal Aotation devices, bur rather as a
dramJJtiJ ptrrotlll on a Brechtian stage, a character armed with an array
of estr.mgement devices permitting a more expansive vision, one
capable of intimating the ungraspable totality of related stories for
which the "private" scene of family living stands in as an allegorical
microcosm. This is how Camille demysrifies her own story. What is
most personal in it can only emerge through its apparent opposite,
rhe depersonalization of character; similarly, the self emerges through
practices of sdf-opropriation.
And like that wave in the sea, the individual's story cannot be separated
from the material forces that structure: it.

Given the alternatives of silence or F.antasy, ruthlessness becomes
the middle way, inescapable if not always truthful. What do
yoll think? Where would you draw the line? What pan of you r
life belongs to you, and what pan belon~ to me, should I
happen to find out about it?
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AI:. a concept, class snuggle-not unlike history-signifies the social
process through which it is concepmal iz.ed. But class muggle also
refers tO the methods and practices by which that process is engaged.
Because it is a process, class struggle must change over time; and so it
follows that rhoS<! methods and practices must change as well.
Distortion is inevitable he~ are static, feedback, blur-and "the
alternatives of silence and fanrasy" will appear as a terminal S<!t of
choices unless rheS<! interference phenomena arc themselves recog·
nizcd as a critical parr of the process.
The relation between class struggle and narrative is charged with criti·
cal energies. Rather than a stable referent or foundational content,
class struggle appears in Craqu~r as a potentially ruthless practice
determined nol to reproduce the narratological conditions of owner·
ship and private property hard-wired to the stories we tell. Bur just as
race, gender, and saualiry-whilc discursively produced and reproduced--cannot be rrducal tO mere discourse; class struggle too, while
inseparable from narrative, cannot be reduced to the narrative pcrfor·
mancc alone. Although overshadowed by claims that esscntialize rhc
primacy of th~ discursive identities in struggles for social justice
today, class is arguably the historical phenomenon silently productive
of rhe idenriry claims that eclipse it.

Still, I have to insist on my argumem. Can we swp piling blur
on wp of blur? At; a goal, people. Of course I've never wid a
story suaight in my life {and in this essay, I haven't tried). This
is not hypocri~y. lx:cause consistency is not my point. I'm a
seamstress of blur, performing nips and rucks on the empty
ccmer. But I need to know where it is. Is that just personal
taste, like dean underwear?
The argument here is about class as it is refracted and challenged, sta·
bilizcd and maintained, through silence and fanrasy, narrative and
gossip2. The work of telling and composing is the work of a:plaining
and locating: interpretations reAect interpretations, just as narratives
inflect other narratives. The blur that results from the accumulation
informs and troubles the meaning of class struggle. This isn't just an
amnesiac's alibi; it is, rather, the recognition that class struggle, like
2. Like gos:si~ften dubious and ruthles.s--silencc and f.una$)' ~measure our
common assumptions," and remark, conspiracorially, che limill between what can
and can't be said. See Robert Gluck, ~When Bruce Was 36 (Gossip ~nd Scandalt

history, is only accessible to us through the blur it generates. And the
form such distortion assumes is narrative.
The critical thing, as Camille points out, is to locate that blur, and to
siruate it in relation to our own positions, practices and activities. Far
from a small consolation, this is the foundation for whatever opposi·
tiona! strategies we might devise. In my reading, this is what Craqurr
is all about.

One of the many arguments Roy's work essays is that class struggle
can only be accessed by way of irs prior narrations; and we arc each,
in our own histories, inuoduccd to that struggle through the stories
told by and about those before whom we arc formatively positioned
as narratces: the members of our f.a.mily.

Sam we com~ from a long lin~ ofsluJJ ofboth snt.ts. But that's
pushing it and it's not even what I meam. I wanted to point to
the han of the story, a quality of perishing, or making another
perish, for a romantic idea. Those painful yet pleasing sacrifices ..
A family pattern. Then, by the same gesture, we live perpetually
in the melancholy aftermath, the empty house.
The nuclear f.unily is a perverse social model and an ideologically
charged site where personal and political forces collect and crystallize:.
In Cnrqu~r. the Family is a fo rce field charged by communist parry
affiliations, on one side, and big money industrialists, on the other.
This is where Roy's writing goes to work like a solvent. At one moment
Camille puts it brilliandy this way:
Families arc nuclear, and nuclei arc smashed together. Do you
know the difference between the weak forces and the strong
forces? The strong one is the massive force of the universe,
binding quarks of opposite charge. It's only exercised across tiny
distances, such as Families. Everything else is weakness.
The formulation is luminous, and epigrammatic precision like this
scintillates through the entire work. Force is everything here-social
forttS described in terms of physical forces, quarks and waves.
Narratives structure social space in which the individual story is the
contact point of forces that assume collective shapes and make
demanding claims on us, as do family ghosts.

in Ekmtntsofa CojfitSnvict. Four Seasons Foundation, San Francisco: 1982.
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Families tt2il off like ghosts to whom we arc~ all connected.
They don't have a bottom. And it's not only anccs10rs, but
other ungraspable relations which shadow me-from my
&ther's silence to mother's dreamy milk. That's a sweet one.
Now I think the link can finally be made between Camille's effort to
locate the blur, and the specter haunting the matter he~: ideologyl.
The totality of social ~lations that connect us all is indeed ungraspable,
and ideology, as a constellation of collective fantaSies, enables whatever
represenr.uions of that totaliry-4. In one such fantaSy, the family allegorizes the social. Its spaces-though treacherous--are comparatively
manageable: they can be mapped, narr2red, transformed. And as th~
narratives themselves feed back into the ungraspable relations that
condition the F.tmily's ground, the social is paradoxically rendered
intelligible, if only for one of those vanishing moments, precisely by
way of the diswnion.

Pearl's stories pulsed with desire, fantasy and dread. They
became me. Then they blurred, disappeared. !live in the aftermath. The snag, its lingering disturbance, feels muscular. It
resides the~. as I shove one foot ahead of the other, in all the
sites of pleasure and aggression, intact as my confidence.
The notion that the~ is a sdf-anrered and stable space-a space
curiously homologous to that of the sanctified family recessed in ics
private niche, a space impervious to ideology and from which our
stories a~ said tO emerge like authentic properties in whatever truthbearing struggle-is, of course, one of the most insidious of all ideological effe.ccs. Countering this profound distortion, Craqutr perseveres
criticalty not by claiming access to a mo~ prodigious social truth, but

3. Fredric J~meson discusses ideology as the necessarily distorted medium of all
such loaning in his talk/essay, ~ Cognitive Mapping-: "Whatever its defects and
problems, this positive conception of ideology as ~ necessary fune~ion in any
form of social life has the great merit of messing the gap between the local
positioning of the individual subject ~nd the toraliry of class structure$ in whicll
he or she is situated ... - M111?tism 11nd rln Imrrpr(tlltion ofCuburt, Grossberg and
Ndson, eels.. Urbana: Universiry of Illinois Press, 1988, p. 253.
4. Sources informing my usc of "ideology" here include Louis Althusser's
"Ideology and Ideological Sme Apparatuses" in Lmin 11nd philasoph], 11nd orhrr
tsllt]J, London: New Left Book.s, 1971; and Slavoj Ziuk's "How did Man;
Invent the Symptom?- in ThrSublim~Obj«to[/JtfJfo::y. London; Verso, 1989.
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rather by exploring ideology's own narrative t«:hniques, and by making
use of them to dismantle the power of a ll truth claims, including irs
own. This is one of the ways "Camille" pmcricnclass struggle.
Just as the economy and all the destructive forces it unleashes
depends upon that very real though intract:~ble fiction called money,
so do class positions and forces depend upon ideology and narrative.
By way of Roy's t:~ccics, a mo~ honest and accurate narrative emerges
out of the cloud or blur that occupies the center where Camille is
"registering something more vague: This "something" has everything
to do with the tensions that obt:~in berwttn the ~production of dominant class dynamics and the critical work of telling stories.

There's inescapable falsity in my condition. If you believe what
I write, watch your back. I can't stand behind my stories
because I don't think that way. The: power is in the filterwhatever my brain dishes up as the next thought, well, it feels
like: me, but it's not.
ln our ahistorical and idcnriry-obssesscd era, Roy's assault on the sclfs
truth claims is part of a larger effort to mobilitt an oppositional writing
practice historically. If New Narrative has taught us one thing above
all others regarding history-~bout our being subjects of hisrory-it
is thll.t to be both reader and writer of the stories we live and make is
to be an active interp~ter of our interp~tations5. The~ is ll.n imperative that emerges from Camille Roy's Cmqutr: in addition to narrating
our stories, we must also narrativize the process of narr2tion while
linking that secondary narrative to the always larger processes that
collectively narrate us. This is the: imperative to reckon into the work
of telling the social machinations that inform the narrative apparatus
within which well.~ always productively caught. Paradoxically, this is

5. "New Narrative" refers ro work by Robert Glilck, Steve Abbott, Dodie
Bdlarny. Kevin Killian, Bruce Boone, and Kathy Acker, among others. For~
remarkable reading of 50me of this work, S« Earl Jackson, Jr .. Strllt~in of
1Rvi11nct, Bloomington: U of Indian~ Press, 1995. For a brief history of New
Narrative, S« Robcn Gltick's, "Long Nme on New Narrative," N11rr11tivity: 11
mrital jou171111 ofinnovlltiue nllrTIItiue. (hup://www.sfsu.edu/- newlit/n~rrativiry/
is.sue_onclgluck.html) An ap~nded form of th is C$Say, one that would .aniculate
"class struggle" with a n.ngc: of current c:xpc:rimental forms rd~ted 10 New
Narrative, would include additional readings, among them: Renee Gladman,
juiu(Kdsc:y Street. 2000); Taylor Brady. MicrodimAtn (Krup.d<.aya, 20C)I);
Eiloc:n Myles, CDolfor You(Soft Skull Press. 2000); and Mike Amn:w.n, ~nd
tht StlfoJ o[Drtllms (Krupskaya, 2000).
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wa.y tO ~rsevere uncynically in something like belief.

Class struggle, then, can never be divorced from the stories we tell
;about class snuggle. What is at stake here is nm only rhe relatedness
of so many forces, bm the link between the work of narrative and the
construction of those relations. In ~rforming that link, Craqu" con·
tributes tO a larger collective project committed to reconstructing our
historical relations otlurwisr.

Silence is one way of negotiating the unacceptable. Transgressive
romantic fantasy is another. They're tools for managing the
survival of self-the first maimaining it, the second an aa of
invention. But you can't separate the tools from their context,
in penonal necessity, social power and class.
This is only one of the directives CmquerofTers regarding irs method
of construction. Just as one can't romanticize silence as the recessed
preserve of a true self, one can't romanticize the transgressive fanusy
either without conceding the F.ueful separadon of tools and context
that reproduces a grosser and more dangerous distortion. Both Roy
and her narrator Camille know what they're up against here: the
sanctioned fantasy of dominant ideology thar reigns over silence and
transgression alike. This is a fantasy that functions simultaneously as
truth and as the Aighr from truth. It ensures aga.inst the insurgency of
critical invention by promising the eternal return of the same unlivable
conditions. Withour either of these romantic pretenses-a nd without
being entirely ruthless dther because, as Camille finally tells us, "that
also is imbalanced• -Cmqut>rdisrupts the apparatus that rtproduces
ideology's dominant assumptions. Bur this doesn't mean leaving the
reader stranded with nothing to believe. Nor at all. Roy's Cmquer
rather enables the reader to believe in something otlur, if only a
method that affirms narrative's potential as social praxis. Perhaps this
is something /ike truth, only different.
"The urge to aesthericize, to edit and invent, is my urge to think,"
writes Camille. To tell our stories otherwise is to think otherwise.
And who would want tO believe in something else, who would nud
to construct and nurture oppositional fanrasies and insurgent methods,
except those committed to we:.~.ving othu tapestries out of the snags
and blurs of class struggle?
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W ithin any ensemble of social forces, every position that enables a
narrative is a classed position. Far from being unpredictable and sub.
stitutable, rh~ position$-together with the stories they conditionare generated not by too few bur by too many determinants. Cmquu
offers a remarkable exploration of the overdctermination of one's
stories. Like one's narratives, one's experience is never one's own; but
neither is it anyone else's. So while it can be argued that Camille's
"relaxing" narrative solution must contain irs own blind spot, Roy's
method nevertheless argues against the indeterminate disintegration
and voluntaristic reintegration of stories6- The beautiful, and ~rhaps
fundamental, contradiction animated here is the seemingly timeless
one of subject (the individual, or agent) and object ("the totality of
class structures" or ..all the stories in the world"). And while there is
no resolution for it, Craquer~rforms the contradiction with rare
deftness, at once graceful in its narrative play and forceful in the
counter ir creates against the trained incapacity that is our ahisrorical

Thanks to Earl jackson, Jr., jocelyn Saidmllny, and Camille Roy for
th~ir anmtiw uadi11gs and rich wpo,u~s to ihis piece.

6. As. Nicos Poul:annas reminds us, ~aass determin:ation mus1 nm be reduced, in
;a volumarin fashion, to class position.~ In other words, positions do nm xcuratdy reAca the rorces Um detc:nn ine them. While positional alignments mar be
willfully cons1ructc:d, dc:1erminations cannot be arb itrarily conmuc:d. Cfmsts m
Umttmpor4ry C:pitaliJm. London: NLB, 1974. p.l4.
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Laura Elrick

Coins of a Realm:
Sides of a Shared Future
Busted
By Nancy Shaw and Cauiona Strang
Coach House Books, 200 I
A recent discussion on a listscrv I belong to centered on the
book Fugitivt DayJ, a somewhar sensationalist account of Bill Ayers'
involvement with the Weathermen during the late sixties and early
seventies written by the controversial leader himself. Posts ranged
from mildly sardonic observations about rhe commodification of a
once-so-radical figure, to more critical and extensive discussions on
revolutionary violence in general, rhc Weathermen's racrics specifically,

and of course, how race, class, and gender (exploited by COINTELPRO
policies) conrribured ro the disintegration of what-could-have-been:
an alliance of white and black, middle class and urban 'guerilla'
dissident groups in the U.S. Some posts came from former Weath er~
men desc ri bing whar rhey saw to be the destructive (if not megaloma~
niacal) growing personal ambition bc.h ind Ayers' calls for war against
the capitalist establishment, now apparently confirmed by the release
of his chatty, acritical, if nor self~aggrandizing, memoirs. Others
argued that the emphasis on armed revolution helped shift focus from
the positive independent o rganizational infrastructures (laid our i n i~
rially by the Panthers to provided badly needed social services, some~
what like the community boards now forming in Argentina) and onto
the "scary" but "powerful" personas of the leaders of such threatening
groups themselves.
U ltimately, as we know, most of those involved ended up
serving prison terms or, particularly chose of color, were hunted,
harassed, framed, or murdered on the Streets or in prison. This invited
disquisitions about why those early calls for violence had been so
attractive to so many relatively privileged white kids in sub-urban
colleges in the first place. One thing was sure, fro m this distance: they
had gotten themselves into a muddle &om which no amount of
rhetorical skill, proper intention or representational two-step could
ger rhem our, though ir was now possible, and this was the point, to
fash ion current lessons our of rhat overdetermined (past) present.
Certain coordinates of this scenario undoubtedly sound familiar. rhe
power~monger, the turn~coats, the opportunists, rhe unwitting slide
into ineffectual gestural resistance, rhe aporia after a failed revolu tionary
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anempt, the back~s li de into oblivion, rhe banalization of the radical,
the well-meaning foo ls, and above it all, the capitalist class in its
superb organization waiting to take advantage of all that is "botched
or barked."
From Nancy Shaw and Catriona Strang's book Bwted,
recently out from Coach House:
Bulletin 2: Government
Given the demographic, he could escape enemies, followers and
himself. Not simply a platform nor mere d ismountable mem~
brane. Spelled destiny. Tabulated freedom. By innocuous
phrase floured value, divested protocol, joined a disciplinary
utopia. The smart money. The glad hour. Their world an agenda.
Thus I was conducted, mimicked and applauded ...
Treating the specific national scenario I mention earlier as a dynamic
logic, as a recurring if overdetermined historical phenomenon, instead
of as a singular diachronic historical moment, might produce some·
thing along the lines of the ' Bulletins' that punctuate this book. In
fact, despite their aversion to rhe violence of generalizations, Shaw
and Strang open the historical aperture so far that we're looking
straight into the eye of Damon; "Because I don't have a h istory," and
"It was in 1789 when we first rook notice of this dim precinct."
Though Shaw and Strang hail from Canada (and treat some of irs
institutional rhetorics here), rhey are gesturing toward a post-national
crit i cal~aestheric, where the national, and the national literature along
with it, w ill not bc.come "a substitute for revelation." AJI rhe world's
an airy attempt we can see in this wide frame.
So, Bu.md, yes. And just how should we proceed after this
long lament over reification, the twentieth century?
If this writing finds its precursor in textual politics (and no
doubt in parr ir does) it does not procttd towards a poliric of textual
liberation. Busud (the ironic subtitle is N~wr Stop Singing for Libmy)
conspicuously avoids euphoric jolts and libidinal eruptions (though
its bolts may jolt) as much as it avoids any repetition of particular
'chosen' textual operations allegedly infused with inherent opposition·
ality.
The book begins w ith the first of many ' bulletins,' this one
being 'Bulletin I: History,' a masterfully written dramatic
mono(duo)logue of sons ('masterfully' authored by two people) that
questions historical agency, causal certainty, uropic goals, our ability
to make ou r way through the dark and, ultimately, rhc situatedness
we might feel in n ear~toral black-out. T here a re other 'Bu lletins' roo,
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'AJiegiancc:,' and ' Hom ~ Own~rship,' and
are also rerurning 'Credos,' d~nsdy bricolaged alibi·trap d~·
'Gripes,' subde declama[Qry sce n~·juicers, and 'Shuffles,'
lisry CD-lik~ song titles that indeed post fo r shuffling th~ discourse of
our assumptions about ou r knowledegcs, along with num~rous other
singular pieces. Y~t any description or categorization of these mixedup sections is destined tO fail, because what's really at srak~ is rh~ war
on cc:rtainry, or false certai nty, which are taken to bt: one and the
on

'Gov~rnm~m,' 'Cu ltur~,'

rh~r~

cloak~rs,

We are "haunted- no, constituted-by a lcg;acy of purges
and upheavals."
Bur despit~ this malaise, th~ book, if somewhat obliquely,
seems to suggest that this is not cause for compl~te political abjection,
because what haunts (or constitutes) is, by definition, made. It suggests
a space for rh~ constirudve ability oflanguag~ as/and history. In "Th~
Idea File of Conrin~ncy, " published in rh~ "Disgust & Overder~tmi
nation" issu~ of Opm Lmer~dited by JeffD~rkson, Shaw and Strang
write that "It is impossibl~ to compos~ dearly oppositional stances"
bt:cause "The world has [in the meantime] moved on• bur that
"Nevenhcless, history is formative." This "perman~nt contingency" is,
accordingly, a response ro rhe production of "static answers," "ftxed
meaning" and "unquesr ion~d authority" from, and h~re is th~ guts of
it, logoc~ntricity of print media. H~re. the revolutionary, the poet, the
mainstream national politician and the corpora t~ ~xecuriv~ are all
alike-they continually rcproduc~ the conditions of rh~ir ~pisremo
logicallimits.
If this sounds rather like the filmiliar Marxist tenet that we
cannot ultimately act beyond rh ~ limits of our rime, Shaw and Strang
set our to show that new technology, if d~6ned afr~r Williams as a ser
of practices rath~r than as mechanical objects, might ~nable us ro
"bypass, or at least post for negociarion, the self-evident mechanisms
of systemic regulation," of language and thought stabilized by rhe
limiting factors of rh~ printed text. The constitutive dim~nsion of
language, then, is not treated as a privileged arena for the construction
of new resistant subjcctivities, but rather as the negative of this, as a
most-wanted list oflogocentric authorities (that lodge in places we
least expect) for which the writing is a necessary cork-board posting
newly espied anachronistic, oppressive or heg~monic logic-locks.
Credo 3, fo r example: moved to rescind I the tidy affirmation I thick
a;emplificarion swap I and subscqu~ncly t~th~r I staged with charity.
A lumbt:ring diligence-this is Mense---"posting" the mediating
rcsidut: ofl~gal discourse.
This is quit~ diffe«:nr from, bur nor enrirdy unrelated to,
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th~ various cyber poetics laid out in Object \0 guest--edited by Kenny
Goldsmith. The essayisrs in this issue share Shaw and Strang's desi«:
to explode the wdghty and limiting authority of the page, to move
beyond an all-too-human subjectivity, and look towards digital technology ro ~nable that. Yet many (not all) seem to base th~ "fururity"
of their practice on the gambit that strictly formal investigations of
new m«<iums willl~ad us forward towards new (posr·social?) possibilities. They, nev~rthel ess, beg the question of Shaw and Strang: is
there a contradiction in th~ attempt to subvert the logocentric
authority of the printed word by foregroundi ng a textual practice?
And what is the rdarionship bt:rwecn a particular te<:hnology and the
"set of practices" that we live?
Conv~rsely, Shaw and Strang's negativity, a reverse relief to
the utopic tech no-futurist "progress" model, might pose several
questions in return. If technology viewed as machin~--object is created
under the current compla; or mod~ of production, how or to what
extent do market imperatives influence what aspects of those new
technologies will bt: made and made available? Do these forms have
an authority all their own? And though algorithmic programs create
super-texts that dest2bilize notions of poetic voice as much as they
outperform certain exercises in deconstruction, isn't it also true that
such a rc:liance on a Saussurean view of linguistics overlooks a primary
aspect of language use-that which Voloshinov called the exchange of
multi·accc:nrual signifying clements, that wrangled--over shared code
in which what is (and will bt:) is contested?
And to return tO the U.S. conra;t in which this essay sr;~.rted,
evm though history, in th~ meantime, has moved on, need these
contradictions relcg;ate us to a kind of preventative anxiousness on rh~
one hand, or a productivist hyper-conviction on the other? How do
specific national historial conta;rs and institutions inAu~nce the
creation of a "post-national" poetics?
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The Disparities

of thought fragments, evident in "0 Sacrum Convivium":

Rodrigo Toscano
Green Integer, 2002.
reviewed by Rosa Alcala
Lo mimlo qu~ aplasto elJi~rro
just as I work tlu iron
pa 'jacerlo filigrana,
lntoafiligru,
quimJ aplasrd tu queri
I want to forge your love
tk Ia noche a Ia maiinna
From moming to night
-A M:minece (tradilional flamenco work song)

Now lady I ain 'r no mill man
just the mill man Sum
But I can do your grinding
Till the mill man comes
-"An early American HooDoo song,~
quoted in Ishmael Reed's Conjure
Marjorie Perloff insists in Radical Artifice that the performance of
John Cage's "Lecture on the Weather" is "not about weather, it is
weather." In Rodrigo Toscano's Tht Disparities, something similar
occurs: I cannot speak simply about the poet's work bur about the
poems themselves worki,1g---working it our, working you over, working for the man, working the crowd-to depict the incongruities that
authority, authenticity, reality, and identity produce. In this booklength work song (and at times, love song), he offers his product in
various stages of refinement, and (D ING!) down goes the hammer,
puts a few dents in it, walks always, eyes the overseer (DING!),
throws down his hammer again in the form of a question mark or
maybe an ellipses (D INK!), gives it an elbow-polish, addresses the
buyer, then walks away again. The sheer muscle Toscano demonstrates
in these poems is so seductive, I hardly notice whether there's any
"use-value" to what's left on the anvil-perhaps because what's left are
poems flexing, with each reading, manifold possibilities.
Some signs forged there? No. Bur with raw urge, knew
(from "Circular No.6")
Although wrirren before his previously published book Partisam
(0 Books), Tht Di1paritiuconrinues the project of"wordworking,"
as both the method and madness of delivering and dismantling government-sanctioned "transnational imagery." And like Partisans' verb
tenses, language construction performs the tensions berween being,
making, and naming, often resulting in a kind of stammer, a layering
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I did this/that, for x-causc, which (hmmm) affected ..
Which eventually ... it can be said (no?) that ... look
The Zolphi Gorge, next to the Rheita Valley, where
I was (no?) part ... wait, I was part, a part of, look
The Zagut Fissure, Pro! Plateau, et cetera
Eventually ... well, the word crises even sounds
By foregrounding process, the poems become translations of transition,
o:isting between "Land/ a story" and "vr.l a memory" (from "nonconfidential memos").
The book's title suggests the failure to represent, through language,
the exchange berween an evolving existence and variously perceived
realities(" LA distancia mtrt mi y tJiaJ calks" [The distance between
me and these streeu]). The titles of the poems, however, hint at our
fai lure to fail completely--our need to keep punching the dock and
provide at least Jomt product or documemation, as seen in "Circular
No.6," "Prem ise No. I" (as well as "No.2" and "No.3"). Too, the
titles "Journal" or "non-confidential memos," suggest a desire to make
publ~c the construction of self and realities, our "hyperpublic alone-

Realities being those fantasies rhat control your immediate span
of life. Usually they are nor your own fantasies, i.e., they belong
to governments, traditions, ere., which it must be clear by now,
can make for conflict with the singular human life all ways. The
fantasy of America might hun you, but it is what should be
meant when one talks of'reality.'
-Amiri Banka, from Homt: Social Es1ays
Certainly, Green Integer's custom of placing the author's photo on the
cover is testament to that. And despite the feeling that his poems are
built on a strong theoretical foundation, Toscano's black and white
sm irk urges me to not easily replace the idiosyncratic with the ideological. Bur any critical approach is also a failu re: "Biographical. To be
spoken for. To know/ This much, this long: new uninhabirabiliries"
(from "Premise No. 3").
Unmisrakingly informed by L:A=N:G:U:A=G:E poetry,
there's a certain "old school" feel about much of the book (in the
sense of a hybridizarion of past forms of address), especially the second
part, beginning with the poem "Journal." The groupings of "thingobjects" in "Corollary A" and "Corollary B" are driven-like many of
the poems-by the musical and emotional intensiry found in the lyrical/mystical tradition. And like the nomadic ghaz.al, renderi ng a world
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in motion necessarily combines corporc:ality with memory; and
inquiry is spiritual (though I can hear Toscano thundering at that
designation!), material, as well as inconclusive. Toscano writes,
"Myself an Item tO boor, subtractive author! Unboarding. now
goes,-This far; where from? which force,/ acts? I Threatening ques·
rions, as doves swoop ~low the mailbox." And I am rc:minded of
Rumi's "A Voice Through the Door": "Lift your foot;! cross over;
move into the emptiness/ of question and answer and question :
This questioning is especially noticeable in Toscano's performance
of the poems, as witnessed in a recent reading at University at
Buffalo's Wednesdays at Four & ries. The inAection of imerrogatives,
as the Iitle poem ("Anything? Plans, newstands. Are things not done
on pace? /lime. A gap. As 'to dose the gap,' berwec:n what?) or as in
"Four or Five Estimations" (" I feel misplaced, a non·self spoke-estimations?") insist on participadon, argumentation, not the acquies·
cencc rhetorical devices require. His performance of the work also
demonstrates the difficult relationship berween the individual and the
collective necessary to "wordworking." Toscano writes, "You know,
formations rc:pel as well, and why nor?" later suggesting we "become
intimate with what's alien."
After his reading, I asked Toscano if this use of the interrogative
comes out of the tendency Spanish·speakers have of punctuating a
statement with a rhetorical question: ;,51 o no? (Yes or No?) ;, Vmiad
que sP. (Isn't it true?) tO no? {Right?) Enrimdn? (Get it?). He says,
"yes," bur also he's goading the public {by way of"the public" having
alrc:ady h«n goaded into a system of mutual receptivity)

I'm interested in how Toscano, in even his most economic poems, ca n
produce a multiplicity of rc:ferences and "rwist shir" like records at the
hands of a mixmaster: layered but seamless, pulsating its invitation
yet opaque. Toscano aims at reminding the reader th roughout his
work of the industry of these "sampled" coli ties, of our personal
work in sustai ning, circulating, or altering them.
Re·state: mores as in mores of the State
Craft, not as in com basket weaving craft
Urgencies, mothered geometry, when?
Locus, where? You want assurance, cholu.
[... [
Cock, for example, late subject of this ..
Untangling it, as far as boy's poems go
[ ... [

Made meaning·pan [cornspeak it] not Corsairs
Bur later (rivctspeak it ] scaled cockpits
("Circular No.6")
From corn basket to cornspeak, from cock to cockpits, from cornspeak
to Corsair, from re-state to rivetspeak, from prc:· industrial craft to
post·indusrrial craftiness, specificity is challenged by a nerwork (a
"circular") of suggestions. This nerwork argues for diversity by
demonstrating diversiry, and argues against globalization by demon·
suati ng diverse forms of manipulation, concealment, and framing.

Es un rdablo ... n ... utl puuk 4/'ller-UIIno, (COmpmuln? £1 pomra
empinn como un crepUsculo imn4vil {It is an llitarpiece... itS ... an
American puule. Understt~nd? The poem ~ns lilu a motionlns duslt}
-leiter from Federico Garda Lora to Adolfo Salazar, I Jan. 1922
In "4 or 5 Estimations," Toscano writes, "Subsidized lyrics as in
your puffy schools, pray/ What does .Q.ks mean, docks unloading,
who inspects what? / I'm a doormat talking as if I'm a kingpin." And
in "Premise No. I": "Like a recent rap says-what's yo' name foo', I
signed the line, compelled , a signature, keeps track of ... ding. " I'm
not so much concerned as to whether the references actually point to
hip hop arrisr/actor &an "P Diddy" Combs, who recently changed
his name from "Puff Daddy" and raps in "Bad Boy for Life":

How UM twist shit, what changed but the namd
Wt still hert, you nxltin wit the bnt
Don't worry ifI write rhymn- I write ch«lt1 (hah!)
Who i tbt bou? Durin is lou
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Commom
MyungMi Kim
Un i v~rsity of California PI'CS$, 2002.
reviewed by Sarah Ann~ Cox
Th~ only thing that bugged m~ about Commom was th~
blurb on th~ back cov~ r, which minimized the .sco~ of this beaudful
and moving book. Whil~ I am ttrtain that Myung Mi Kim is "haunted"
by history and whi l~ this work is inr~nsely personal and ~motional
(for what work isn't) it is mostly som~thing ds~. What stands out
about Commo1u is th~ reach of rh~ images rh~r~in. If rh~ images each
correspond 10 an actual ev~ n t they also correspond to hundreds of
oth~r ~v~ms from East Timor to Korea to Auschwin to Wyoming
(cf.: "Th~ heavy chains w~r~ tak~n off and they wal k~d ro rh~ plac~ of
execution. One boy's shoe fell off and h~ reached down to put it back
on, taking a long rime ro do it."). So much of this is at once history
and current event.
Commom seems like a compilation of invesrigadons: of
survival; of deaths; ofborany. They are all intimately related to ~ach
mher and all equally mysterious. The "scientific" sections of anatomy
are just as unclear as the historical records demonstrating the shortcomings of"The central organizing myth of comprehensive know\~."
In so many w:.tys the body is taken apart and exam ined and yields
nothing.

All that we have seen could also be otherwise:
All that we could describe could also be otherwise
The thing sc:c:n is the thing sc:c:n together with the whole space
Th~rc: is some k.ind of foundational solace here. Th~ images

are brutal, painful to read. Famine is weaved through everything,
frogs pile up on the roadway bur ir is in service of something larger.
To determine and id~ntify rh~ cost of nation, of land, of survival, of
hop~ o ne must lay all the pieces of the world on th~ rable and
attempt to name them.
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Sarah Anne Cox has wrinen a snrtlingly fine book, promp1cd from lhc
investiga1ing imclligcncc of a philosopher-poet uflS'A.-erved by illcgiance to
system. lbis is a visionary work, at once periphc::ral, diuporic, dus1ered,
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-K:rothl~n
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Politics for D<~n Davidson was a siu:-specific performanet: an. In s1ores
wd offices, factories and bedrooms, Dan found avenues for action
undreamt by the ~oludonaries he admired. Calling the pl01 culturr, he
originated a role I'll nevtt forget, improvising an ending I'll never forgive.
This book is his m:merpiece.
-Iknjamin Friedlander
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Tyrone Williams' imensdy movi ng first book bridga mOT<' gaps than
many works (and c:ara!rs) thriu ~ long; qui<'!: humor ro qui<'!: anger,
wdghcy COI\C<'rnl (cybern<'l:ics, anthropology, astronomy) ro formal invention; brilliant appropriation ro S[:lnling be:lury: meet language to a full
panoply of .sophisricated theory: above all betwa:n African-American
concerns and thoK of rhe plain vanilla majoricy. -Narhanid Tarn

Scout
Norma Cole
CO-Rom- Forthcoming in fall 2002
All titles are available at Small Press Distribution in Berkeley, CA.:
800-869-7553 or www.spdbooks.org. For more information,
please .stt our website:
www.krupskayabooks.com

Etd Adnan's many books of prose and poetry include O[Cilin & Womm
(Lrnm to FaUJUNU), Sitt Mari~ Row, TIN Arab Apocalypw, and From A UJ
Z Eul Ad1111n: Critical Essap on tiN Arab-Amnican Wriur and Artist,
edired by Usa Suhair Majaj and Amal Amireh (McFarland & Company,
2002), is now available.
Rosa AJcala has translated Ei Tnnplo (Situations Press, 2001), Cloud-,~t
(Art in General, 1999), and Word & Thr~ad (Morning Star Publications,
1996), all books of poetry by Cecilia Vicul'ia. Her own poems have
rccendy appeared in Chain and The World. She is currently pursuing a
PhD in English at SUNY-Buffalo, where she co-curates ii: ponbt, crltica,
yarr~. a non-unilingual series.
Siemon Allen is a South African anist who has lived and worked in
Washington, DC, New York City and Richmond , VA. He was a founding member of the FLAT gallery in Durban, South Africa. His work was
included in "Graft• at rhe National Gallery in Cape Town as part of the
2nd Johannesburg Biennale. His most recent project, NtwSpapn-s, can be:
.sttn at FUSEBOX in Washington, DC.
Robert Berold was born in Johannesburg in 1948 and moved to the
Eastern Cape in 1981 . He was editor of N~ Coin for several years and
has edited the collection of contemporary South African poetry It All
&gins (2002). Poetry collcctions include Th~ Door to tht Riuu (Bardeur,
1984), Tht Firn oftiN Dtad(C:me.four, 1989) and RainAcroua Papa
FMd(Gccko Poetry, 1999).
The Bououo Jesters are a poetry and performance group based in
Johannesburg. Its members are Siphiwe. Ka Ngawenya, lsabe.Ua
Mo12dinyane, Allan Koski Horwitt., Ike Mbone.ni Muila, and Anna
Varney. Their collcctions include Wt jive Liltt This (Botsotso Publishing,
1996) and Dirty W11Shing(Botsotso Publishing, 2000).
Clement Chihota lives in Harare, Zimbabwe, and teaches at the
Zimbabwe Open University National Centre. Books include &fore th~
Next Song and No Mor~ Plo.stic Balls and Other Storin (co·edired with
Robert Muponde, College Press, 2000).
Sarah Anne Cox is the author of Arrival(Krupskaya 2002). She has
various and sundry pastimes.
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Jeremy Cronin was born in Durban, South Africa, in 1949 and gr~ up
in Simonstown. In 1976, he was arrested under the Terrorism Act, and
jailed for ~en years. He is currently the deputy general secretary of the
SA Communist Parry, and a member of parliament for the African
National Congress. His books include lmitk (R.avan Press, 1984), E~~m
the Dead (David Philip/Mayibuye Books, 199n, and lmidt and Out
(David Philip, 1999).
Los Cybrids (www.cybrids.com) are a Bay Area-based artist and activist
collt:ctive, consisting of John Leafios, Monica Praba Pilar, and RenC
Garcia. John LeOlfios was born and raised in Los Angeles in a Mexican·
Italian-American family. He received his Master's of Art in Photogr.~phy
from San Francisco State University in June of2000. Mr. l.nflos is
presendy cur.tting the Digital Mural Project at the Galerla de Ia R.az.a in
San Francisco. A N~ York/Colombian multi-disciplinary artist, Monica
Praba Pilar has worked on multiple projects in the public sphere through
site installations, public art, performances, and websites. As pan of her
ongoing investigation of an/activism, in 1998 she founded the biotech
interventionist performing group "The Hcxtcrminarors: SuperHeroes of
the Cenetix Devolution." She is currently completing a public art com·
mission focused on community hiswry for the Ciry of Oakland. Rene
Garcia is a Mexican born in California who utilizes performance and
digitally interactive multi-media to explore themes of stereotyping. racial
dynamics and the convergence of body and electronic technologies. He is
co-founder (with john Lcafios) of the San Francisco His10rical Circle of
the Displaced, a not for profit organiz.ation exploring historical displace·
ment in San Francisco. He is a co-recipient of a Pouero Nuevo Fund
grant (2001), Creative Work Fund grant (2000) and a Market Street art
in Transit commission from the San Francisco Art Commission (\999).
Jimmie Durham is a internationally ahibitcd anist, writer, and activist
currently residing in Berlin. His numerous books include A Cmain Lack
ofUJhum«: Writings on Art ami Cultural Politics (Kaya, 1993), On
&comint Aut/untie (PrickJy Pear, 1996) and Jimmir Durham (Phaidon
Press, 1995).
Laura Elrick lives in New York City. Her poetry has recently appeared in
How2, Tripwirt, Umbo, TIN Ta11gmt, &oglitand Kmning. Essays on
her work will be appearing in the next issue of Quid(UK).
Alan Gilbcn's writings on poetry, an, culture, and politics have appeared
in a variety of publications, as have his poems. He lives in Brooklyn, NY.
Rob Halpern lives in San Francisco.
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fUlhleen Hendenon works in Canyon, California, where she lives with
her husband and two small boys. She has shown in Boston, N~ York,
and Los Angeles. Her work is available upon request ar the Stephen
Wirtz. Gallery in San Francisco.
P. Inman's most recent books are wat.ltmt. ·(Krupskaya) & ~amounts.
to. •(Pores & Poeu). His work has been used as a sound source for sever·
al recent compositions by Thomas DeLio, which can be found on
Music/TO(J & MusicfTtxt 2 (Capstone Records).
K. Silem Mohammad lives and teaches in Santa Cruz.. He has recent or
forthcoming work in Olio Entry, AlllmnJU, The San jou Ma11ual ofStylt,
580 Split, Tinfoh, and Vm.

Seidhamo Motsapi was born in 1966 in Bela Bela, Limpopo Province.
He lectured for some years ;u the University of the North, and now
works as an editor for the South African Bureau of Standards. His first
collection is tarthsteppfflriN octan is wry shallow (Deep South/ISEA, 1995).
Ike Mboneni Muila was born in Soweto in 1957, and grew up in Venda,
Limpopo Province, returning to live in Soweto in the 1980s. He is an
actor and performance poet, a member of the Botsotso J~t~ pcrform:mce
group and on the editori~l committtt o.f B~rsot~ Pubhshmg: He .wm es.
in English, Venda, and is1camtho. Pubhcauons mclude Wt }ttx_ L~l« Thu
(Borsotso Publishing. 1996) and Dirty Washing(Botsotso Publ1shmg,
2000).
Mark Nowak is the author of &vtnanu (Cofftt House Press) and the
editor of Xcp: Cross Cultural PMtics < http:/lbfn.orgl~xcp >.An essay on
gothic-industrial music will appear in Goth: Und~ad Subculture (Duke,
2003).
Victor Khulile Nxumalo was born in Diepkloof, Soweto, in 197 1. He
Jives in Johannesburg, where he works in television as a.writ~r, researcher
and director. He has published poems in literary magaunes m South
Africa, Canada, UK, and the US. H is book tm flapping elbows, mama is
forthcom ing in 2003.

t.esego Ra.mpolokeng was born in Orlando West, Soweto, in ~965. He
is a full time writer and performance poet who has performed m many
countries, both solo and with musicians such as Soulemane T oure, Louis
Mhlanga, and Gunther Sommer. His books and CDs indude Ho~ Jo.r
Hondo (COSAW, 1990), Talking &in (COSAW, 1993), End Begmnmg.r
(German translations, Marino, 1998), The &vino Smnons (Gecko
Poetry, 1999), and &ntiJology (CD with various musicians, 2002).
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Gael Reagon is a journalist and poet who lives in Cape Town, South
Africa.
"Air Pal Mal (the fram er is one of the Pal Mal comic books in Leslie
Scalapino's novel, Dahliai Iris - &crrt Autobiography anti Fiction,
which will be published by FC2 nou year. Her recent books include hi
go in qui~t iUumin~d gnus land (Post-Apollo), Tht: Tango (Granary
Books), a reprint of the novel D~by Green lmcgcr, and Orrhitlj~tsam,
a poem mystery novel (Tuumba}.
Stephanie Syjuco was born in the Philippines in 1974. She has shown
nationally and internationally, most recently in San Francisco at Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts, the Asian An Museum, Southern Exposure,
at The Drawing Center in NYC, and solo shows at John Ikrggruen
Gallery and Haines Gallery, San Francisco. She is represented by Haines
Gallery, San Francisco, and James Harris Gallery, Seattle.
Diane Ward lives and works in Santa Monica, California. She has work
fonhcoming in the fin al issue of Ribot, edited by Paul Vangclisli, and is
the co-editor (with Phyllis Rosenzweig) of Primary Writi,g.
H eribcno Yq,ez (Tijuana, 1974) has published th ree books of essays and
one collection of poetry in Mexico. In the U.S. he has work published or
forthcoming in Cbain, Sharlt and XCP. His latest book in Mexico is an
award-winning SIUdy of American coumerpoct:ic.s. He is also experiment·
ing with English. His email is: hyepcz@hotmail.com
Phillip Zhuwao was born in Zim~bwe in 197 1, and spent his childhood moving with his family, who were cviaed from several farms, fi nally sen ling in Kuwaduna, Harare. His book of poems, Sunr~ Poison, and
~is tw~ novellas, Su tlu Barbarous /.JmJs and Iron FI«U, arc ro be pub-lished m 2003 by Deep South. He died in Harare in 1997.
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